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FOREWORD 
1n connection with neotectonics， the Circum圃Pacificarea is one of the most mobile 
areas in the world. The present configurations of the area are controlled by the Qua-
ternary earth movements in great extent. Many active faults (eふ SanAndreas fault 
zone in California) and several active foldings (e.g.， Rokko and Mizuho movements in 
Japan) are reported; facts showing the past eustatic sea-level changes might have been 
influenced by some Quaternary neotectonic movements. 
At the time of the N eotectonic Commission held on the 1 stof September， 1965 
at Boulder， Colorado during the Seventh Congress of the 1nternational Union for 
Quaternary Research (1NQUA)， the present editor felt that there existed some diversity 
of basic opinions between the Atlantic-Mediterranean geologists and the Pacific geo圃
logists concerning the evaluation and the nature of the Pleistocene-Recent tectonisms 
of the Pacific area . 
The Eleventh Pacific Science Congress of the Pacific Science Association was held 
at the University of Tokyo during the period of August 22-September 3， 1966. During 
the session， sixty symposia concerning various scientific fields relating to the Pacific 
region were given. Among them Symposium No. 19， planned and organized by the 
editor， was intended for the purpose of gathering the materials for and discussing the 
above-mentioned problems relating to the Pacific. Seventeen papers were presented at 
the two-day session of the Symposium. On the first day of the symposium topics 
mainly on the earth movements were presented and discussed， while on the second day 
reports and discussions were mainly concentrated on the phenomena of the sea level 
changes， asshown in the program below. 
Symposium No. 19 Sea level changes and crustal movements of the Pacific during 
the Pliocene and Post由民ぬcenetime. Convener: Nobuo IKEBE 
Room JINo. 51， Faculty of Engineering Building， University of Tokyo. 
August 23， Tuesday 8 :30-12 :00 
Chairman: D.B. SLEMMONS， Vice四chairman:N. lKEBE & Arata SUGIMURA. 
1. J.A. KATILI and F. HEHUWAT (Indonesia): On the possible occurrence of large trans-
current faults in Sumatra， Indonesia. 
2. K. HUZITA (Japan): Quaternary crustal movements in the “Kinki triangle"， Southwest 
Japan. 
3. A. SUGIMURA， Y. NARUSE and T. MATSUDA (Japan): Three αamples characterizing 
Quatemary earth movements in Japan. 
4. G. PLAFKER and M. RUBIN (USA): Vertical tectonic displacements in south同central
Alaska during and prior to the Great 1964 Earthquake. 
S. L.A. PALMER (USA): Pleistocene tectonic movement in California， Oregon and 
Washington as detennined from marine terrace warping. 
6. D.B. SLEMMONS (USA): Pliocene and Quaternary crustal movements of the Basin-and 
Range Province， USA. 
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7. M.T~ TE PUNGA (New Zealand): Problems of Quaternary earth movements in New 
Zealand (Abstract only). 
8. H.W. WELLMAN (New Zealand): Elevated marine beach ridges at Cape Turakirae， New 
Zealand. 
9. E.D. GILL (Australia): Description of Quaternary shorelines with special reference to 
the tectonic factor (Read by H.G. RICHARDS). 
August 24， Wednesday 8 :00-11 :30 
Chairman: A. GUILCHER (France)， Vice圃chairman:N. lKEBE & Kunio KOBAYASHI. 
10. H. NAKAGAWA (Japan): Quaternary sea-levels of the Japanese Islands. 
11. S. FUJII and N. FUJI (J apan) : Postglacial sea-levels in the J apanese Islands. 
12. D .M. HOPKINS (USA): Late Cenozoic sea-level history in western Alaska. 
13. H.G. RICHARDS and W. BROECKER (USA): A summary of the marine Pleistocene of the 
Pacific coast of N orth and South America. 
14. R.F. DILL (USA): Erosion in the head of La Jol1a submarine canyon. 
15. R.P. P ASKOFF (Chile): Recent state of investigations on Quaternary sea圃levelof the 
Chilean coast between Lat. 300 and 3308 (Read by A. GUILCHER). 
16. J.G. SCHOFIELD (New Zealand): Evidence for Quaternary sea-levels from the Cook 
Islands and the e:fect of density changes on Post-glacial sea-level rise (Abstract only). 
17. K. PITAKPAIVAN and K. SRILENAWAT (Thailand): Post-Pliocene changes of sea-level in 
the Gulf of Thailand (Abstract only). 
The papers read during the session exhibited many comprehensive data concern-
ing the Circum-Pacific Quaternary as weU as many new views and new methods of 
investigations. The present volume contains twelve ful1 papers and five aibstracts 
presented at the symposium， together with a part of discussions held during the 
session， arranged clockwise around the Pacific beginning with southeast Asia. 
As the convener of the symposium， the editor expresses his sincere gratitude to the 
chairmen， symposium guests and auditors， and to the Organizing Committee of the 
Congress， especially to Dr. A. SUGIMURA of the University of Tokyo， without whose 
patient efforts the present symposium would not have been possible. 
Thanks are due to Professor J.C. CROWELL of the University of California at Los 
AngeleS'" Dr. R.P. -SUGGATE of the N，ew Zealand Geological Survey， Christchurch and 
Professor Kunio KOBAYASHI of the Shinshu University， Matsumoto， from whom the 
convener of the symposium had received kind advice in organizing the symposium. 
As for the publication， the editor acknowledges the hearty cooperation of his 
colleagues at the Department of Geosciences， Osaka City University， especially 
Professors K. HUZITA and K. ICHIKAWA. Finally， the editor expresses his hearty 
thanks to Mrs. Keiko MORI and Miss Mayumi YOSHIDA for their help before， during 
and after the symposium. 
Nobuo IKEBE， Editor 
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001仙eOccurrencel ，of lLar.ge Transcur.~ent Faults In 
Sumatra， Indonesia* 
John A. KATILI** & F. HEHUWAT券株券
.(With 5 Figures) 
Abst，ract-Paral1el to the axis of Sumatra a 1，650 km long fault-zone ocCurs stretching 
from Atjeh in the northwestern end til Semangko Bay which forms the southeastern part 
of this island. This fault system known as the Semangko回zonerepresents， according to 
previous investigators， a graben structure. Re四evaluationof existing literature and recent 
field studies in Central Sumatra reveal that transcurrent faulting predominates in certain 
part of this island. lndications of horizontal movements are observed along 500 km long 
Ulu-Aer fault， North Sumatra， and along another 500 km long fault-zone stretching from 
Lake Ranau in South Sumatra tiU Lake Dibaruh in Central Sumatra. However， Circum-
Pacific type of faulting alone， asdescribed by ALLEN frorn the Phillippine-Taiwan region， 
could not be held responsible for the formation of the Great Sumatran fault-zone. Based 
upon the available geological， geomorphological， and geophysical data it is concluded that 
the movements in Quaternary and Recent times along th.e fault-zone are predominantly of a 
strike-slip right-handed nature， but old~r movements distinctly point to vertical displace-
ments. The andesitic volcanoes in general are situated within， east or west of the fault-zone， 
whHe the tremendous occurrence of welded tuffs are associalled with fissure eruptions in 
the upper part of the Sumatra-geanticline or local tumors in the orogenetic belt， where 
tensional fractures are most likely to occur. 
Introduction 
Recent investigations iB the areas around the Pacific have revealed the existence 
of large transcurrent faults which are fully as spectacular as those of the wel1-known 
San Andreas fault iB California such as the Atacama fault in Chile (ST AMAND and 
ALLEN， 1960)， A1aska (IVANHOE， 1962)， Taiwan and the Phil1ippines (ALLEN， 1962)， 
Irian or New Guinea (KRAUSE， 1965)， and Malaya (BURTON， 1965). Studies in other 
regions of the world have indicated similar large tectonic phenomena such as in Central 
America (MOODY， 1963)， the North American Atlantic Coast (WILSON， 1962)， Cyprus 
(BAGNAL， 1964) etc. 
This paper is concerned with large transcurrent faults in Sumatra， Indonesia. 
The discussion is mainly based on re-evaluation of existing literature regarding large 
fractures in this island， on recent field studies in Central Sumatra and on data gained 
• Paper presented at Symposium N o. 19，“Sea level changes and crustal mo:vements of the 
Pacific during the Pliocene and Post-Pliocene time"， Eleventh Pacific Science Congress， 
August 23-24， 1966， Tokyo. 
料 Divisionof Geology， National Institute of Geology and Mining， Bandung， Indonesia. 
榊・ Department of Geology， Bandung Institute of Technology， Bandung， Indonesia. 
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during the many excursions in South and Central Sumatra. Physiographic features， 
direction and sense of movements， age of faulting， seismic and volcanic activity along 
the fault-zone will be discussed briefly. This study should be considered as a pre-
liminary attempt to unravel the complex fault systems of Sumatra， and a considerable 
amount of fieldwork in various parts of this island will be required in order to establish 
the exact nature of this spectacular tectonic pheoomena， known in the literature as the 
Semangko fault-zone or the Great Sumatran fault trough system. 
Location and' physiographic features 
Along the axis of Sumatra a 1，650 km long fault-zone occurs stretching from Atjeh 
in the northwestern end til Semangko Bay in the southeastern part of this island. 
This spectacular tectonic phenomena has already attracted the attention of geologists 
many decades ago. 
Based on topographic features， a number of faults have been constructed by 
PHILIPPI (1917) in the Bengkulen and Lampong districts of South Sumatra. 'VAN Es 
(1919) advanced the idea that an uninterrupted “geologic longitudinal val1ey" could be 
traced from Kutaradja in North Sumatra til Semangko say in South Bumatra. 
He based his opinion on the fact that longitudinal val1eys are present along the entire 
length of Sumatra and that these depressions could be connected with one another， 
forming a median graben. RUTTEN (1927) supported the idea of the Sumatran fault 
system on account of the existence of deep and smal1 longitudinal val1eys， canyons， 
and deep lakes in the Barisan mountains. 
He considered Semangko Bay and its northwestern extension the Muara Aman， 
Kerintji and Singkarak valley as depressions caused by faulting. This author， however， 
rejected the idea of considering these val1eys a median graben as has been proposed by 
V AN Es (1919). According to him， these valleys might represent separate faults ar-
ranged en echelon. 
The first detailed description of the Sumatran fault was given by V AN BEMMELEN 
(1949)， followed by WESTERVELD (1953) who gave a description of the eruptions of acid 
pumice tu鉦'sand related phenomena along this fault. V AN BEMMELEN introduced the 
name Semangko fault-zone for this interesting tectonic feature while WESTERVELD 
proposed the name Great Sumatran fault trough system. Both authors considered the 
fault as a typical graben. 
The Great Sumatran fault田zonecomprises a number of large longitudinal depres-
sions of which the most important are (from NW toSE) the AりehValley， the Tangse 
Valley， the Alas Valley， the Angola Gadis Val1ey， the Sumpur-Rokan Kiri Val1ey， the 
Singkarak田 SolokValley， the Muara Labuh Val1ey， the KerinりiValley， the Ketahun 
Valley， the Kepahiang-Makakau Valley， and the Semangko Val1ey (Fig. 1). 
The main trend of the longitudinal valleys isaccompanied by faults in South， 
Central， and North Sumatra. Fault-scarps are to be observed in Lampong Bay 
east of the Semangko Valley， inthe Kerintji Valley， inthe longitudinal basin in eastern 
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The Great Sumatran or Semangko fault圃zone(Compiled from DURHAM， 1940; 
WESTERVELD， 1953; and KLOMPE， 1958). 
Fig.l 
Padang Highland and in Lake Tawar in North Sumatra. In North Sumatra， particu圃
larly in the Gajo area， the NNW -SSE directed fault四zoneis present in the form of small 
and deep canyons， while many small depressions in a line parallel to the axis of this island 
have been observed SE of Lake Dibaruh in Central Sumatra. Sagponds bordered by 
The existence of an 
fault-scarps， numerous ponds and swampy areas along the fault， are common features 
in the areas of the Ketahun and Seblat rivers in South Sumatra. 
active fault is also proved by the presence of lines of hot springs amidst the jungle 
covering the floor of these vaHeys. Numerous fumaroles are found in the Tarutung and 
Angola Gadis Valley， the Sumpur Valley， the 1¥在uaraLabun Valley， the Lebong and 
Semangko Val1ey; in al cases in connection with the fault. A number of earthquake 
epicentres are situated along the fault， which wiH be dealt with in a special sub-chapter. 
J)irection of movement and sense of displacement 
It has already been mentioned previously that most authors shared the opinion that 
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the displacement along the fault-zone has been primarily vertica1. V AN BEMMELEN 
ascribed the formation of the Semangko fault-zone as tensional forces acting on top of the 
Barisan geanticline. WESTERVELD stated that the main trend of the longitudinal rift 
valleys were formed as a result of continuous compressive forces acting on the combined 
Mesozoic and Miocene fold system. Investigations by VAN RAALTEN (1937) in South 
Sumatra proved the existence of a fault with a distinct vertical displacement of about 
50 meter. VERSTAPPEN (1955) considered the Kerinりiplain to be a graben. 
ZWIERZYCKI (1922)， on the other hand， advanced the idea that reverse faulting is 
responsible for the so-called coullisse structures of Aりeh，North Sumatra. 
According to some investigators the vertical movements of the Sumatran fault-
zone have already been started in pre-Tertiary times. Paleogene deposits consisting of 
conglomerates， breccias， sandstones， clay with coal seams， are widely distributed in 
the Barisan mountains， and a number of these old Tertiary sediments are believed to 
have been deposited under continental conditions i.e. fresh water environments. A part 
of these sediments is considered to be deposited in graben-like structures (VON STEIGER， 
1922; MUSPER， 1935; VAN BEMMELEN， 1949; WESTERVELD， 1953). 
Vertical displacements can be observed in the pre-Tertiary rocks bordering the 
Semangko fault-zone near Solok and similar features occur on the border of the Umbilin 
basin (KATILI， 1960). A rectilinear limestone ridge of pre-Tertiary age south of KUIト
tjir rises steeply from the adjacent granites and young volcanic deposits. This limestone 
ridge， which dips up to 850 is a fault bordering the Solok Valley. Very steep dips of 
Triassic limestones are mainly found at the border area with the Tertiary deposits south 
of Sawahlunto， and may be caused by the downward movement of the U mbilin basin， 
one of the graben圃likestructures on top of the Barisan geanticline. These observations 
indicate that the graben structures might already have been formed during the Middle 
to Upper Cretaceous orogenesis which affected the whole length of Sumatra (KATILI， 
1962). These vertical movements in the upper pa此 ofthe geanticline continued in the 
Tertiary， and are probably connected with the Intra-Miocene phase of folding. 
In re-evaluating the existing literature concerning Sumatra， however， we encounter 
some publications in which other opinions have been offered regarding the nature of 
the Semangko fault-zone. HOVIG (1919) stated that the so-called Ketal 
dωi伍culttωo observe in the field by studying the d必if鉦ferentrock t守ypeson both sides of the 
valley. The eastern part of the valley is， according to him， bordered by the Gunung 
Pandjang consisting of andesite， while the western side comprises a series of young 
volcanic cones namely Bkt. Belirang， Bkt. Gedang， and Bkt. Lumut. 
DURHAM (1940) was the first to point out the possibility of a horizontal dispalcement 
along the Sumatran fault-zone. He considered the 500 km long fault-zone， which he 
called the Ulu-Aer fault situated in North Sumatra， asa strike slip fault and not a 
graben as was always assumed before. 
Assuming that the compressive stress in Indonesia makes an angle of 550 with 
the main deformation belt from Sunda Strait to Sumba， VENING MEINESZ (1954) 
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p~edicted that wrench-faulting must occur in Sumatra. JACOBS et al (1959) classified 
the Great Sumatran fault-zone as belonging to one of the world's major transcurrent 
faults. 
Contrary to WESTERVELD (1953) who il1ustrates the fault-zone as a number of 
grabens in the accompanying map of his publications regarding Quaternary volcanism 
in Sumatra， KLOM凶 inhis new geological map of lndonesia scale 1 : 2，000，000 published 
in 1965 by the U.S. Geological Survey， presents the Aりehand Tangse Valley of North 
Sumatra， the Muara Labuh， Ketahun and Kepahiang Val1eys of South Sumatra as 
simple faults. 
Studying the Great Sumatran fault-zone more in detai1 the present authors en帽
counter several lines of evidence suggesting that in many parts of the Semangko fault-
zone the displacement during the Recent history of the fault has been primarily hori-
zontal. Smoothness of curvature of the fault line can be observed in the areas between 
Lake Ranau in South Sumatra and Lake Dibaruh， in Central Sumatra occupied by the 
Kepahiang Makakau fault， the Ketahun fault and the Muara Labuh fault， covering 
a distance of more than 500 kilometers. Exceedingly linear regional features could 
also be observed along the 500 kilometer long Ulu四Aerfault in North Sumatra. Such 
extreme linearity of a fault trace over literally hundreds of kilometers is according to 
ALLEN (1962， 1965)， difficult to reconcile with anything but horizontal displacement. 
Excepting the predominance of horizontal displacement in certain sections of the 
Semangko fault-zone， the sense of displacement poses an interesting problem. At 
Ilumerous localities along the Upper Musi， Ketahun， and Seblat rivers in South Sumatra 
and the Upper Gadis river in Central Sumatra， stream offsets demonstrate clearly that 
the sense of displacement is dextral (Fig. 2). lt can be observed in topographic maps 
on a scale 1: 100，000 that some of the displacements are in the uphill direction， which 
according to ALLEN (1962， 1965) represents a very important tool in establishing the 
sense of movement with certainty. 
The known juxtaposition of different rock types along the Batang Gadis fault in 
North Sumatra， the Ketahun and Kepahiang faults in South Sumatra suggests that the 
displacement has been appreciable. The geology of the above mentioned areas of the 
Semangko fault-zone deduced from ZWIERZYCKI'S map on a scale 1: 1，000，000 shows 
the character of a horizontal displacement of a right圃handedcharacter. The Permo・
Carboniferous， Triassic， Paleogene and young volcanic deposits appear to be displaced 
laterally between 20 to 25 kilometers (Fig. 3). 
Similar observations have been made by DURHAM (1940) in North Sumatra. He 
observed that the fault-zone has a series of nearly east咽westtrending structures on its 
west side， with the northwest圃southeaststructures on its east side in the area NW of 
Kota Tjane. According to this author di鉦'erentialrnovement has produced drag along 
the fault-zone which may be interpreted as indicating movement towards SE on the east 
side of the fault. 
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Fig. 2 Right-lateral stream offsets along the Great Sumatran fault-zone. 
Of interest to discuss here is the age of the movements of the Sumatran fault圃zone.
It has already been mentioned that according to some authors the movement started 
already in pre-Tertiary times and continued during the Tertiary period. Movements 
along the existing faults continued according to VON STEIGER (1922) and HOVIG (1941) 
til the Recent time. VERSTAPPEN (1955) observed that the area surrounding Lake 
Kerinりihas been affected by tectonics in the very recent past as proved by the facetted 
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The measured hori~oρ00叫tal sぬhi治f氏t0ぱfthe fault c0uld also be used in determining the 
age 0ぱfthe horizontal movement. HILL and DIBLEE (1953) suggest 0.2 to 0.3 inches 
movement a year in the San Andreas fault. At this rate about 4 to 5 m.y. would be 
required to e:fect the measured shift of the Sumatra fault which point to a Lower-
Pleistocene age of the horizontal movement. This is strengthened by the fact that 
Paleogene and Quaternary deposits are atfected by the fault while stream offsets and 
Recent earthquakes prove that the fault is stil active at the moment. Concludingly we 
may，say that vertical movements resulting in graben-like structure along the entire length 
of the Barisan mountains which started already in pre-Tertiary times were continued 
during the Tertiary， but that horIzontal movements of a right-handed nature af!ecting 
the pre-existing faults originated later in the Lower-Pleistocene time and are stil con .
tinuing nowadays. 
-
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Seismi.c andl volcasic activity 
Numerous earthquake epicentres are a】ignedalong th.e trace of the Great Sumatran 
fault-zone. Most of th:e largest earthquakes occurling between 1890 and 1952 are 
situated within or mear the fault圃zonelike the Tapanuli earthquake (1892)， the Kerintji 
earthquake (190，9)， tihe Padangpan.djang earthquake (1926)'1 the Liwa eaJithquake (1932)， 
and the Tes earthquake (1952). Direct observations of horizontaI disμacement along 
the fault during the earthquake will be discussed here which might serve as an indication 
regarding the sense of displacement. MULLEN. (1895) observed tJrnat tbe triangulation 
points 0[1 the summits of the v:olcanoeS' Malintang and Sorik Marapi as well as th.e one 
0[1 the Si Madondong， als幻itωua拭te吋din a line 5ωo kii凶t日to
main a紋Xiおsoぱfthe island， on the west side oi the Batang Gadis fallt， North Sumatfa， had 
shifted 1.2 to 1.3 meters to th，e NW. On the otmer hand， the sign.al piUar Tor Si 
Hite situated12kiLometers to the E of tTIle fault had moved ob meter totheSE.Thωe 
observations indicate a dextral movernent along the S叫natrahfault-zone (Fig. 4). 
A 
N 
fa1bl】t
Q. Malintang 
Fig. 4 Seismic belt and direction of observed horizontal displacements along the 
Great Sumatran fault-zone. 
Fig. 4A Indicates horizontal displacements of triangulation points during the 
Tapanuli earthquake in 1892. 
Fig.4B shovvs direction of shifted buildings and houses during the Tes 
earthquake in 1952. 
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Lateral movement has also been observed by KRAEFF (1953) during the Tes earth-
quake in South Sumatra. ln two villages Turunlalang and Tes both situated W of 
the fault， the buildings and houses have been shifted of about 0.5 meter to the NW. 
The vil1ages Kotadonok and Talangratu situated E of the fault show houses which 
have been shifted to the SE， indicating again a dextral sense of movement along the 
Kepahiang-Makakau fault. 
Horizontal displacements have also been observed during the earthquake in the 
Padang Highland (V ISSER， 1927). The calamity was especially severe along the narrow 
zone stretching from Lake Singkarak to Lake Dibaruh in SE direction. The direction 
of the shocks in general is parallel to the Sumatran fault-zone although at some places 
it appears that the direction is perpendicular to it. Shifting of houses and other build圃
ings in Padang Pandjang amounts to 60 cm. At the station of Padang Pandjang which 
is situated west of the fault， a watertank was displaced 30 cm in northwestern direction， 
indicating a dextral sense of movement. Horizontal movement is also demonstrated 
near Singkarak by tracks of the railroad which were buckled by the earthquake. Ver-
tical displacements also occurred along the shore of Lake Singkarak caused by slumping 
of unconsolidated rocks near the lake. 
Another proof of the importance of horizontal movement along the fault-zone has 
been provided by BERLAGE (1934) during the Liwa earthquake in South Sumatra. The 
greatest damage was 'confined to a rather narrow but extremely long zone coinciding with 
the NV¥んSEdirected Sumatran fault-zone. BERLAGE concluded that nearer to the 
epicentre in the Liwa district the severest shocks were horizontal and that vertical 
shocks occur in the surroundings of Ranau Lake. These vertical shocks were， ac-
cording to him， ofsecondary origin. Houses have been shifted in a NW -SE direction 
in the direction perpendicular to it. 
From the foregoing discussions it could be concluded that the recent movement 
along the faultplane as proved by direct observations during several earthquakes are of a 
lateral right四handednature. This opinion is supported by RITSEMA (1957) who found 
that in Indonesia normal fault movements are common for deep earthquakes but trans四
current faults are common in shallow earthquakes. 
Contarry to the Philippine fault which has no obvious direct relation to Quaternary 
volcanism (ALLEN， 1962)， the Sumatran fault-zone are closely asociated with Recent 
and older volcanoes. Some interesting features characterized the Sumatran fault-zone 
which are a.o. the abundance of young andesitic volcanoes， the presence of large welded 
tuff deposits in some part east of the fault四zoneand the occurrence of volcano信tectonic
depressions (Fig. 5). 
It has always been accepted formerly that volcanoes are only associated with ten-
sional faults or fractures. However， itbecomes more and more evident that horizontal 
shifting along shear圃planesplays an important part in structural geology and BROUWER 
(1962) assumes that if the fault plane is not tightly closed and reaches the magma at 
depth， volcanic activity may be connected with transcurrent fau1ts. VENING MEINESZ 
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Fig. 5 Distributions of volcanic eruption centres along the Great Sumatran 
fault-zone (mainly after WESTERVELD， 1953). 
(1954) is of the opinion that shear obviously takes place where faults occur that are 
active during earthquakes sucn as in Sumatra and that probably the [ocation of volcanoes 
is connected with the shear zone. 
In Sumatra concentrations of eruption centres are usually found in areas where two 
transcurrent faults are situated closely to each other as in the areas between the Ketahun 
and Kepahiang val1eys and between the Muara Labuh-Singkarak valleys. This could 
best be explained according to BROU明治 (1962)theory which stated that tension 
fractures could be formed in parts where horizontal displacements on sinuos faults 
occur. 
The fault-zone in North Sumatra (Tangse and Alas Valley) shows litle volcanism 
while in Central Sumatra， especial1y in the Padang Highlands， the volcanoes are to 
be found east， west， and sometime squarely within the fault-zone. In the latter case 
volcano-tectonic depressions are likely to be formed as Lake Dibaruh in Central 
Sumatra and Lake Ranau in South Sumatra. Large welded tuff deposits of Early 
Quaternary age are found around Lake Toba in North Sumatra， inthe Pasumah region， 
J 
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and i~n the Lampong districts of Soutn Sumatra. The eruption centres of the welded 
tu鉦sare not located within the fault-zone itself but east of it. Similar features of 
welded tuffs situated outside the fault-zone have also been observed in New Zea】and.
Tbe welded tuffs are probably associated with fissure eruptions in the upper part of the 
Sumatra geanticline or with local tumors in the orogenetic belt. The age of the tu鉦s
is older than that of the horizon:tai movemeots in Sumatra， and thus has no relation 
with transcurrent faulting. 
In oonclusion we m.ay say that al1 the characteristic features regarding transcurrent 
faults and volcanism as displayed by the areas around the Pacific are to be observed in 
Sumatra. The NOFth Sumatran f31u[t-zone shows itle volcanism and is comparable to 
tbe 8an Aftdreas fault and the South Alpine fault in New Zealand. The Central Suma-
tran fault-zone is marked句ra series of actlve vo】canoessimilar to Chile while some 
part of the South Sumatran fault-zone exposes iR general the same ch.aracteristics as the 
Pbi1ippine f3111: i.e. that it Hes paraHel to and between ，the deep sea trench and the line 
of active volcanoes，. 
Vertical displacements in the past， horizontal movements in the Quaternary and 
Reeent times are not only responsible for the remarkable physiographic features but 
alωfor the peculiar relationsbip that exists between structure and volcanism along the 
entire length of t!he Great Sumatran fault-zone. 
General conclusions 
From the foregoing discussions the fol1owing conclusions can be drawn: 
1. Although prevlous i泊nv刊雪'es鈍針鈎悦鈴凶tU1j埼
ran f:白au叫1】tト-zonerepresentおsa graben， severallines of evidence suggest that in many parts 
of the island the displacement during the Recent history of the fault has been primarily 
horizonta1. Exceedingly linear features along the 500 kilometer long Ulu-Aer fault 
in North Sumatra and smoothness of curvature of the fault line in the area between 
Lake Dibar叶1in Central Sumatra and Lake Ranau in South Sumatra covering a 
length of more than 500 kilometers suggest the predominance of horizontal displace四
ment. 
2. At numerous localities aloag the Upper Musi， Ketahun and Seblat rivers in South 
Sumatra and the Upper Gadis river in Central Sumatra， stream 0鉦setsdemonstrate 
that the sense of displacement is of a dextral character. The known juxtaposition 
of different rock types along the Batang Gadis fault in Central Sumatra and along the 
Ketahu-Kepahiang faults in South Sumatra shows that the displacement has been 
appreciable. The Permo・Carboniferous，Paleogene deposits along the fault田zone
appear to have been displaced laterally between 20 and 25 kilometers in which the 
sense of displacement is dextral. A dextral sense of movement has also been 
established along the fault-zone as is proved by direct observations' during the 
Tapanuli earthquake (1892)， the Padang Highland earthquake (1926)， the Liwa 
earthquake (1932)， and the Tes earthquake (1952)・
• 
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3. Diagnostic features for Recent faulting are further demonstrated by the numerous 
presence of sagponds and basins and by the facetted spurs along the fault-zone. At 
a rate of 0.2 to 0.3 inches movement a year it is calculated that 4 to 5 m.y. would be 
required to effect the measured shift of the fault which indicated that the horizontal 
movement originated in the Lower田Pleistocenetime. 
4. The North Sumatran fault-zone is comparable to the San Andreas and South 
Alpine fault where litle or no volcanism occurs. The Central Sumatran fault is 
marked by a series of active volcanoes like in Chile while some part of South Sumatran 
fault lies parallel to and between the trench and the line of active volcanoes as dis-
played by the Phillippine fault. lt appears that the recent andesitic volcanoes are 
associated with transcurrent faulting while the Early Quaternary welded tu鉦sare re-
lated to tensional fractures on top of the geanticline or on local geotumors. 
5. The tectonic history of the Great Sumatran fault-zone has a complex character. 
Grabenlike structures along the whole length of the island might have been formed 
already during the Middle Cretaceous， orogenesis as a result of tensional forces acting 
on top of the geanticline and continued in the Tertiary time， probably connected 
with the lntra-Miocene phase of folding. Horizontal movement originated in the 
， Lower Pleistocene time affected the combined Mesozoic and Miocene fold-system and 
the existing graben structures. Paroxysmal eruptions of volcanoes lying squarely 
within the fau~トzone are responsible for the volcanotectonic depressions， making the 
physiographic features of the Great Sumatran fault-zone more complicated. 
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Pbst-Pliocene Changes of Sea Level in the Gulf of Thailand* 
Kaset PITAKPAIVAN & Rakchai SRILENAWAT料
Abstract-This paper is a record of the authors' study into an inquiry whether there has been 
a change of sea level in the Gulf of Thailand in recent time. Their study confined only 
to the pre・existingdata， reports and a few field investigations. There are a number of 
evidences suggested a range of fluetuation of the sea level within elevation of -600 feet to 
+ 200 feet， regarding the present mean sea leve1. 
Three terraces have been observed on the eastern gulf region where are now heavily 
cultivated. It can be distinguished at the following elevation， first between 0-30 feet， 
second between 30-100 feet and third between 100-200 feet. On the western gulf region， 
evidences are a wave...cut groove in limestone mountain along the sea shore， hanging sea 
caves， hanging cemented gravel bed in a sea cave offshore Songkhla， a raised beach 18 kilo-
meters south of Khao Chumthong railroad junction where are now 37 kilometers inland. 
These seem to be correlable with the lowest terrace (0-30 feet) on the eastern region. 
An east-west profile of land surface along the latitude 80N. also shows three terraces of 
different width; 40 kilometers wide at the elevation 0-30 feet， 6 kilometers wide at the 
elevation 30-100 feet and 4 kilometers wide at elevation 100-200 feet. A limestone hill 
south of Thungsong railroad junction also preserved a wave-cut groove and a water-scalloped 
cavern at the elevation of 200 feet. 
Water wells digging and drilling on the estuarines and mud flat along the northern gulf 
region have revealed certain facts that might be evidences of change of sea level， i.e. skeletons 
of whales buried about five feet deep in mud fiat about 10 kilometers inland from the present 
sea shore. U nconsolidated sand圃gravelbeds of considerable thickness in clay together with 
remains of sea shells and other marine organism have been found from the surface to a depth 
of 520 feet. 
• Paper presented at Syrnposium No. 19，“Sea level changes and crustal movements of the 
Pacific during the Pliocene and Post-Pliocene time"， Eleventh Pacific Science Congress， 
August 23-24， 1966， Tokyo. 
.~ Department of Mineral Resources， Rama Vl Road， Bangkok， Thailand. 
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Quaternary Crustal Movements in the “Kinki Triangle"， 
Southwest: Japan* 
Kazuo HUZITA料
(With 1 Figure) 
Abstract-The “Kinki Triangle" is one of the neotectonic provinces of Southwest J apan 
which has been considered to have been relatively stable during N eogene compared with 
N ortheast J apan. 1 t ischaracterized by many elliptic basins bordered by short and nar圃
row mountain ranges running almost meridionally. Such morphological features of this 
area are due to the severe fault-folding crustal movements wh.ich occurred mainly during 
the Quaternary period. In earlier stages， that is， inthe Plio-Pleistocene and the early Pleis圃
tocene age， the structures of almost E-W trend were distinct， which are subparallel to the 
Honshu Arc， but the structures of almost N・Shave become predominant from the middle 
Pleistocene. The newer movement has been strongly demonstrated in th.e Rokko mountain 
range running along the western border of the Kinki Triangle， so it is named the “Rokko 
Movement" . 
The Osaka basin surrounded by the Rokko and Ikoma ranges is one of the typical 
Quaternacy sedimentary basins in the Kinki Triangle. The Rokko elevation reaches more 
than 900 m in the highest part and the sinking Osaka basin has been filled up by the Pleis-
tocene Osaka group and the later sediments which紅 ecertainly over 600 m in thickness in 
the central part of the basin. The horizon belonging to the lower Pleistocene which is 
the same one recognized at the depth of more than 500 m by boring in the Osaka basin can 
be confirmed at the hight of 500 m in the Rokko range. The amplitude of the folding of 
the basement represented by the Osaka basin and the Rokko range is considered to reach 
more than 1，000 m since the early Pleistocene. 
Complex thrust systems have developed especially along the boundary zones between 
upheavals and subsidences. The amounts of vertical shifts of the first・classthrusts are 
inferred to reach a few hundreds meters. Some data concerning the latest activities of 
these faults in connection with the recent earth movements are discussed here. 
1) The beds older than the middle Pleistocene have been strongly disturbed by fault-
ing in everywhere around the Osaka basin. 
2) Terrace deposits have been confirmed to be displaced by faulting at many places. 
For e玄ample，the granite mass of Rokko has thrust up against the higher terrace deposit 
at the southern foot of Rokko. 
3) A wide terrace develops in the northern part of the Osaka basin， which is named 
the 1 tami terrace and is the lowest one in this紅白. The 1 tami gravels composing this 
terrace surface gently incline to the center of the Osaka basin. A result of radiocarbon age 
determination made on a wood fragment contained in the 1 tami clay which is overlain by 
the Itami gravels is 29，800土1，200years B.P.. Recently a fault cutting the Itami gravels 
was confirmed by borings made on both sides of the fault e:玄pectedfrom the photogeologic 
• Paper presented at Symposium No. 19， "Sea level changes and crustal movements of the 
Pacific during the Pliocene and Post圃Pliocenetime"， Eleventh Pacific Science Congress， 
August 23~24， 1966， Tokyo. 
•• Department of Geosciences， Osaka City University， Osaka Japan. 
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view point. The vertical displacement of this fault is estimated to be 8.5 meters. The 
inclination of the Itami gravels is considered to represent the basin圃formingmovement of 
the Osaka basin. The rate of this subsiding movement at the northern coast of Osaka bay 
may be estimated to be about 1.2 mm per year in average. 
4) The distribution of the “Alluvia】deposits"in Osaka bay has been revealed out by 
the sonic survey using Sparker. The dotted lines tangent to the contours of the base of the 
“Alluvial deposits" are almost concentric with the ellipse of Osaka bay as shown in Figure 
1. They indicate the curvature of the surface of the basement and may suggest the shape 
of basin-forming， recent subsidence of the Osaka basin. Some echograms clearly indicate 
the existence of faults influenced to the thickness of the “Alluvial deposits". 
5) Attention should be given to the fact that many cracks in stone or concrete wal1s 
and other constructions are concentrated along a fault running across the street of Kobe 
Clty. 
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Discussion 
N.S. HAILE:ー
What is the significance between the Alluvium and U pper Pleistocene in the Osaka and other 
basins? 
K. HUZITA:ー
So-called “Alluvial deposits" here used is the latest Quaternary sediments resting on the 
Itami gravels and its equivalents. As shown in Fig. 1， old river system can be recognized on the 
surface of them， so the “Alluvia1 deposits" means the sediments deposited since the latest 
maximum regression in this area. 
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Uni.form Rates and' Duration Period of 
Quaternary Earth Movements in Japan* 
Arata SUGIMURA榊
(With 1 Table and 5 Figures) 
Abstract-Geomorphic and geologic records" indicating th.at late Quaternary earth move-
ments have taken place with substantiaUy uniform ra総s，‘aregiven for three examples of 
warping， folding and faulting. By extrapolating the rates into the earlier time as far as the 
total deformation permits， a common age of 1-2 x 106 years ago for the beginning of the 
movements is estimated. 
Introduction 
Deformation of terrace surfaces is clear evidence of late Quaternary earth move-
ments. Owing to the recent progress of Quaternary chronology， ithas been possible 
to discuss the rate of rnovements to some extent. 
The purpose of this paper is to show， by presenting three examples from Japan， that 
the rate of the movements is almost constant and that the period of steady movements 
may have begun 1"，-，2x 106 years ago and has continued to the present. 
First， the writer reviews an idea of the Plio-Pleistocene disturbance that has been 
conceived by J apanese geologists. Second， mainly geomorphic evidences for three types 
of earth movements from three areas are given. The movements are warping， folding 
and faulting. Third， the writer makes an attempt to extend the rate of movements 
detected from these evidences into the earlier time as far as the total deformation per帽
mits. Then a hypothesis of the continued earth movements with almost uniform 
rates will explain the “Plio・Pleistocenedisturbance" as well as the deformation of ter-
race surfaces. 
Plio圃PleistoceneTectogenesis 
OTUK.A (1937; 1939) summarized “Tertiary" crustal deformations in Japan and 
its environs. He set up seven intensely folded zones， among which only two zones have 
been active until Pliocene or Pleistocene time. One is the Taiwan folded zone which 
is not found in J apan at present， and the other is the Mizuho・Fossa咽h在agnafolded 
• Paper presented at Symposium No. 19，“Sea leve'l changes and crustal movements of the 
Pacif.c during the Pliocene and Post-Pliocene time"， Eleventh Pacific Science Congress， 
August 23-24， 1966， Tokyo， under the title “Three examples characterizing Quaternary 
earth movements in J apan". 
.. Geological Institute， Faculty of Science， The University of Tokyo， Tokyo， Japan. 
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Fig. 1 lndex map of J apan. The zone 
bounded by two solid curves is 
the Mizuho・Fossa-Magnafolded 
zone of OTUKA. 
A: Atera fault， 
K: southern Kanto district， 
0: Oguni area. 
zone (Fig. 1). Later， the folding of this zone was named “Mizuho folding" by IKEBE 
(1956) at the Eighth Pacific Science Congress. The “Mizuho folding" is a part of 
a late Cenozoic orogeny， the Mizuho orogeny， which was named by SUGIMURA et al. 
(1963) and was recently summarized by MATSUDA et al. (1967) at the Eleventh Pacific 
Science Congress. 
As stated by MATSUDA et al.， the latest PHocene and Quaternary earth movements 
are significantly larger than that of other periods of late Cenozoic time in J apan. They 
are also distributed out of the Mizuho-Fossa-Magna zone; the movements out of this 
zone may be represented by the Rokko movements (IKEBE & HUZITA， 1967). 
Three examples dealt with in this paper are Kan.to subsidence， Oguni folding (a 
local part of the “Mizuho folding")， and Atera faulting (Fig. 1). A11 these examples 
show geologic features deformed subsequent to the late Pliocene and Pleistocene time as 
well as geomorphic features deformed as described in the following sections. 
Downwarping， in Kanto 
The rate of the Kanto basin-forming movement has already been discussed by the 
writer and his col1eagues (KAIZUKA et al.， 1963， p.126; NARUSE & SUGIMURA， 1965， 
p. 363; the embryo: NARUSE， 1959， fig. 5). The present paper reports the revised 
result of the same study. 
As for the Holocene earth movements in Kanto， the outline of our study on the 
Holocene movements has been ful1y described elsewhere (SUGIMURA & NARUSE， 1954; 
SUGIMURA， 1956; SUGIMURA， 1962; SUGIMURA， 1964)， and only a radiocarbon date of 
， 
、
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about 6，200 years B.P. (KIGOSHI & MIYAZAKI， 1966， GaK・254)from the Holocen.e 
highest terrace need be added here. 
On the other hand， we have a Riss圃W色rmer Sangamon interglacial marine terrace 
surface wi，dely distribute.d in Kanto. A circular basin-forming earth movement is clearly 
ShOWR by a contJour map of the terrace s'urface (YABE & NOMURA， 1926; KAIZUKA， 1958， 
fig. 4; tbe most clear: NARUSE， 1966， fig. 9). The age of this terrace is figured to be 
abou.t 90;000 years old (EMiLIANI， 1964， fig，. 5)'. 
We have additional data on configuration of a certain horizon in the marine 
Plio-P1eistocene Kazusa group. The horizon used is a pyroclastic key bed (named U6) 
that is helieved ~to be at the approximate bou.ndary between Pliocene and Pleistocene， as
indicated by the first predominan:ce of cold-water planktonic foraminifers in the latest 
Cenozorc section. KAWAI (1965， fig. 5) prepared iおsoba幻ths路 0“f the tωop 0ぱfthe Ume句ga俗se
fおo
bed wa総sde句pos討it伐edon a 200m回d必ee句psea flo∞or* and the formation wa総sin凶itiaU)砂yhorizontal， 
the isobath.s wo叫dindicate approximateiy the amount of subsidence sinoe the beginning 
of the Pleisto.cene Epoch. A cIrcular basin圃formingmovement is also demonstrated 
011 tbis map of isobaths. 
Thus， there is as assemblage of data concerning the rate of tilting of the ground in 
a 33 km-long zone between Tiba (or Chiba) and Kururi in southern Kanto duri.ng diι 
ferent ti'me spa1ils. These data are summarized in. Table 1. Tiba seems to be situated 
near tbe center of downwarping an:d Kururi near the boundary line between a subsided 
area and an uplifted area. TheFefore， the differences in vertical displacement in Table 1 
between tbese two localities would 'be close to， but may he a litle larger than， the maxi唱
mUffi amount of sllbsidence in Kanto. The estimated ages may contain some errors， 
Table 1. Ra総 ofWarpmg in Kanto 
・ー 『 百 一
Time Span Tiba Kururi Di鉦erence Rate 
+0.0 m +0.6 m 0.12 m 140 yrs 0.9 m/1，000 yrs (1) x.o.2 xO.2 
6，200 yrs +4m +11 m 7m 1.1 m/1，000 yrs (2) 
90，.000 yrs +20m +140m 120 m 1.3 m/l，OOO yrs (3) 
1，000，000 yrs しー200m -200m 1，000 m 1.0 m/l，OOO yrs (4) 
(1) (Wa，rping in 1923 earthquake) x O.2=(Sec~lar warping). The meaning of this formula is 
described by SUGlMURA (1964). 140 yea.rs isthe average interval between destructive earth圃
quakes in southern Kanto. 
(2) Sitamati terrace. Data from SUGIMURA (1962， figs. 1 and 2). The height at Kururiお
obtained by extending the Sitamati-terrace level from the coasta1 areas. 
(3) Simosueyosi terrace. Data from NARUSE (1966). The age of the formation of this terrace 
may be from 120，000 to 130，000 years (BROECKER， 1966， fig. 8). If so， the rate may be 
0.9-1.0 m/1，000 yrs. 
(4) Top of Umegase formation or lower part of Kazusa group. Data from KAWAI (1965). 
• We have no de:finite evidence of the depth of the sea soor， although the faunal assemblage 
suggests the depth of 200m or more (NARUSE， Y.， oral communication). 
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but at least the orders of the rates of ground tilting 
during different four time spans from 140 years to 
106 years seem to be the same. It follow8 
the downwarping can be regarded as 
The average rate of tilting is about 0.1 minutes per 
1，000 years. A similar example from the south-
eastern Sikoku district yields evidence of a steady 
tilting (YOSHIKAWA et al.， 1967). 
An east-west geologic section of the 
plain was prepared by NARUSE (KAIZUKA et al.， 
1967， fig. 3). According to this section， the base 
of the structural basin filled by the sedimentary 
strata of the Kazusa group is about twice as deep 
as the downwarped key bed U6. If downwarping 
of almost constant rate is assumed to have formed 
this structural basin， then the beginning of the 
downwarping occurred twice as many years ago as 
did the first predominance of cold-water fora圃
minifers， which is provisional1y regarded to be 
ahout 106 years old. 
The above-mentioned geologic section ShOW8 
al¥在iocenebasin not underneath the entire Plio圃
Pleistocene basin， but u.nderneath 
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The second example of Quaternary defor-
folding with north四south-trending
Mogami district， Yamagata Prefecture， 
Northeast Japan. Oguni is the name of a tribu-
tary of the Mogami River， and the Oguni River 
crosses the folded structure from east to west. 
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A10ng the Oguni River， several steps of river ter・
races are distributed. The lower half of Figure 2 
is the geologic section of a folded structure with 
west flank of anticlines dipping steeply and faulted 
and with east flanks dipping gently. The upper 
half of Figure 2 is the exaggerated longitudinal 
profiles of the river terraces. The profiles of the 
tilted terraces fit into the pattern of folds in the 
basement rocks. This tilting behavior of the river 
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terraces clearly indicates that it may be a result of successive folding of folded structure 
beneath the terrace surfaces. 
The older terraces slope more steeply than the younger. The progressive change 
in amount of tilting from younger to older suggests that the folded structure has been 
growing and would have been formed by a steady folding without retrogression and 
stagnation. Similar examples from two or three other areas in the Mizuho・Fossa-Magna
zone also yield evidence of steady deformation (OTA， 1966). 
The oldest terrace surface in the Oguni area is estimated to be formed approximately 
in the Riss-Wurm or Sangamon interglacial age. The rate of folding is calculated on the 
basis of this estimation.. If the folding with this rate is assumed to have formed the 
folded structure， then it must have begun about 106 years ago. 
There are anticlinoria of Miocene strata in Mogami district on the east and west 
sides of the active synclinorium of Pliocene strata in the Oguni area. They seem to be 
the products of an older， probably Miocene， deformation separated in time from the 
Quaternary deformation. 
We arranged to set up 17 bench marks along the Oguni River after the paper (SUGト
MURA， 1952) was published. The changes of heights of the bench marks from 1954 to 
1964 were measured by means of precise rかleveling(MIYAMURA et al.， 1967). The 
general tendency of the growing synclinorium is observed even in this short period. 
Displacements along Atera fault 
The Atera faulting has a left-hand horizontal component and displaced tlie river 
courses horizontal1y with offsets of 7 to 10 km or an average offset of 8 km (SUGIMURA & 
MATSUDA， 1965， fig. 1). The topography of both sides of the Atera fault scarp is relative-
ly flat (SUGIMURA & MATSUDA， 1965， fig. 2). This flat topography is thought to be 
derived from an erosion surface， the age of which is supposed to be older than the 
Plio-Pleistocene Seto group. Later the surface has been offset vertically about 800 m by 
the Atera fault scarp. 
The Atera fault cut several terrace s'urfaces of the Kiso River at Sakasita. The 
description of the fault trace across the terrace has been fully given elsewhere (SUGIMURA 
& MATSUDA， 1965). Figure 3 isthe revised diagram from :figure 8 of the earlier paper. 
The :figure shows that the amount of each horizontal and vertical offset is progressively 
larger for the older terraces than for the younger ones. This relationship would indicate 
that repetitive movements took place in increments of a few meters over a long period. 
Fortunately or unfortunately， we have not observed such an increment in historical 
time because m付orearthquakes have not been known in this district since 1586. 
The second oldest terrace shown as VIII in Figure 3 isdated by radiocarbon methods 
to be 27，000 years B.P. (Q.R.G.K.V. & KIGOSHI， 1964; Q.R.G.K.V.， 1964). Assuming 
a steady movement for the Atera fault， the rate of the net slip would be about 5 m/1.，000 
yrs. on the basis of the amount of offset and radiocarbon age of terrace VIII. If the 
faulting with this rate is assumed to have formed the Atera fault scarp and to have offset 
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Fig. 3 :Block diag胆mof the Atera fma1t at S北as抗a. The vertical scale is 
e;x~ggerated -tirve tim@s. The Rotrnan numerals' ifldicate the num.bers 
of terliaces. Revised from A. SUGJjMURA & 'T'. MA'ISUDA， 1965. 
the river leourses aeross the f31;ult， then it must have begun about 106 years: ago. 
Besides， MATSUIDa (1966) concluded tbat displacemeJ!ilts along tne Ato旬gawafault 
are post-Tertiary progressive ooes. The fa:ult m~kes a con.jugate set of a strike-slip 
fault system witn tbe Atera fault. 
Extrapolation of the Rates， ，of the Quaternary Movements 
Tne aDove-mentioned three examples， of three types of Q'uaternary earth movements 
(warping， folding and faulting) show the foUowing two common chara-eteristics. 
First， tbe assumptiOlTh that the rate ()if mOViement is almost constant during， late 
Quaternary can not be denied. If we assume constant rates of deEormation that vary in 
amount from place to place， a remarkable (~oiJJl:cidence i1¥ the date of the beginning of 
these movements is revealed in Figure 4 as. foUows: 
The abscissa and ordinate of this diagram give time and displacement in Iogarithmic 
scales. The broken lines indicate 1) the Gonstallcy (f)f tne rate of move.ments and 2) 
the relative magnitude of the rate. To show constancy of the rate， we take x'==x(t) 
dx the amount of displacem@nt， andー ==constant;we get 
dt ' Y 
d(log x)-t.dx-1 
d(log t) x dt 
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Fig. 4 Graph of displacement as related to time (both in a logarithmic scale). 
Crosses are for the Atera fault， open circles for the Kanto area， closed circles for the 
Oguni area， and quadrangles are of the intersecting points. “100 dip of strata" means 
vertical separation between two points 1 km apart on a wing with the average dip of 100 • 
Therefore the constancy is indicated by the angle of 450 in the diagram， and this relation 
is independent of the rate. The rate is shown by the position of the line. As the rate 
increases， the line becomes closer to the upper left corner. The position of the lines in 
Figure 4 isdetermined by data points plotted with open circles， closed circles and cross-
es， inwhich x's are known from terrace deformation and t's radiocarbon dates and an 
estimated age of 9 x 104 years for the Simosueyosi time. The latter age may have to be 
revised to 12 to 13 x 104 years as stated in the footnote (3) of Table 1， but even if we 
use the older age， the position of the lines is essentially unchanged. The horizontal 
lines in Figure 4 indicate the total amount of movements on the basis of the evidence 
cited in the preceding sections. 
Now， the intersecting points indicated by quadrangles in the diagram would deter-
mine either 1) the date of formation of the sedimentary and geomorphic features， or2) 
the date of the beginning of these movements， both under an assumption of constant 
rat~. I-n Oguni the age of the strata deposited is believed. tobe Pliocene and would be 
older than the age indicated by the quadrangles. In A 
features formed is considered tωob恥eolder than the P到liぬO咽P到leωiおstωocαene児 Setωo group and t，h加us
would certainly be older than the age ~Q.dicated hy the quadrangleωs. Therefore most 
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of these quadrangles would represent the above 2)， tnat is， the date when the latest 
earth movements started. 
It is remarkable that the five quadrangles in Figure 4 line up in a narrow band of 
the date， i.e.， of the order of 106 years ago. This implies that the period of duration of 
the earth movements would be essentially similar to each other in spite of the di:ference 
in the type of deformation. 
The second characteristic common to the three examples is that the deformation 
appears to have approximately the same duration. Figure 5 is drawn on the basis of 
the results reached in Figure 4. The writer has no idea bout the mode of the beginning. 
It may be abrupt as shown in the five cases in Figure 5， gradual as' shown in the case 
of Kanto in the same graph， or of some other type. But in any case， the order of time 
necessary for the total amount of movements is not so di:ferent from 1 f"'.，I2 x 106 years. 
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Fig. 5 Graph showing the change of the rate of earth movements with time. 
The scale of the rate is an arbitrary one. Two solutions for the start-
ing point both of the Oguni area and the Atera fault do not mean that the 
movements would have started separately. Presumably two components 
of movement became active simultaneously. 
Conclusions 
Many mountains show warped， bent and faulted strata that must have been de-
posited as nearly horizontal sheets. But the warping， bending and faulting in this 
view are the outcome of geologic inference and have never been witnessed. Fortunately， 
however， atleast a part of the movements that produced these structures is stil going 
on， forming warped and faulted terraces on the earth's surface. 
The three examples described in this paper are of three types of Quaternary earth 
movements that have the following common characteristics. Under the assumption 
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that the rate of movement during late Quaternary is almost constant， a series of move圃
ments appears either to have started or to have become effective 1 f"..I2 X 106 years ago， and 
to be stil active at present. It is very interesting to note that SUGGATE (1965) suggests 
a simi1ar relationship for the Kaikoura orogeny in New Zealand. 
On this basis， the writer is inclined to believe that these three examples are three 
types of expression of one and the same creep deformation of the J apanese crust and 
upper mantle. Quaternary earth movements al over the J apanese Islands mapped by 
HATORI et al. (1964) and KAIZUKA et al. (1967) would also be the expression of such a 
deformation of the crust and mantle. The ultimate cause of the deformation may be an 
inclined descending current under the island arcs of Japan in the upper mantle (SUGIMURA 
& UYEDA， 1967). 
Thus it may be believed that we are now finding a scientific link between historical 
earth movements and geologic structures. 
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Disc，ussions 
H.W. WELLMAN:ー
What is the relation between horizontal displacement and height of terraces on upthrown side 
of Atera Fault? 
A. SUGIMURA:ー
There is a similar relation between horizontal displacement and height of terraces to the 
relation between net slip and height of terraces shown in one of the slides (not included in the 
paper). It is because the horizontal components occupy most part of the net slips in Atera fault. 
R. DILL:ー
1) What is the maximum subsidence in the center of Tokyo Bay? 
2) Is it possible that the entrance of the large submarine canyon into the bay is related to 
the subsidence of the Tokyo region? 
A. SUGIMURA:ー
1) The subsidence in the center of the northern part of Tokyo Bay is of the order of 1，OOOm 
for Quaternary Period. 
2) N o. The submarine canyon does not reach to the subsided area but only to the entrance 
of the bay， and rather cuts the ground across an uplifted belt trending northwest to southeast. 
1 don't believe the Tokyo canyon be a submerged valley formed above the sea level. 
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Quaternary Sea levels of' the Japalilese I.slands. 
Hisao NAKAGAWA料
(With. 3 Figures) 
Introduction 
Durin.g the last ten years， our knowledge of the Quaternary sea levels in J apan 
has progressed thtough the hundreds of investigators who participated in studying this 
problem. The Quaternary Research Group of J apan has contributed much to the 
knowledge of the Pleistocene events. Research on the coastal plain and its deposits 
progressed remarkably in response to the pressing need for geological information in 
englneerlng pr句ects.
Ancient sea levels are indicated by geological and geomorphological features. The 
writer believed that importance must be attached to the entire assemblage of features 
such as abrasion platforms， emerged beaches， sea cli:fs and marine， estuarine and lagoonal 
deposits as well as submarine coastal configuration. 
Sea level， aswel1 known， isthe most extensive base level of gradation. Therefore 
the assemblage of the features indicating an ancient sea level should be distributed widely 
along a coastal area just as those features are now graded to the present leve1. 
The assemblage of the features is often only partly preserved. Even in such 
cases， a limited interpretation of the ancient sea level is possible. There is also a case 
where al evidence of the former sea level is now buried beneath the land surface. In 
such a case， drilling and geophysical techniques are usefu1. U ngraded features may 
also suggest an ancient sea level， indirectly. 
In J apan， Quaternary volcanic ash layers are widely distributed and tephrochro四
nology is useful in the study of the present problem. 
Quaternary graded plains in the coastal region of J apan 
The graded plain assemblage present in a typical coasta1 area is shown in Figure 1. 
In this figure， five groups of graded plains are present; they are named in number in 
ascending order. 
The most distinct coastal features are those of the present. They have graded to 
the sea level between the maximum of the Postglacial transgression and the present. 
• Paper presented at Syrnposium No. 19，“Sea level changes and crustal movements of the 
Pacific during the Pliocene and Post-Pliocene time"， Eleventh Pacmc Sc!ence Congress， 
August 23-24， 1966， Tokyo. 
• .• Institute of Geology and Paleontology， Tohoku University， Sendai， Jap~n. 
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In the J apanese Islands， they comprise coastal plains， abrasion platforms， coral reefs 
and other ungraded features. The graded coastal plains and their fluvial extensions 
are shown as Plain 1 in Figure 1. Coastal Plain 1 isgenerally situated between sea 
level and several meters above it and the maximum height suggests the limit of the 
Postglacial rise of sea leve1. 
Fig. 1 Idealized blockdiagram of the terraces of the coastal area of Japan. 
The bottom of the coastal plain deposits is 60 to 70 meters or less below sea level， 
where the buried topography shows valley features， which are thought to correspond to 
the submarine terrace extending along the marginal part of the continental shelf at 
about 130 meters below sea level. Radiocarbon dates of the basal part of the coastal 
plain depos抗ssuggest th31t the lowest sea level was about 18，000 years before the pre圃
sent. 
The next higher or older terraces belong to Plain 11 in Figure 1. They are found 
along the river valleys. The coastal feature that grades into Plain 11 can hardly be 
recognized above sea leve1. Plain 11 contains two or more terraced plains and their 
gradients range from older gentle to younger steep plains. The latter are buried 
beneath the Plain 1 formation along the lower courses of the val1eys and in the coastal 
plains. The Plain 11 formations consist of gravels with sands and silts or clays some-
times intercalated with peats and lignites which yielded dominant conifer floras sug-
gesting a cool climate. Radiocarbon dates of the Plain 11 formations are between 
10，000 and 35，000 years or more before the present. 
The sea】evelcorresponding to Plain 11 is assumed to be between those of Plain 
111 and the lowest level of the Late Pleistocene， during the stage of sea level lowering 
of the Last Glaciai stage. The typical terraces of Plain II are the恥IJ:usashino， the 
Tachikawa， and other younger ones developed along the Tama River in the southern 
Kanto Region. 
.The Plain 111， or the Shimosueyoshi Terrace， has geological and geomorphological 
features of the coastal graded plain. 1 t is distributed along most of the coast of the 
Japanese Islands between sea level and 70 meters above it (Fig. 2). The occurrences 
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Fig. 2 Sketch map of distribution of the Pleistocene coastal Plains in J apan. 
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below 20 meters and aboV1e 50 meters of sea level appear to have been dislocated by 
local tectonic movements. Plain 111 comprises coastal plains， abrasion platforms， 
coral reefs， and their inland extension of Huvial plains. Their distribution closely 
resemb~es and， inmost areas， parallels that of Plain 1. 
The coastal part of the Plain 111 formations commonly consist of lower gravels， 
middle silts， and upper sands and gravels. Marine shells and other fossils have been 
found in them. They indicate a warm water temperature. Fossil plants dominated 
by Cryptomeria and broad-leaved trees were also obtained from them. The lithofacies 
of these formations are shallow water， marine， lagoonal， and estuarine in origin. Coral 
reefs and foraminifera田sandsare found in tb.e Ryukyu Islands as the Plain 111 formation. 
The gradient of the coastal Plain 111 is gentle or subhorizontal， and that of the Huvial 
Plain 111 is more gentle than that of the Plains 11 and lV. 
Plain lV， or Tama Terrace， iscomprised of Huvial and marine terraces， among 
them， aggradation ones are mostly of the former. Plain IV can be subdivided into 
two or more terraces. They are mainly distributed on the Hanks and tops of the foot四
hils， where the Plains of lV coalesce with the piedmont alluvial plains. They are 
finely dissected and with the elapse of time， many of their initial features have been 
obscured. The gradient of Plain lV is steeper than those of Plain 111 and V， and in sorne 
areas， the plains are buried beneath the younger terrace formations at their marginal 
parts. 
The formations of Plain IV consist of gravels， which are usually intensely weathered， 
and intercalated with sand， 8ilt， and clay. They yield a flora dominated by the conifers. 
Some abrasion platforms of Plain IV are found along the coasts of headlands and islands. 
The highest terrace along the coastal region of J apan is the Plain V or the Kunohe 
Terrace. The Kunohe Terrace is developed as the summit plain of the hils between 
150 and 200 meters above sea leve1. The hil1s are finely dissected and Plain V is large-
ly destroyed. 
In several釘 eas，terrace formations of gravel，. sand， silt or clay are found under 
Plain V.， and they are thought to be of shallow rnarine or coastal to terrestrial origin. 
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1n the Ryukyu Is1ands， the Plain V comprises both depositional and denudational 
plains， and the former consists of thick limestone with foraminifers and corals. 
Accordant summit level of the hils at the foot of the mountains is a conspicuous 
topographic feature of the coastal region of Japan. The physiographic boundary 
between the hils and mountains is uniformly between 200 and 400 meters above sea 
level， and its inland extension can be found between 200 and 500 meters in altitude. 
The Pliocene and Pieistocene normal sediments are restricted in their distributi0n to the 
hilly lands. The post-Miocene， especially the younger Pliocene and Pleistocene sedト
ments of the coastal regions consist of shallow water marine and terrestrial in origin. 
They were deposited mainly within the sedimentary basin left after the Miocene orog-
eny. Along the Pacific coast， which is thought to be the most stable region in the 
J apanese Is1ands， the Pliocene and the Lower Pleistocene formations are subhorizontal 
and subparal1el to the summit level of the hilly lands. Most of the Lower Pleistocene 
sediments， which are older than the terrace formations， overlie the U pper Pliocene 
with either conformity or slight unconformity. 1t can be postulated that the ultimate 
depositional surface of the Lower Pleistocene sediments is closely related with Plain 
V though some sedimentary break may be expected between them. 
Quaternary oscillations of sea level 
The Quaternary oscillations of sea level indicated by the coastal terraces and re-
lated features are summarized as shown in Figure 3. 1n this curve， epeirogenic up-
Lower Pleistocene 
deposition 
Present sea level 
( Ootted area shows the range of estlmation) 
‘ト 2 Absolute age unknown-i一
T housan、dsof years before the present 
Fig. 3 Generalized curve of the Quaternary changes in sea level in J apan. 
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lift of the landmass is neglectecl. and local crustal movements are taken into account. 
ln this curve， the lower limit of the sea level other than the last lowered sea level 
is indicated by the stratigraphic sequence of the Pleistocene shallow water marine 
sediments of the northern part of the Boso Peninsula (HATAI， 1958; NARUSE， 1961; 
NAKAGAWA， 1962， 1965). There thick Pliocene and Pleistocene marine sediments 
are developed without any significant sedimentary break in the central area of the basin， 
and their ultimate depositional surface is Plain 111 which is conformably covered by 
volcanic ash of airborne origin. Lack of a sedimentary break between the Pleistocene 
very shal10w water marine sedimentary cycles， each of which is 10 to 50 meters thick， 
means that there was no conspicuous lowering of the sea level during the time of their 
deposition. The lowest level before the last high sea level of the Pleistocene can be 
estimated to be less than 20 to 40 meters below the present level. 
The Quaternary changes in sea level can be classified into five phases. The first 
phase is characterized by a stable or oscillating high sea level during Late Pliocene and 
Early Pleistocene time. Plain V is a remnant of the high sea level， and is transitional 
to the next phase. 
The second phase is that of intermittent lowering of sea level. The terraces of 
the Plain lV have been graded to successive sea levels that ranged from about 150 
meters above the present level to an altitude somewhat lower than the present level. 
Some cool climates existed during this phase. 
ln the third phase， the sea level rose from the lowest level in the preceding phase， 
to stand at about 30 meters above the present sea level. A warm or moderate climate 
prevailed during the third phase. The Plain 111 developed as a coastal gradation 
plain. 
The fourth phase is characterized by a conspicuous lowering of the sea leve1. The 
sea level intermittently lowered from about 30 meters above the present level， con-
sequently leaving the terraces of Plain 1 and also the submarine terraces， tothe lowest 
leveI during the Pleistocene of about 130 meters below the present level， where the sub周
marine terrace was developed along the marginal part of the continental shelf. Clト
matic deterioration coincided with the lowering of the sea level. The fourth phase 
lasted from 35，000 or more years before the present to about 18，000 years ago. 
ln the fifth phase， the sea level began to rise and sumergence and climatic amelio .
ration continued to the Holocene， though some oscillations took place as shown by the 
stratigraphic sections of the coastal plain deposits and buried topography beneath the 
coastal plain. The changes in sea level since 18，000 years ago in Japan wil1 appear in 
another article by Drs. Sh吋iFUJII and Norio FUJI.* 
The representative， average， and widely traceable Quaternary sea levels of the 
J apanese Islands have been mentioned above. This succession of sea levels is distribut輔
ed along most of the Pacific co鎚 talregion， between Hokkaido and the Ryukyu Is1ands， 
• Page 43，..，51 of this volume. 
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and several areas along the J apan Sea coast. In these areas， tectonic etfects can be 
recognized by local differences in the height， structure， number of each terrace plains， 
the thickness and facies of the terrace formations， hut there is no essential di鉦erenceint 
the sequence of those terraces. It is considered that the Quaternary changes in sea 
level rep間 sentedby the pf'esent curv:e ωn be accepted as a standard one for the J apa-
nese Islands. The exceptional areas are mainly distributed along the J apan Sea coast， 
where the sequence of the terraces is at variance with the standard succession. Local 
tectonic effects may account for this variance. 
There is a di伍cultproblem in distinguiぬingbetween eustatic and epeirogenic 
effects in the J apanese Islands. If regional uplift of the whole J apanese Islands without 
important deformation lasted throughout the Quaternary Epoch， itcan not be recogniz圃
ed from the evidence in this region. It is generally believed that the islands arc is tec圃
tonically unstable and the continent is stable. The J apanese Islands are not so stable， 
but the average Quaternary sea levels can be recognized hy accounting for the local 
deformations. 
The eustatic curve represented here ωrresponds well with those drawn in the 
“stable" regions or for the world (for example， F AIRBRIDGE， 1961)， especially the third 
through fifth phases， although the present curve is somewhat more steeper. Correla-
tion of the sea levels before the third phase in the J apanese Islands with those in the 
stable regions is not yet clear， because there are so many curves drawn in the stable 
regions that a standard one for the world can not be chosen. For the present， itis 
considered that the altitudes of the older sea levels on the present curve which are higher 
than those of the stable regions may have resulted from an epeirogenic effect. 
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P，ostg，l'ac，i'a::1 Sea Level ill tbe Japanesel l~s'lands* 
Shoji FUTH料&Norio FUJI料券
(With 3 Fi別 ires)
Abstraot-This paper discusses the Postglacial sea level changes in the J apanese Islands. 
Conclusions are summarized in Fig. 3. 
C'onsidering stratigraphy， r，adioearbon dating of ancient organic materials lived in 
near sho~e and fluctuations of climate， Postglacial sea leveis in the J apanese Islands are di-
vided into four phases as foUows; 
The first phase is about 18，000 to 6，'000 years s.P. and is char，acterized by a conspicu .
01:1S rising of tbe sea level which rises from ahout 130 m below the p代 sentsea level to 
several metres aboveぬepresent sea level. But a few stagnations of the sea level are found 
in it， especia~付 albout40 m be~ow the present sea level. 
The second phase is ahout 6，000 to 3，000 years B.P. and is one of the high sea level， 
which is several metres high.er than the present sea level. Many natural shell beds and 
many shell mounds" wh 
water 0∞吋rondi比tiぬon民， a訂refound in ma組nylocωali泌tieωsin ]apan. 
The thi吋 phaseis about 3，000 to 1，500 years B.P. and is one of the low sea level which 
is a few metres 'lQwer tha:n the present sea level. At that time the flora of the Hokuriku 
re，gion in C.entral J apan is closely simi1ar to ~he present low land vegetation found in the 
northern paFt of Central J apan to the sout.het.n part of Northern J apan. 
The fourdl phase is after 1，500 years B.P. and the sea level rises again to the present 
sea level. 
IDtroduction 
The results of the last ten years research on the Postglacial sea levels of the J apanese 
Islands are treated in this paper. 
The first paper on the Pos矧acialfluctuations of sea level is TOKI'S one (1926) 
on. the “Jomonian Transgression'" (Neolithic Transgression). This concerns the 
geographical distribution of the marine shell mounds in the Kanto region. Mter the 
Second World War TADA， NAKANO and ISEKI (1952) discussed “Shoreline Development 
of the Pacific Coast of ]apan in Prehistoric Time". The lack of boring data and of radio-
carbon dating data was a great handicap in such studies. But the changes of the Post-
glacial sea level also became clear parallel with the progress in the Pleistocene geology. 
The subsurface geological data of the plain ，are becoming well known from the many 
data from the wells .drilled for civil engineering. 
* Paper presented at Symposium No. 19，“Sea level changes and crustal movements of the 
Pacific during the Pliocene and Post輔Pliocenetime"， Eleventh Pacific Science Congress， 
August 23-24， 1966， Tokyo. 
榊 GeologicalInsti削除)Faculty of Literature & Science， Toyama University. 
榊・ Geological 1 nstitute ， Faculty of Education， Kanazawa University. Contribution from the 
Institute~ N ew Series N 0‘1. 
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The study on the fluctuatiolilS of sea level should be done in stabJle areas， inorder 
to obtain good results. But the land movement in tbe J apaneses Islaods is well known. 
Altbough the J apane8e Isfaods are not stab~e， we can not help accepting dle theory of 
the glacial eustasy because the obtained :fluctuation curve of the sea level in J apan is 
similar to those of Eur@pe and N orth Ameriea. 
Glacial eustasy is， more important tnan the land mOiVement in the Postglacial age 
even though we can not neg】rectto consider local movements. 
The :fluctuatI!ons of the sea level in Japal1l since 18，000' years ago were investigated 
from three points of view; namely stratigrapJhic， radiocarbon datings， and climatic 
changes. 
First: froa the ne'lla and drilliog data， we ~~cogmi~ed amd classifi.ed the strati圃
graphical data into transgression faciies， regression facies and stagnation facies fr@m the 
view point of sedirnentary facies. 
Second: the radiocarhon da1ωwe~e fi31de of organic materials which live near the 
shore line， such as near S'hore shells and marsh peats. The loealitIes Qf the samples aJre 
examin@d as to stability. If not a stalble one， the locality w:as' adjusted! to tbe initial 
height. Fig. 1 shows， us the elevatioln and the ages of radiocarlDon dated samples of the 
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Fig. 1 Elevation and Age Qf the Radiocarbon dated Samples of the Organic Materials in the 
J apanese Islands. (Locality l}umbers refer the opposite page.) 
organic materiaIs. Most of the radiocarbon dating of samples in J apan were done by 
Professor K. KIGOSHI of the Gakushuin University. 
Third: according to the theory of glacial eustasy， the stage of the rising .sea level 
Explanation of localities shown in Fig. 1. 
GaK.. 
Code No. Locality N. Latitude E. Longitude 
110 Osaka station， Osaka 34042/ 135030/ 
111 Daito・shi，Osaka 34042/20グ 135037'3'0グ
129 Kazusa圃Minato，Chiba 35015' 139050/ 
137 7圃gochi，Tokyo 35039' 0'" 138048/50グ
138 " " " 
139 " " " 
140 " " " 
144 Sunamachi， Tokyo 35039'401/ 138049'401/ 
145 " " " 
146 " " " 
147 " 35
039' 011 " 
166 Tsutenkaku， Osaka 34038'50" 135030'301/ 
167 Shin-Osaka station， Osaka 34043'40" 135030'1511 
168 Niwakubo， Osaka 34044'45" 135034'201/ 
181 Goi， Chibashi， Chiba 35030'23" 1400 3'44" 
182 " 35030'111/ 1400 2'571/ 
184 " 35
030'36" 1400 3'23" 
213 Minamimorimachi， Osaka 34041'40" 135030/50グ
219 Hachiro・gata，Akita 39057' 1400 l' 
220 " 40
0 2' 139057' 
221 J usanko， Aomori 410 0' 140025' 
222 " 410 3' 140024/ 
223 Kasaibashi， Tokyo 35040/0" 139050'10/' 
<: Gakushuin University， KIGOSHI Institute 
1 
1 
1 
1， 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
" 
1 
GaK.* 
Code No. 
233 
235 
236 
237 
239 
246 
249 
254 
278 
279 
293 
329 
362 
363 
452 
453 
454 
539 
540** 
541 
562 
Locality N. Latitude 
Shirane， Niigata 37046/301/ 
Ajikata， Niigata 37047'12" 
Okura， Niigata 37048'0グ
Shoze， Niigaga 37043/0グ
" " 
Uozu， Toyama 36049/ 
Kariya city， Aichi 350 0' 
Numa， Chiba 34058'28グ
Kadoma， Osaka 34042'41グ
Ogimachi， Osaka 34041/53グ
Ha伐ori，Toyonaka city， Osaka 34045'28グ
Anan city， Tokushima 33053'15グ
Awajishinmachi， 34044'22" Higashiyodogawaku， Osaka 
" " 
Shiran吋zu，Kikaigashima 28019'2011 
Se】dren，Kikaigashima 28019'10" 
N akazato， Kikaigashima 28018'45" 
Uchide， Toyama city 36045'18" 
Higashikusano， 
Asahimachi， Toyama city 36
058' 
J inzu-kako， Toyama city 36044' 
Hamabiraki， Shinminato city 36046' 
榊 No.538 in Figure 1. 
E. Longitude 
1390 1/17.41/ 
1390 0/38.4グ
1390 0/10.4グ
1390 2/31.4グ
" 
137023' 
136059/ 
ぬ、ー
139051 '32グ お乙e、n 
135035'32グ トー
e 司骨、135030/231/ 
135028'22グ ~・.;:t 
134039'46グ 令為司、‘ 
135030'47グ
" ぬ句司、
130000'05 " 
129057' 
129055 '35" 
137013'28グ
137034' 
137015 ' 
1370 7' 
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ssows a warm climate and that of the lowering sea level shows a cool one. The climatic 
changes based upon the paiynological succession. and the stratigtaphy of the Postglacial 
series .are shown in Fig. 2. 
The 'Climatic 'Changes discussed from the Palynological Study 
The climatic changes in the J apanese Islands during the Postglacial age can. be 
divided into seven phases and summarized as follows: 
a) Cold stage. This includes phases E to G， and is between about 12，000 and 
11，000 years ago. The G phase is characterized by the pollen grains of Fagus， Abies 
an.d Larix; F phase by the pol1en grains of Corylus and Gramineae; E phase by those 
of Fagus， Abies and Larix. F phase is correlated with the Allerod oscil1ation of Europe. 
b) Increasing warm stage is the D phase. This stage is transitional from the 
late glacial to the climatic optimum， and the dominating pol1en grains are Quercus and 
Pinus with Picea and Fagus as the subordinate associates. 
c) Postglacial cHmatI!c optimum stage is the C phase， and its age is between 8，000 
and 4，000 or 3，000 years ago. This phase corresponds to the Atlantic and early part of 
the Subboreal of Europe. The characteristic genera are Quercus， Alnus and Cryptomeria. 
During the Postglaciai age certain austral elements were more widely distributed than 
at present， reaching higher altitudes; name[y， the forest zone was 200 to 300 m higher， 
the average temperature of which was 20 or 30C higher tban that of the present. This 
warm stage may be correlated with the age of the Flandrian Transgression. 
d) Cool stage shown in B phase， and its ag，e isbetween 4，000 or 3，000 and 1，500 
years ago. The characteristic species are the mixed fl.ora of evergreen broad圃leaved
trees and Fagus ，crenata in. the Hokuriku region of Central Japan. It is about 10C 
lower than the present time in average ternperature. The dominating pollen grains are 
Cryptomeria， Castanea and Pinus. The decreasing warm stage may almost correspond 
with the stage of minor falling of sea level. 
e) Present climatic stage is shown in A phase; its age is after 1，500 years B.P. 
These climatic changes except for the cool stage mentioned above satisfactorily 
correspond with the results by many foreign investigators. 
Four Phases of the Postglacial Sea Level Changes 
From the stratigraphical data， radiocarbon dating， and the climatic changes， we 
can dfaw a schematic curve of the Postglacial sea level change in the J apanese Islands 
as shown' inFig. 3. The Postglacial sea level changes are classified into' fOUF phases. 
The first phase is between 18，000 and 7，000 or 6)000 years ago， and Is characterized by a 
conspicuous rising of the sea level from about 130 metres below the present sea level-
the lowest sea level during the Wurm age to several metres above the present sea level. 
But a few stagnations of sea level訂efound in it. Especially the stagnation at about 
40 m below the present sea level is known (HATORI et al.， 1962). 
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Fig.3 Sche~atic Postglacial Sea Level in the J apanese Islands. 
We know litle about when the sea level was lowest during the Wurm age and 
how deep it was in J apan， because of the lack of boring data and geologic or geo-
morphic data relating this phase. At the down town in Tokyo a peat was found at 
126 m in depth in a boring and its age is dated 17，740土440years ago (GaK. 440). We 
have some topographical and geological data to prove the depth of this phase， namely， 
1): Each bottom of the submerged caldrons is about 130 m below the present sea level 
iB Ariake Bay (Ariake Research Group， 1965). 2): ''Alluvial deposits" are distributed 
mainly above 120 m below the present sea level in Toyama Bay (NASU et al.， 1966; FUJII， 
1966). These facts indicate thば thefirst phase began at 18，000 years ago and the 
deposits of its initial stage are found at about 130 m below the present sea level. 
A1though this phase is one of the rising sea level， there is a stagnation of the sea 
level between 30 and 40 m in depth. Its age is about 10，000 years ago. 
This stagnation has been found in Tokyo (HATORI et al.， 1962)， Osaka (1百HARA，
1960)， Ariake (Ariake Research Group， 1965)， TottorI-Yonago plains (YAMANA， 1964) 
and the Hokuriku region (FUJI， 1965). Some deposits in Tokyo can be divid'ed into 
two cycles by tbis stagnation as the boundlary. Some differences are found between 
the clays of the upper and lower parts， for instance， they have different N values for 
the standard penetration test; N value of the clay of the lower part higher than that of 
the upper part. These ages are between 111500 and 91500 years ago (AOKI and lKEDA， 
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1966 at lecture). 
Some Quaterllarists have classified the Postglacial age into the Pleistocene and 
H，olocene age by this stagnation as a boundary. Aside from this stagnation of sea 
level， a sl:lbmarine rock-cut terrace is found between 80 and 90 m below the present sea 
level in Toyama Bay. 
The second phase is that of high sea Ievel. It is called “Jomonian Transgr.ession"， 
the level of whicfu. is several metres higher than the present sea level. 1 t corresponds 
to the DALY's sho代 lineor the Nizza s仕組dline. 
But SHEPARD (1964) pointed out a question about the high sea level phase， namely， 
whether this phenomenon is real1y a high sea level due to glacial eustasy or only a 
result of land movement. Actually we have found two types of organic materials in 
tbe several metres higb terraces of J apan. One type of organic materials is dated bか
tween 20.，.0.0 and 30.，0.0.0 years a伊 andis found at Shimabara and Rishiri (GaK. 273， 
274， 344 and 388)" and the other type is dated at about 6，00. years ago. With regard 
to the probl1em， two facts should be mentioned. 
First: The early Jomo凶anrelics are distributed on1y at inland areas， whereas 
those of the Earlier and Late J omonぬnare distributed nearer to the sea than the relics 
of the Early Jomon. 
Second: Some organic materials are fOl.lnd at several meters height above the 
present sea leveI. Name[y" a) A coral from Kikaigashima in Southern Japan is dated 
at 6，360.土120ァearsago (GaK. 4'54)， apd its height is 7 m above the present sea level， but 
its height should be adjllsted to 3.3 m (Mrr and KrGOSHr， 1966); b) A coral specimen 
from Numa in Central Japan is dated 6，160.土120years ago ('GaK. 254)， and its height 
is 20. m above th.e present sea】evel. Its height must be adjusted to 6 m (SUGIMURA 
and NARUSE， 1954， '5.5). c) The shells，frorn Kariya near Nagoya are dated at 5，470土
150. years， ago and their h.eights are 4.7 m above the present sea level. d) The shells 
from Okino， Toyama， Central Japan are dated at 4，410土10.years ago (GaK. 997)， and 
their heights are aoout 6 m above the present sea level. 
Though we have found several marine shel1 beds at several metres height above 
the present sea level， we cannot decide to which types they belong， because they have 
not been dated. Exc-ept for the above mentioned data， we have found some shell beds 
above the present sea level， that is， the shell bed from Toyonaka near Osaka at 1 m height 
is dated at 4，450土140.years ago (GaK. 293)， the shell bed of Imizu in Toyama Pref.， 
Central J apan at 3 m above the present sea level， isdated at 4，50.0.土150years ago (GaK. 
536)， and the shel1s from Notojima， Noto Peninsula， Central Japan at 2 m height are 
dated at 4，500.土90.years ago (GaK. 1003)， and shells from Uchinourni， Miyazaki Pref.， 
Southern Kyushu at 6 m height is dated at 2，870土90years ago (GaK. 1004). 
These facts show that the sea level of this phase once rose and then lowered about 
3，000 ye訂sago" The sea level was above the present one during this phase. 
The third phase whose age is between about 3，000 and 1，500 years ago and it is a 
phase of low sea level. The evidences for the low level are conspicuous sea side. This 
-"'IiI 
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on the J apan phase correspoFlds to a cool climate， asproved by the submerged forests 
of Uo~u， Yokata and Jinzu. It I!s said that th:ese suhmerged Eo代 stswere formed as 
results of land subsidenee. However， recent evidenee for the uplift of tbe land is proved 
by the p間 ciseleveHng. The submerged forests， comprise several species which indicate 
a climate cooler than the present forest. The land movement tends， to upli九butthese 
forest stil submerged. We consider that the sub，merged forests were not formed as 
the results of the land suosidence， but tbey must have been formed when the sea level 
was】oweftban the present one，. 'The fo.rest became 叩 b，mergedwhen the sea level 
rose to tne pr@sent one (FUJI， 1965， 1966a; FUJII， t965). 
The fourth phase is between 1，5.00 yeaIs and the present time. Since 1，500 years 
ago tbe sea】eve1rose to and is maintained at the pres'ent one. 
Com.cl1ilsion 
Tbis schematic curve (Fig. 3) of the sea level corresμnds in general with C1lrves 
ob，tained by many in~estigators in varI!ous parts of the wotld. However， examining 
this curVe in detaH we have found three difIerences as foUows: 
1) There are some stagnations of sea level especiaUy at about 10，000 years ago. 
2) SQ far as we knoiW， there is a h.igh sea level than tne' present sea level between 
7，000 and about 3，000 years and its height is not mOJile tban 6 m above the present sea 
level. 
3) Tber'e isa low sea level b'etween :aDQut 3，000 and 1，500 years ago. 
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Vertical Tectonic. Di，splacements， in South・centralAlaska 
during and prior to the Great 1964 Earthquake* 
George PLAFKER料&Meyer RUBIN料券
(With 1 Table and 3 Figures) 
Abstract-The great 1964 A1aska earthquake was accompanied by vertical tectonic defor圃
mation in two major elongate northeast圃trendingzones in south圃centralA1aska. Together 
the zones are 700 to 800 km long and from 150 to 300 km wide. Uplift of as much as 11.5 
meters on land and 15 meters on the sea floor occurred in the seaward zone， which includes 
the earthquake focal region; subsidence in the adjacent zone to the northwest averages 
about 1 meter and attains a maximum of 2.2 meters. 
Geologic evidence along the Gulf of A1aska coast reveals a history of complex Holocene 
(Recent) tectonic displacements relative t() sea level in which areas of post-glacial net emer-
gence or submergence approximately coincide with areas of significant earthquake四related
uplift and subsidence. Emergence of as much as 55 meters in 7，650 years， and postglacial 
submergence of at least 90 meters occurred local1y within this region. 
Radiocarbon dates from three of five prequake terraces on Middleton Island in the 
uplifted zone indicate that 40' meters of relative emergence occurred in at least five major 
upward pulses during the last 4，470土250years. A sixth terrace was formed on the island 
as a result of 3.3 meters of uplift during the 1964 earthquake. 
During at least the past 930 years， and possibly during the past 1，360 years， relative 
submergence occurred along the coast in much of the zone that was uplifted and in at least 
part of the zone that subsided during the earthquake. Radiocarbon-dated drowned forests 
indicate prequake submergence of as much as 4.3 meters over a period of 390土160years with 
maximum submergence rates that average as much as 1.1 cm/year for 230 years. This 
submergence is interpreted as direct evidence for a significant downwaJ:U咽directedcom-
ponent of regional strain preceding the ea吋 1句uake.
Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to examine the "ertical tectonic deformatIon that 
accompanied the great 1964 earthquake in relation to the geologic record of Holocene 
(Recent) mo"ements along the coast of south-central A1aska. This study， which relies 
hea¥Tily on radiocarbon-dated material from coastal sites， indicates a Holocene record of 
complex differential mo"ements relati"e to sea le"el and a general similarity between 
the pattern of earthquake displacements and the long-term trend of Holocene coastal 
emergence or submergence. It also points up a remarkable recent widespread suか
• Paper presented at Symposium N o. 19，“Sea level changes and crustal movements of the 
Pacific during the Pliocene and Post-Pliocene time"， Eleventh Pacific Science Congress， 
August 23-24， 1966， Tokyo. 
Publication authorized by the Director， U.S. Geological Survey. 
料 U.S.Geological Survey， Men10 Park， California. 
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mergence which has reversed a long四termuplift over much of the region. This recent 
submergence may be related to strain buildup prior to the 1964 earthquake. 
As used herein， the term“Holocene Epoch" is considered to encompass the last 
10，000 years; this interva1 coincides approximately with the interval since the most 
recent glaciation in Alaska. The terms“uplift" and “subsidence" describe' a tectonic 
rise or fal of the land， whereas the terms“emergence" and “submergence" indicate 
relative movements that may be the sum of both tectonic movements and eustatic sea圃
level changes. Tectonic movements include those that result from both diastrophic and 
isostatic processes. “Long-term" indicates shoreline changes relative to sea level 
having durations measured in thousands of years;“short-term" refers to the general 
submergence that occurred during the 1，350 years or less prior to the earthquake. 
Some of the observed recent submergence is undoubtedly exaggerated by local 
vibration-induced compaction or slumping of unconsolidated deposits during the 
earthquakes that frequently rock this seismically active region. As was demonstrated 
during the 1964 earthquake， surficial submergence may be substantial in areas of thick 
unconsolidated saturated deposits this is especial1y true for those deposits that are 
not constrained on one or more sides， such as deltas， spits， and barrier beaches. Con圃
sequently， rooted trees on bedrock or on thin beach deposits overlying bedrock were 
ysed to determine amounts and rates of vertical displacement wherever possible. 
Previous observations on the Holocene shoreline movements along the Gulf of 
Alaska were largely local in scope and incidental to various geologic， archaeologic， or
botanical studies. TWENHOFEL (1952) reviewed and summarized aU of the earlier data 
on shoreline movements in this region and in other parts of southern Alaska. He 
postulated that the overal1 characteristic of the present coast is submergence except for 
recent emergence of the northern Gulf of Alaska coast; however， his interpretation of the 
sequence of the ~ovements was severely handicapped oy the sparseness of criteria for 
determining relative ages of displaced shorelines. HEUSSER (1960， p.191-194) presented 
palynological data (supported by radiocarbon dates) to show that general emergence 
has taken place along most of the Gulf of Alaska coast from Kodiak to southeastern 
Alaska， except for local recent submergence in the Prince William Sound， Copper River 
Delta， and Bering Lake areas. He postulated that the uplift in southeastern Alaska 
represents isostatic recovery following deglaciation， whereas that along the northern 
Gulf of Alaska coast results from both isostatic and diastrophic movements. More 
recently， KARLSTROM (1964， p.61-62) postulated that shoreline changes in a block that 
includes the Prince William Sound region， the Kenai Peninsula， and the Kodiak group 
of islands resulted from glacioeustatic sea-level fluctuations and that the block was one 
of tectonic stability-a conclusion that appears to be unfounded in view of the large 
vertical movements that occurred there during the 1964 earthquake and the abundant 
evidence for previous differential tectonic movements within this same region during 
Holocene time. 
. 
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In the absence of a reliable local eustatic sea四levelrecord for southern Alaska， we 
have assumed that Holocene sea levels there were comparable to those in more tectonical1y 
stable portions of the world where the sea-level record has been worked out in some 
detail. Alternative interpretations of the eustatic sea-level changes are shown on Figure 
3. 1¥在ostof these studies suggest either a rather rapid rise in sea level at an average 
rate of about 2.0 mmfyear u.ntil it reached approximately its present level between 2，000 
and 6，000 years ago (COLEMAN and SMITH， 1964); or that sea level has been rising slovvly 
and continuously from about -10 meters to its present level during the past 7，000 years 
with a generally rising， but fl.uctuating， sea level between about 15，000 and 7，000 years 
B.P. (CURRAY， 1961). Some authorities believe that sea level reached its present posト
tion from 3，000 to 5，000 years ago and has been fl.uctuating above and below its present 
position by about 1 to 2 meters ever since (FAIRBRIDGE， 1961). For the purposes of this 
paper it is significant to note that none of these studies suggest that eustatic sea-level 
fl.uctuations during the last 10，000 years could alone account for the relative shoreline 
displacements along the coast of south-central Alaska. 
Vertical movements of the coast during the 1964 earthquake were measured by G. 
PLAFKER， L.R. MAYO， and J.B. CASE of the U.S. Geological Survey and G. Dallas 
HANNA of the California Academy of Sciences during the summers of 1964 and 1965. 
Land園levelchanges were determined from displacement of intertidal sessile marine 
organisms al along the intricately embayed coast (PLAF郎氏 1965). Samples of organic 
material col1ected during these and prior field seasons from coastal terraces， drowned 
forests， and peat bogs were dated by Meyer RUBIN. A number of other dated samples 
obtained in conjunction with other geological， archaeological， and botanical investigations 
along the coast in the same general area have been heavily drawn upon for comparison. 
All radiocarbon-dated samples referred to， their sources， and other pertinent data are 
listed in Table 1. 
Regional seismic uplift and subsidence in 1964 
The region that was deformed during the 1964 earthquake lies near the eastern 
end of a wel1-defined seisn1Ica11y active belt， which follows the A1eutian Volcanic Arc 
and Aleutian Trench for a distance of 2，900 km from Kamchatka to south田centralA1aska 
where the Aleutian Arc intersects the North American continent. The earthquake 
epicenter lies near the eastern extremity of the seismic belt associated with the arc， and 
the major zones of crustal deformation that accompanied the earthquake are situated 
largely between the Aleutian Trench and the chain of active volcanoes that makes up 
the Aleutian Volcanic Arc (Fig. 1). The northeastern end of the Aleutian Arc inter-
sects the continent at an oblique angle， and there the deformation can be observed 
extending from the seaward edge of the continental shelf to the chain of active volcanoes. 
Notable tectonic changes in land level during the 1964 earthquake occurred over a 
region some 700-800 km long and 150-300 km wide that trends roughly parallel to the 
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Table 1. Radiocarbon-dated samples used in determining the relative ages of shoreline features 
[Locations of sample sites shown on Figure 2] 
Sul雌 rgenc白{・)or 
Sample Ldb. emergence (+) relat1ve to 
nu曲 er number 工.ocat10n Age (B.P.) pre-earth吐血恒de.tum(meters) Data source COtnments 
l P-1039 Kod.1ak Is. 3，219 ca.・1.0 Clark， 1966， p. 310 Archaeo10g1c o1te 1n 臥Jb田rgedbeach deposlts 
2 P-1034 S1七也~匂k Is. 5，519土78 Sl1ght e国rgen~e do. Arch師 010g1c叫 te1n e1evated beach r1dge 
3 P-1036 Do. 3，945土65 do. do・ Do. 
h Kukak Bay. She11kof Stro.1t 1，460工9ラ .-No apparcnt change D. E. Dumond (vr1tten Archaeo10g1c s1te 1n present beach r1dge 
c。皿un.，地rch28. 19“) 
う Do. 1.450 :!. l30 do. do. Do・
6 Do. M 1，015土l∞ do・ do. Do. 
7 Do. 115 + 110 do・ do. Do. 
8 F・138 Y¥U(on Is.， Kachemak Bay 1，369土102 -1.2 to 3.0 Ra1回yand Ralph. 1959 Ant1er bo~ frαn archaeo1og1cal site 1n 
submerged beach depos1ts 
9 P-l39 Do・ 2.106 + 118 但 . -4.9 do・ Do・
10 101-299 G1rdl700d， 'lIlrnlI8a1n Arm 2.8∞土 l加 -4.6 Karlstrαn. 1964， p. 48 Peat 1n tidal si1ts ard bog depos1to. Possib1e 
significant surf1c1a1 subsi1ence 
11 10-175 Do・ 7∞土 250 -0.8 do・ Do・
12 101-1720 Seward >200 回.・2.1 Th1s 1nvest1gat10n Rooted stUlllp on de1ta. Indico.ted s~bmergence 
may be due to poss1b1e s1gnificant ourficial 
一、
slumping of unconso11de.ted de1ta1c deposits 
13 101-1589 PenγIs.) Pr幻lceW1llio.m Sound 3.680土3∞ -3.4 do. Rooted stump on sub悶~rged beach 
14 10-1ラ剖 No同 11P01nt J Pr!nce W!llia.m Wood fragment from 1nterbedded peat and gravo1 
Sound 930 + 2∞ -5.2 do. on subwerged beach 
15 10-1592 Co1umbia Bay， Pr1nce w!111am 
Sound 1.140 :!. 250 -1.8 do. Rooted stump on submerged beach 
16 101-1591 Lat。、.che工G.Pr1nce W1111a.m 
Sound 230 + 200 -2.6 do. Do・
1( 101-15卯 J.'acほ odHarbor. Princc 1011111阻
Sound 5白+2∞ -3.0 do. Do. 
18 101-17'θs r.lacLcod '!a.roor. Pr:!.nce Wi111am 
Sound 380 + 200 ca. -2.4 ~\. J.氾rκbv.unpub.回. Rooted stunp 1n Gubmergcd rivcr de1to. 
19 w.i7“ Patton Ba.y， .ontag¥oe : s • 600 + 200 ca. -11.3 。o. Wood frag庁'dntfrom submelged pcat and 
grll.Cl. deposits 
20 W-1fP Do. 2.010土2∞ ca. +8.5 do. Pcat on'e1evo.ted beach depos1もS
21 い-943 Copper R~VCl Dc1ta e.rea 1.3∞土 150 -4.1 Hubbs and others. 19(i5， 
p.干3
22 -・94う 00. 3加+120 -1.8 to 2.7 do.. p. 13・74
rootcd stumps on de1taic and "温rBhdcpo~..l~ ・
•• ~~brrergercc rr~ be exaggcrated duc t。
23 lA.-)仙 Do. 550 + 120 -7.2 do・，p.η 
s、u1'ic:!.aム sl.bs1dcrce
24 L、-939 Do・ 725 + 135 -4.7 do.， p. 12・13
2ラ J.:"・938 Do. 7∞+ 130 -4.9 do.， p. 72 
20 Z・0 Kata11a area 7，650土330 ca. +55.0 110ωser. 19OQ， p. 94 "ca色 frorrelevated tcrrace 
27 工-1 Do. 3，'770土2∞ ca. +12.2 do. Do. 
28 ~1-376 Cllpc S~ckllJlg 3卯+1白 ca.・3.7 rl.b1n and A1exandcr， :1958， 
p. flootcd GtUITP o~ sl.bmerged rock platform 
29 "'-1729 Do. 710 + 200 -4.3 TI 15 !nvcstigo.t10n Do. 
30 材-1，62 Do. ラ.120工220 ca. +6.1 "1.1>1n and Alexander， 1958 SIIe118。司 e1evatedtcrrace 
31 1-1724 M1ddleton Is. 1，350 + 2∞ +6.7 do. Drift、oodon e1evatcd terrace 
32 10-140吟 Do. 2，390土Z∞ +17.7 .cvin and σtl" ers. 19055. 
p. 392 00. 
33 1.'-140ラ Do. 4.470土250 今41.5 do.. p. 392・393 Do. 
Gulf of Alaska coast and the Aleutian V orcanic Arc and Trench. An area southeast of 
a line extending along the southeast coast of Kodiak Island through the western and 
northern part of Prince William Sound has been elevated， and an area north and west of 
this line has been lowered (Fig. 1). There is no abrupt change of level between the 
two zones， but rather， a northward and northwestward tilting about the zero isobase. 
The maximum slope On the tilted surface in the vicinity of the zero isobase in northern 
Prince William Sound is about 1 cm/km. 
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Average uplift within the seaward zone is 2 to 3 meters， except along a relatively 
narrow northwest四trendingaxial zone where combined crustal warping and faulting 
have resulted in an uplift of 11.5 meters on land and possibly more than 15 meters on the 
sea fl.oor. Subsidence in the adjacent zone to the north averages about 1 meter and 
reaches a measured maximum of 2.2 meters (PLAFKER， 1965). The area of observable 
and probable crustal deformation includes at least 200，000 km2 an area that is about 
two-thirds the size of the State of 'California， and is slightly larger than the main J apanese 
island of Honshu. 
Long圃termHolocene emergence and submergence 
Reconnaissance studies of shoreline morphology indicate that the major zones in 
which large amounts of uplift or subsidence occurred during the 1964 earthquake 
coincide in a general way with areas of net emergence or submergence during the Holo-
cene Epoch (Figs. 2 and 3). A major exception to this generalization is the Copper 
River Delta rea which apparently has submerged progressively during Holocene time， 
but which was uplifted at 1伺 st2 meters during the earthquake. Shorelines in much of 
Cook Inlet and Shelikof Strait， which either experienced no change or only slight (< 1 
meter) uplift or subsidence during the earthquake， appear to have been relatively stable 
or ernergent during Holocene time. Some s，horelines in northern and eastern Prince 
William Sound， which were either unchanged or subsided slightly at the time of the 
earthquake， may have undergone progressive Holocene submergence. 
The record of Holocene displacements in the area affected by the earthquake is 
outlined in the following section. Places referred to and the spatial distribution of 
radiocarbon四datedshoreline samples in relation to the 1964 deformation are shown in 
Figl.lre 2. The age and pre・1964position of these samples relative to sea level is shown 
on Figure 3. The sparse records of pre田Holoceneshoreline movements in this same 
general region have been discussed by HOPKINS and others (1965) and KARLSTROM (1964) 
and will not be considered herein. 
Much of the shore in the mountainous southern part of the area that subsided during 
the earthquake exhibits the characteristic features of a deeply drowned coast. Sub-
merged shorelines occur along most of Kodiak and the adjacent islands， the southern 
Kenai Peninsula， the south shore of Kachemak Bay， and part of Turnagain Arm. The 
northern and eastern parts of the Prince William Sound region also appear to be sub-
mergent， although the evidence for relative shoreline movements is somewhat obscured 
by recent glaciation in most of the fiords. 1n these submerged mountainous areas， 
former rocky ridges are now peninsulas or islands， and drowned river valleys or glacial 
cirques have become embayments. The general scarcity of well-developed sea clifs， 
beaches， and similar shore features attests to the recency of the submergence. Elsewhere 
in the subsided zone， coastal bogs of terrestrial peat and some aboriginal dwelling sites 
that are now inundated by high tides also indicate long-continued submergence relative 
to sea leve1. 
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greatest submergence appears to be in the vicinity 
subsidence during the 1964 earthquake-a region which roughly 
crest of the Kenai and Kodiak Mountains (Fig. 1). Although the 
amount of post-glacial submergence cannot be determined， an indication of the amount 
provided by differences in the altitudes of cirque floors of probable Wisconsin age 
along this part of the coast which presumably were formed at a fairly uniform level. 
The lowest cirque floors along the outer coast of Prince William Sound and in most of 
the Kodiak Island group areas away from the region of maximum submergence lie 
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Pre・1964positions of radiocarbon-dated shoreline samples relative to present sea 
level and proposed eustatic sea levels of CURRAY (1961)， FAIRBRIDGE (1961) and 
COLEMAN and SMIl'H (1964). 8amples， from Yukon Is~and (A)， Girdwood (B)， 
Middleton Island (C)， Katalla (D)， and Kukak Bay (E) are connected by solid 
lines. The approximate period of“short-term" submergence is indicated by 
diagonal ruling. 
and perhaps as much as several hundred， meters of submergence in the Kenai Peninsula 
Fig.3 
area. 
• 
In contrast to the zone of subsidence， the coast in thQse areas where the land has 
risen relative to the sea is generaUy smoother in outline and commonly exhibits， among 
other features， one or more wavecut terraces or uplifted beaches rising to elevations of 
at least 60 meters (MILLER， 1953， HEUSSER， 1960， p.21). ln the m司orzone of uplift 
such features are characteristic of the points and capes on the seaward side of Kodiak 
Island， the islands of the southern and eastern' P:rince Wil1iam Sound region， much of 
the mainland coast east of Prince William Sound， and the ofIshore islands of the con-
tinental shelf. Comparable emergent shores with terraces up to approximately 1，700 
feet in elevation occur al along the mainland coast to the east of the area that was afIected 
hy the 1964 earthquake. N 0 evidence was found for elevated shorelines (other than 
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those already mentioned) elsewhere on the ocean coast of the Kodiak group of islands. 
Relatively stable or emergent shores occur along portions of the Cook Inlet and 
Shelikof Strait coasts in areas tbat either subsided slightly， remained unchanged， or 
were slightly uplifted during the 1964 earthquake (Fig. 2). Many of these emergent 
shorelines are probably pre-Holocene features (HOPKINS， 1965; KARLSTROM， 1964). 
Up，lifts witbin the zone of subsidence were noted by KARLSTROM (1964， p.62) at 
three localities along the east shore of Cook Inlet. Conspicuous uplifted tidal flats at 
th:e mouths of the Kenai， Kasilof， and ，Chickaloon Rivers indicate emergence of 1を
to 3 meters relative to the present datum in areas that subsided betweenすand1き
meters during the earthquake (Fig. 2). The age of the emergent tidal flats is unknown; 
KARLSTROM suggests that they may record a maximum marine transgression above present 
sea l，evel that took place between 5，000 and 6，000 years ago. The apparent absence of 
similar features elsewhere along the sho代 ofCook Inlet suggests the alternative possi-
bility that they are loca】highsrelated to growing structures within the Cook Inlet region. 
This interpretation is supported by the existence of young anticlinal structures elsewhere 
within this region， including a number of economically im.portant petroleum-bearing 
anticlines" some of which are exp'resS'ed in the present topography (KELLEY， 1963， p.
289); and by at least one fault that disμaces WisconsIIトageglacial deposits and alluvium 
(KARLSTROM， 1964， p.61; KELLEY， 1963， p.289). 
Seemingly anomalous slight submerg~nce or relative stability within the major zone 
of uplift occurs in two areas of rapid seclirnentation in the Copper River Delta and at 
Bering Lake near I{atalla (Fig. 2). Dated marine terraces on Montague Island (near 
Katalla) and at Cape Suckling record net Holocene emergence for most of this segment 
of coast. In contrast， local net slJlbmergence is suggested from terrestrial peat of 
unknown age that was encountered in borings at depths as much as 12 meters below 
sea level in the lower Copper River and to a depth of 9 meters at Bering Lake (T ARR 
and MARTIN， 1914， p.462-463). A dated peat sample from a bog on the lower Copper 
River Delta also indicates that the sea has not transgressed more than 4会meters
above its pre-earthquake level since 10，390 B.P. (HEUSSER， 1960， p.94) at that locality. 
However， the peat sample provides no data on the net amount of submergen，ce that 
may have occurred， because the orginal relationship of the bog to sea level is unknown. 
Radiocarbon dating of organic material from terraces， peat bogs， and archaeological 
sites in coastal areas affected by the earthquake has provided some preliminary data on 
average long-term displacement trends relative to sea level at a number of localities. 
Displacement四timecurves at the five localities (A-E) in the area for which multiple 
samples are available are shown in Figure 3. Points on the graph are the pre-earthquake 
position relative to mean lower low water plotted against age in millennia of radiocarbon四
dated material from these five sites. The available dated samples were collected by 
several different workers over a period of 30 years and were analyzed in three different 
laboratories. In spite of the minimal number of samples at each site， uncertainties in 
their exact positions relative to sea level， and the ever-present problem of analytical or 
.II 
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sampling ，errors， the results appear to be remarkably consistent with one another and 
with the displacements that occurred in 1964. 
These data indicate that the two localities at 'Yukon Island (A) and Girdwood (B) 
have subsided relative to present sea level at an average rate of about 20 to 30 cmjcentury 
during the time interval from 700 to 2，800 years B.P.， whereas those at Middleton 
Island (C) and Katalla (D) in the uplifted area have risen at the much greater average 
rate of about 100 cmjcentury between 1，350 and 7，650 years B.P. Furthermore， the 
shore at Kukak Bay (E)， which was not affected by the earthquake， has remained es・
sential1y in its present position relative to sea level since at least 1，450 B.P. 
Detailed study of the emergent shorelines shows that the long-term vertical move-
ments occurred， atleast in part， asa series of upward pulses separated by intervals of 
stability or even gradual submergence. Evidence for periodic uplift is exceptionally 
well displayed on Middleton Island whose surface consists of a flight of five gently 
sloping and wel1四developedmarine terraces separated by wave-cut cli鉦sor rises ranging 
from 6 to 9 meters each (MILLER， 1953). The highest terrace， forming the flat central 
part of the island， has a general altitude of 40 to 50 meters. The sudden uplift of 
between 3 and 3.7 meters during the 1964 earthquake， which exposed a sixth surf-cut 
terrace， suggests that perhaps the earlier terraces were also exposed by a series of up-
ward pulses during previous earthquakes. 
Most of the dated samples were taken from deposits laid down when the post圃
glacial eustatic sea level， which is shown by the three curves on Figure 3， was rising 
gradually or was at about its present stand. This indicates that al of the emergent sho代圃
lines probably result from tectonic movements. Although a few of the submerged shore-
lines may be attributed to the effects of a Iate Holocene rise of sea level and to local 
surficial subsidence of unconsolidated deposits， most are so large that they must also be 
at least partly due to tectonic subsidence. 
Regional submergence of the Kenai and Kodiak Mountains is clearlyanomalous in. 
that the movements are in a direction that tends to reduce the elevation of these youthful 
mouiltain ranges. Submergence of these mountains， which have been recently 
deglaciated， isa counter-isostatic process that can only be attributed to regional diastro岨
phic deformation. 
It is less certain to what extent the regional post-glacial uplift reflects isostatic 
compensation resulting from un10ading of ice， and to what extent it is caused by dia-
strophic movements. Both processes are undoubted】yinvolved. However， the known 
seismic activity of the region and the evidence for pulsating， rather than continuous 
emergence suggest that the movements were， toa large extent， diastrophic in nature. 
Anomalous areas of net submergence， such as the Copper River Delta and Bering Lake， 
could indicate local isostatic subsidence In! response to Iate Holocene crustal loading 
with thick aUuvial and deltaic deposits・
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Widespread drowned forests， peat bogs， and aboriginal dwelling sites indicate that 
for about 1，350 years preceding the 1964 earthquake regional submergence occurred 
along much of the coast both in the zone that was uplifted and the zone that subsided 
during the earthquake. Because the submergence occurred during a period when sea 
level is generally believed to have been at or near its present level (Fig. 3)， the sub四
mergence undoubtedly resulted largely from tectonic movements. 
The drowned shoreline， which is especial1y striking in Prince William Sound， was 
probably first commeJfted upon in writing by the great English navigator， VANCOUVER， 
who explored the Sound between May 25 and June 17， 1794. He perceptively noted 
that . . “The shores are in generallow， and as had been already observed， very swampy 
in many places， on which the sea appears to be making more rapid encroachments than 
1 ever before saw or heard of， trees along the shore were reduced to naked， dead white 
stumps by the encroachment of the sea water to their roots; and some stumps of trees， 
with their roots stil fast in the ground， were also found in no very advanced state 
of decay nearly as low down as the low water of spring tides." (Low water of spring 
tides is about 4 meters below the normal lower growth limit of trees in this area.) 
Active submergence along the coast has been noted by various geologists， archaeolo-
gists， and botanists in the following places: (1) the Controller Bay area east of Prince 
Wil1iam Sound (TARR and MARTIN， 1914); (2) the Copper River region (HUBBS， etal.， 
1965， p.72-74); (3) around Prince William Sound (GRANT and HIGGINS， 1910; MOFFITT， 
1954; DACHNOWSKI-STOKES， 1941; DELAGUNA， 1956); (4) around Kachemak Bay on the 
southern Kenai Peninsula (DELAGUNA， 1934); (5) in the upper Cook Inlet region 
(KARLSTROM， 1964， p.48); and (6) at least two localities on Kodiak Island (CLARK， 1965)・
Reconnaissance studies of al these shorelines made after the 1964 earthquake 
suggest that the submergence observed is a regional phenomenon that has affected much， 
if not aU， of the Prince William Sound region， the mainland coast and islands east of 
Prince William Sound， the south coast of the Kenai Peninsula at least as far as Kachemak 
Bay， parts of Turnagain Arm， and at least the southeastern coast of the Kodiak group of 
islands (Fig. 2). Undoubtedly many more such localities could be found by detailed 
studies of these shorelines. Unfortunately， vertical displacements during the 1964 
earthquake have permanently destroyed or concealed much of the evidence for recent 
submergence in the zone of subsidence; on the other hand， the old shorelines are now 
better exposed in the zone of uplift. Areas within which there is evidence for pre圃
earthquake submergence紅 eindicated on Figure 2 and the ages and positions relative 
to sea level of the dated samples are shown on Figure 3. 
It is uncertain whether the submergence， which affected the offshore islands from 
Kayak Island to the Copper River delta， extended as far out on the continental shelf as 
lVliddleton Island. Pre-earthquake sea levels reached to the base of the prominent sea 
cli狂thatencircles much of the island， suggesting either a long period of relative stability 
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and erosion or some submergence since the last uplift of the island. 
The record of pre-earthquake submergence in the zone that was lowered in relation 
to sea level is much less complete than for the zone that was raised， because much of 
the evidence is now covered up. The available data suggest that submergence occurred 
along portions of the coast of the Kenai Peninsula and the Kodiak group of islands， but 
that submergence probably was much less than in the area from Prince William Sound 
to Cape Suckling. There is no detectable change in mean 8ea level attributable 
to tectonic movements during a 40-year period of tidal records at Seward. An 
apparently large pre-earthquake submergence near Seward of about 2.1 meters in less 
than 200 years indicated by drowned rooted tree stumps (No. 12， Table 1) may be due 
to slumping and compaction of deltaic deposits at the sample locality. 
Radiocarbon dates from the drowned-forest horizon between Prince William 
Sound and Cape Suckling provide some data on d;uration and average rate of the suト
mergence. 1n the places where the forest was killed by sea-water encroachment， the 
dates should accurately reflect the duration of submergence. 1nitiaI indicated suト
mergence is about 1，140土250years B.P. in Prince William Sound (No. 15， Fig. 3)， 
1，360土150years B.P. on the Copper River Delta (No. 21， Fig. 3)， and 710土200years 
B.P. at Cape Suck1ing (No. 28， Fig. 3). Al1 the remaining dated samples give ages less 
than about 700 years B.P.， which suggests that the submergence was general during the 
last 700 years. The maximum indicated average rate of submergence， assuming that 
the forest was kil1ed by encroachment of the sea， is2.6 meters in 230 years， orabout 
1.1 crnfyear on Latouche 1sland in Prince William Sound. 
1f it may be assumed that sea level was indeed at about its present stand during the 
interval of pre-earthquake submergence， these data may best be interpreted as suggestive 
of a pronounced downward component of pre-earthquake deformation， varying in 
amount and rate from place to place， over much of the coastal zone that was affected by 
vertical displacements during the 1964 earthquake. This gradual submergence interrup-
ted the long-term trend of coastal emergenα-including seismic uplift during the 1964 
earthquake-that is evidenced along the margin of the Gulf of Alaska and on the offshore 
islands of the continental shelf. Because the movements are almost entirely within a 
region where isostatic displacements， ifany， should be upward as a result of glacial 
unloading， itis concluded that they result largely from diastrophism. Some of the 
local submergence within areas of rapid sedimentation such as the Copper River Delta， 
however， could result from isostatic compensation in response to crustalloading， but the 
fact that submergence on the delta was approximately equal to that of nearby bedrock 
areas， suggests that the isostatic factor during this time interval was relatively minor. 
Conclusions 
Four major conclusions may be drawn from the available data on relative shoreline 
changes in south-central Alaska: 
Vertical Tectonic Displacements in South-central Alaska 
during and prior to the Great 1'964 Earthqzωke 
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First， areas of net Holocene emergence or submergence broadly correspond with 
those areas in which sign泊cantamounts of uplift and $ubsidence occurred during the 
1964 earthquake. Thus， the tectonic movements that accompanied the earthquake were 
apparently but one pulse in a long-continuing trend of deformation. This trend has 
resultecl in regional emergence of tbe continental rnargin， simultaneous submergence of 
the Kenai-Kodiak Mountains belt， and either relative stabi1ity or emergence along the 
shores of Cook Inlet and parts of Shelikof Strait~ 
Second， tbe amounts of net】ong-termHolocene emergence and submergence of 
tne coast， wbich are locally considerably larger than the postulated eustatic sea-level 
changes for the same time interval， indicate that differential displacement of the shoreline 
results largely from tectonic movements. Submergence of youthful mountains recently 
unloaded of ice， and pulsating emergence of the continental shelf and Gulf of Alaska 
coast are suggestiVre of regional diastrophic deformation. Superimposed on the dia-
strophic movements were local isostatic subsidences at sites of rapid late Holocene 
sedirnentation， s'Uch as the Copper River Delta and the Bering Lake areas. 
Third， steplike flights of Ho】ocenemarine surf-cut terraces at a number of localities 
along the coast suggest that the long-term vertical movements occurred， atleast in paFt， 
as a series of upward p'llses tnat were separated by intervals of stability or even gradual 
suosidence. These upward pulses could represent earthquake-related movements com-
parable in orIJgin to those which affected the coast in 1964. 
And final1y， gradual tectonic submergence prevailed during at least the past 930 years， 
and probably as long as 1，3'60 years over much of the zone that was uplifted， and at 
least part of the zone that suhsided during the 1964 earthquake. This submergence is 
interpreted as ，direct evidence for a significant downward四directedcomponent of regional 
strain preceding the earthquak.e. 
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Discussions 
Arthur D. HOWARD:ー
Was there any evidence of horizontal displacement? What magnitude? 
G. PLAFKER:一
Relative seaward (southeastward) horizontal displacement of as much as 20 meters has been 
measured by comparison of pre圃 andpost圃earthquaketriangulation. 
L. PALMER:ー
Where was the 15 m displacement measured on the Kodiak marine terrace? 
G. PLAFKER:ー
Terrace elevation was measured at the sea clif on the lowest part of the platform. Therefore， 
the 15 m represents a minimum figure for uplift. 
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Late Cenozoic Sea-Ievel History in Western Alaska* 
David M. HOPl仁INS株券
Abstract-At least seven intervals of high sea level are recorded in western Alaska by deposits 
ranging in age from late Pliocene(?) to Recent: 
Transgression Age 
Maximum height above present 
sea level 
Krusensternian transgression <10，000 N ever more than + 3 m 
W oronzofian transgression > 25，000 and <48，000 Probably a few meters below 
. 
Pelukian transgression About 100，000 +7 to 10m 
Kotzebuan transgression About 175，000 Probably about + 20 m 
-
Einahnuhtan transgression <300，000 
Unknown， but higher than at 
present and comparable to 
Kotzebuan 
Probably within late 
Anvilian transgression MATUYAMA geomagnetic >22 m andく90m
>p7o0la0r. ity epoch，thus 
，000 and <1，800，000 
Beringian transgression 2，200，000 and older Unknown，but lower than Anvilian 
Deposits of these transgressions are distinguished on the basis of stratigraphic relation-
ships， distinctive mol1usk faunas， and radiometric dating. They can be correlated with a 
similar but less complete Quaternary marine sequence in Siberia. The Krusensternian trans圃
gression corresponds to the postglacial rise in sea level， the W oronzofian transgression to 
a mid-Wisconsin interstade， the Pelukian transgression to the Sangamon lnterglaciation， 
and the Kotzebuan transgression to the pr・e・lllinoianlnterglaciation. 
The older transgressions cannot be related at present to widely recognized glacial-inter-
glacial events， but some Beringian deposits are probably older than the first continental 
glaciation. The Pelukian and Beringian transgressions are complex; each includes at least 
two high-sea-level episodes separated by marine regressions. 
The presence of middle and late Quaternary marine deposits at anomalous altitudes 
permits recognition of coastal areas that have undergone deformation during late Pleistocene 
time. For example， much of coastal southern Alaska has undergone uplift of tens to hunふ
reds of meters during late Wisconsin and Reeent time; an area south of Kuskokwim Bay 
has subsided tens of meters since the Pelukian transgression; and western Seward Peninsula 
and eastern Chukotka (Siberia) have been uplifted tens to hundreds of meters since the 
Einahnuhtan transgression. The arctic coastal plain of northwestern Alaska also has under輔
gone gradual uplift totalling a few tens of meters since the Einahnuhtan transgression. 
Reports by Soviet geologists on widespread Recent uplift along the arctic coast of Siberia 
suggest the possibility of a general up lift of the coasts of the Arctic Ocean. 
• Paper presented at Symposium No. 19，“Sea level changes and crustal movements of the 
Pacific during the Pliocene and Post-Pliocene time"， Eleventh Pacific Science Congress， 
Au別 st23-24， 1966， Tokyo. 
•• U.S. Geological Survey， Men10 Park， California， U.S.A. 
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Mlarine，τerrace D.eformat.IOIiI In' Pac:iflc， Coastal UAi~ted States* 
Leonard A. P ALMER榊
(With 10 Figures) 
lntroduction， 
CalifornIa marine terraces have been studied with increasing skil and understanding 
for ffiQre than 100 years， and yet their ages have seldom been differentiated. The re-
gional extent and correlation of individual terraces along the coast stil remains unknown. 
The di伍cultyin study of these terraces is largely caused by the superposition of 
eustatic and tectonic changes of level in their formation， and by subsequent removal by 
erosion and burial by al1uviation. 
B'ecause of the fai1ure of early terrace studies to correlate by elevation alone， later 
studies of the marine terraces have attempted to utili~e the fossils in the terrace sediments， 
and the lithology of the terrace sediments to correlate from Qne region to the next. To 
date， tbe fossils hav:e not been shown to have distinctive ，evolutionary differences between 
terraces. Terrace sediments are essentially the same for al terrace levels within a 
region， but di:fer for al terraces from region to region. Recently， terrace studies have 
been concentrated on increasingly loca1 areas with detailed examination of the terrace 
stratigraphy and morphology， but have not answered the basic problem: was it sea or 
land that changed its level to cause a given terrace to form? 
In this study a considerably di鉦erentmethod is used in an attempt to arrive at a 
solution to that basic problem， of sorting tectonic frorn eustatic level changes， and 
determining whether or not terraces can be correlated regiona11y. For reasons describ-
ed below， an extended regiona11ongitudina1 (along shore) pro臼eof the marine terraces 
has been constructed as a m吋orpart of this study. Analysis of that profile provides 
information on the eustatic stands of sea level， the location and intensity of Pleistocene 
vertica1 tectonism， and on the relative age of one terrace to another. This is part of the 
beginning， rather than an end of terrace study. It is believed that the results of this 
method of marine terrace investjgation provide a meaningful framework in which local 
terrace studies gain eustatic and tectonic significance. 
Objective. This study attempts to form a regional-tectonic framework of marine 
terrace and eustatic changes of level in Pacific coasta1 United States to complement local 
• Paper presented at Symposium No. 19，“Sea level changes and crustal movements of the 
Pacific during the Pliocene and Post-Pliocene tirne"， Eleventh Pacific Science Congress， 
August 23-24， 1966， Tokyo， under the title 
Oregon and Washington as determined from marine terrace wa釘rping"ヘ
• 
総 Dep釘也lentof Geosciences， University of Hawaii， Honolulu， Hawaii， U.S.A. 
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studies and aid in selection of areas where detai1ed work can be most productive. 
This study attempts to answer the questions: 
1) Where， how high， how well formed， and how continuous are the marine ter-
races on the Pacific Coast of North America? This is a data collection problem. lt 
must be done as a beginning so that local relations can be studied in regional context. 
2) Can eustatic and tectonic causes of terrace四elevationchange be differentiated? 
Are there terraces in undeformed areas at concordant elevations? Can these areas 
be distinguished and isolated from deformed areas? 
3) What is the pattern， scale and timing of marine terrace vertical tectonism? 
Can the eustatic control be differentiated in tectonic areas so that actual tectonic 
effects can be resol ved ? 
Because the techniques and objectives of this study differ considerably in scale and 
purpose from those of previous studies of marine terraces the development of the reason-
ing and the logic used in arriving at this approach to marine terraces will be outlined. 
First， an inquiry has been made to determine what the marine terraces can tel us about 
the history of the earth， and secondly， how they can best be “read" to learn their story. 
Marine terrace morphology 
The marine terrace superiority. Marine terraces are geologically significant 
primarily for their relation to the level of the sea. Development of the concept of grade 
and base level during the last half century has emphasized the role of sea level in cont-
rolling geologic processes of erosion and deposition. U pon the level of the sea depends 
the control of streams which， given enough time， would ultimately sculpture the entire 
contlnent. 
Accuracy in establishing past sea level elevations from marine terraces is limited 
by the degree of accuracy by which shoreline and beach morphological features can be 
fixed in tbeir relation 1:0 the sea level at which they are formed. N either the processes 
of beach and shoreline erosion nor the coastal materials are uniform， and therefore the 
morphology of shoreline features of the coast is not uniform. 
A discussion of the materials， processes and resultant land forms is presented here 
to evaluate the degree of con.fidence which may be assigned to elevation data from 
various parts of marine terraces used as indicators of past sea level. 
Because marine terraces are so married to sea level， they provide a record of the 
vertical relation of land to the sea and a bench mark of absolute horizontality at the time 
of their formation. In recording these two conditions they are unequaled by any other 
geologic elevation indicator. Marine terraces are more accurate and respond more 
quickly to changes in elevation than do streams or general landscape surfaces. 
There is a direct rank of dependence and decreasing reliability of geomorphic ele-
vation indicators. Marine shorelines are best， graded stream surfaces next best， ungrad-
ed streams and landscape surfaces a poor third. 
Marine Terrace Deformation in Pacific Coastal United States 
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old sea clif 
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--shoreline angle 
marine deposi ts 
abrasion platform 
Fig. 1， Diagrammatic cross section showing terrace terminology used. 
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The accuracy of marine terraces as elevation datum records is dependent directly 
upon the stability of sea level to which they form， and to the faithfulness of the physical 
and biological processes which sculpture the terraces to reflect that sea level. 
Land forms produced by wave energy are not well fixed in relation to the vertical 
wave energy concentration， but vary depending on many factors including the erosional 
characteristics of the rocks， shape of the coast， character of beach sediments and time. 
On steep coasts， asin most of the area of this study， a bedrock abrasion surface rises 
toward the shoreline and stops at a fairly well defined point at the base of a sea clif. 
The sea clif， with much steeper slope， forms an angle with the wave abrasion surface. 
This angle is variously known as the shoreline angle， the clif base-shoreline， and the 
back edge (Fig. 1). This shoreline angle is generally considered the most accurate 
representative of the sea level to which the terrace formed. Modern coast lines display 
considerable variation in position of the shoreline angle from above to below mean 
sea level. This is partly due to differences in erosional resistance of rocks， to the 
exposure and to shore topography. 
The shoreline angle is frequently below low-tide level where resistant rocks form 
headlands with steep sea clifs while rocks of moderate to weak resistance to wave 
erosion form straight coasts or bays with smoothly beveled bedrock platforms extending 
up the beach to high tide ranges. Resistant rocks appear to have shallower abrasion 
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platforms， but deeper shoreline angles， while less resIstant rocks may form abrasion 
platforms which are deeper toward the sea but rise smoothly to a higher shoreline angle. 
The action of biological organisms in controlling beach processes is relatively well 
known but very litle studied. Organisms can e:fect direct mechanical， and chemical 
erosion of the shoreline or indirectly modify erosion and construction of shoreline 
features. Selective erosion at a given level by organisms could form an erosional 
feature which could be mistaken for the shoreline angle. 
The physical and biological processes and conditions which control the morphology 
of marine abrasion are variable and limit the precision by which past sea levels can be 
determined from terrace features. 
Method of marine terrace study 
The method of marine terrace examination and analysis utilized in this study is 
based predominantly on an extensive amplification of ALEXANDER'S (1953) technique 
which utilized longitudinal marine terrace profiles to reconstruct the history of deformed 
terraces. Later， BRADLEY (1956， 1957， 1958) refined the method. In this study 1 
have utilized a greatly extended longitudinal marine terrace profile which extends 
beyond known large scale tectonic provinces. This work differs from most current 
studies in that al types of terrace features are plotted to form a profile with varying 
degrees of confidence， but with better over-all continuity. The assumptions are as 
follows: 
a) Al1 marine terraces have been formed under conditions of oscillatory glacial 
eustatic change of sea level through Pleistocene time and are not necessarily in vertical 
order of age (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2 Marine terraces are assumed to have been formed under conditions of oscillatory glacial帽
eustatic change of sea level and are not necessarily in vertical order of age. 
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b) Many terraces are also displaced by orogenic movement， such as ti1ting， folding 
and faulting of local and possibly regional extent. 
c) U nder conditions of continued orogenic activity the oldest terraces will have 
experienced the greatest amount of deformation. 
d) The extent of area which should be included i.n a study of warped terraces 
should extend beyond the expected size of any one tectonic province as defined by 
past geological and modern records of earth movements. 
e) In undeformed areas marine terraces should recur at consistent elevations. 
f) When the probability of correct identification of a marine terrace is in question， 
the likelihood of its correct identification will improve in proportion to the number 
of occurrences of other nearby morphologic features which also resemble marine 
terraces and occur at similar elevations. 
g) Measurements of the elevation of a shoreline angle are most desirable. How圃
ever， measurements from other portions of terraces are usable as indicators of the 
level within varying degrees of confidence. If the vertical separation between aかcent
terraces is su伍cientthe less precise morphologic features wil1 be su伍cientto 
indicate the continuation of the terrace， but with reduced elevation accuracy. 
The relative “degree of confidence" for various marine terrace features adopted for 
this study is established by reference to the topographic relations of the same features on 
modern beaches and on wel1 exposed terraces， asoutlined below. 
Elevation Factors considered Degree of Confidence 
?? ? ?
?
? ???
?
?????????? depending on variety or uniformity 
of coastal rock types; vigor of waves ; 
and alignment of the coast， etc. 
土10to 15 feet 
Platform near seacli任
Platform distant from 
seacliff 
corrected by slope and distance 
土20feet 
土30feet 
Flattest part of 
terrace 
dependent on thickness of alluvial 
cover; distance to shoreline angle; 
slope of terrace; etc. 
士 variationin thickness 
of al1uvial cover 
土 about30 feet or more 
highly variable， may be 
土50feet 
Back edge of alluvial 
cover 
Toe of terrace surface 
Toe of platform is minimum elevation of a given 
terrace 
highly variable 
+ height from platform 
to back edge 
NOTE: See Figure 1 for explanation of terrace teロns.
Field techniques. Reconnaissance mapping of marine terraces from the Canadian 
to the Mexican borders was done to extend beyond the large tectonic provinces separaト
ed by the San Andreas fault system. Topographic map and aerial photo interpretation 
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preceded rapid field reconnaissance. Although time avai1able i.n any one area was 
necessarily very brief， considerable improvement in the number of terraces discernible 
and in the accuracy of plotting their elevations and distribution was significant. All 
terrace and terrace-like forms were recorded with an effort to indicate the type of 
feature by an appropriate symbol on the cross section. Only easi1y accessible terraces 
could be examined so that many terrace-like features of questionable validity are in圃
cluded. “Statistical reinforcement" of the validity of a terrace feature is provided by 
the persistent repetition of other adjacent features at the same given elevation and by 
their occurrence at positions and alignments appropriate for elevated shorelines. Such 
data can validate the shoreline origin of a group of features none of which individually 
exhibit distinctive marine-terrace features. 
Analysis techniques. Providing marine terraces are su伍cientlypreserved so that 
the discontinuous remnants can be mapped over extended regions， eustatic levels should 
be distinguishable by persistent recurrence at the same elevations in any undeformed 
areas. In areas of orogenic deformation terraces will be deformed by al movements 
which occur subsequent to their formation. As an example of the type of analysis which 
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Fig. 3 A diagrammatic longitudinal profile of marine terraces illustrating the method of analysis. 
The modern shoreline is rep，resented by sl and nearly horizontal marine terrace labeled 
by figure a rises very gradually to the right side of the diagram indicating that since the 
terrace a was formed， regional tilting of the land has occurred. The terrace marked by 
letter b has been deformed upward in the central portion of the diagram indicating its 
existence prior to uplift which did not a鉦ecta. Thus， greater age is indicated. Terrace 
c is parallel to terrace b indicating no tectonic movement between the times of their 
formation. However， terrace c isassociated with terrace d which connects to terrace c 
on either side of the uplift but it rises above it in the central portion of the uplift. The 
greater deformation exhibited by d indicates that it is in part older than c. The distance 
between terraces c and d represent an amount of uplift which occurred during the time 
the terrace c formed but between the times in which the terrace d and c' had formed. 
A pair of closely spaced terraces e and f are deformed on the central uplift an equal 
amount to terrace d indicating that there was no movement on the anticline between the 
times of formation of the terraces d， e and f. However， tothe left of the diagram， 
terraces e and f are displaced along a fault which did not displace other terraces， thus 
indicating their age greater than any of the other terraces. 
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can be applied to the longitudinal profile， a hypothetical longitudinal profile has been 
constructed as Figure 3. The sequence of terrace information which can be derived 
from this simplified section is contained in the explanation. 
Absolute amounts， and relative rates of vertical tectonis，m are determinable from 
such iongitudinal profiles. Assuming that the terrace levels on the left side of the 
diagram represent eustatic changes of sea level， the rate of deformation in the anticlinal 
uplift of the central portion of the diagram can be calculated for the time intervals 
between any two terraces. By subtraction of the eustatic change in elevation between 
any two terraces from the total vertical distance between them， the abωlute amount of 
vertical tectonism is 0 btained. 
Analysis of the regional longitudinal profile .of marine terraces is done to provide 
results indicating the location， amount， and relative timing of tectonic activity during the 
time in which the sequence of terraces was formed. 
Areas can be di鉦'erentiatedwhich are characterized by relative stability， tilting， 
large scale deformation and deformation restricted to local areas. 
Areas which are more promising for detailed studies can be distinguished from 
areas in which results are likely to be questionable. This increases e鼠ciency，productivト
ty and likelihood of suocess of further study. 
Several promising areas. were analyzed in greater detail fol1owing completion of the 
longitudinal profile and one， atN ewport Beach， was remapped at a larger scale with 
gratifying resul ts. 
The regional longitudinal profile gives greater meaning to such local studies by 
providing a framework for eustatic and tectonic events. 
Discussion o{ results 
Evaluation of method. The results of this study are essentially as was postulated 
by the logic of the method stated at the outset. The method is considered highly 
successful in that nearly al of the original objectives were met. That is， a regional 
tectonic and eustatic framework of marine terraces has been provided by construction of 
a longitudinal profile extending through the states of Washington， Oregon and Cali-
fornia， on Pacific coastal North America. The regional pattern and timing of tectorusm 
has been determined for the period of time during which terraces were formed. 
The longitudinal profile of marine terrace remnants permits di鉦erentiationof a 
nurober of regions with unique tectonic patterns. The characteristic総ctonichabit 
shown by terraces closely parallels the patterns shown hy older geologic rock units and 
represents a ，continuation of some geologic processes into the Pleistocene. 
A brief summary of the findings follows below il1ustrated by greatly reduced copies 
of the longitudinal profiles. The profiles included here do not contain the symbols to 
indicate the type of terrace feature observed， but they may serve to show the general 
pattern of terrace distribution and deformation (see Figs. 4-through 10). 
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maximum possible eustatic rIJse of sea le~el at 400 
and 800 feet elevations. This suggests a long 
history of progressive eustatic lowering of sea level 
relative to the land. 
deformation 
creases southward beginning noticably at Brookings 
near the California border. In northern California 
appear to be completely removed by 
intense wave erosion except at Cresecent City and 
near Eureka (Fig. 7). 80uth of Cape Viscaino the 
reappearance of terraces occurs on the southwest 
side of an unnamed fault trending paral1el to the 
San Andreas fault system (Fig. 8). Between this 
fault and the San Andreas the terraces are pro・
gressively uplifted， suggesting that the block between the faults is tilted toward the east. 
At the San Andreas fault the terraces are completely disrupted so that no terrace levels 
continue across the fault undisturbed. Along the narrow sliver of land which lies west 
of the San Andreas fault， terraces are warped gently but have remarkable 
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Fig. 4 Index of longitudinal 
profiles. 
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seaward block (Fig. 9). Contin-uity in preservation of the terraces appears to improve 
away from the San Andreas fault. 
South of Monterey to Big Sur， stability of the terraces seems to improve with 
a fairly constant level at about 200 feet. The near absence of terraces between Point 
Sur and San Simeon appears to be th.e result of intensive marine erosion cutting into the 
San Luis Coast RaRge. N umerous northwes総rlytrending faults lie sub，田parallelto 
the shor'elile so that the possibi1ity of a faulted coast cannot be eiminated. A combi圃
nation of both intense ，erosion and faulting is very possible. 
1n tbe area of the Piedras Blancas， San Simeon and Cambria quadrangles， marine 
terraces are very well formed and are extensive and oonsistent in elevation. The levels 
of marine terraces in this region are approximately 100， 200， 400 and 600 feet. These 
levels appear to continue southward to Point Conception with scattered remnants of 
preservation except for poor preservation in the lowlands of Estero Bay and San Luis 
Obispo Bay. DeterIoration of stability occurs southeastward to the town of Santa 
Barbara where al confidence in terrace morphological correlation is lost (Fig. 10). 
Stream diversion， the disrupted topography and active faults in the vicinity of Santa 
Ba;rbara provide ample evidence for tectonic changes in level. Terraces are obscure 
at Carpinteria， but deformed terraces rise to a ciimax at Rincon Mountain on which 
the uppermost marine terrace rises steeply to 2，000 fet. Terraces reoo吋 continuous
uplift of the mountain throughout the time span of ierrace formation. Teraces con-
tinue to be deformed at Ventura as confirmed by deformation of stream terraces. Stream 
terraces extend into the Santa Clara River valley above Oxnard and Point Mugu， but， 
because of the low elevation of the coastal plain， no marine terraces occur. 1ndependent 
geological documentation of intense deformation in the Santa Clara River proves con圃
tinued uplift of the moun.tains and subsidence of the val1eys. 
Soutnward through the Santa Monica Mountains a number of wel formed teraces 
are present. The form of the lowermost can be traced along the shoreline， but the 
upper terraces are highly discontinuous and subject to several interpretations in cor司
relation. A pattern of val1ey subsidence and uplift of the hils extends from Santa 
Barbara to the Los Angeles area where the extensive subsiding coぉtalplain is inter-
rupted by the Palos Verdes Hills. 
The Palos Verdes Hil1s contain a famous series of marine terraces， but unfortu圃
nately， because of their tectonic disturbance and isolation， their regional significance is 
slight. 
At the southern boundary of the Los Angeles coastal plain the character of de-
formation as recorded by the marine terraces ischanged abruptly. At， and southward 
from Newport Beach， terraces become increasingly stable. An excellent record of the 
slow but continued progressive downwarping north of Newport Beach is recorded in 
the progressive deformation of the marine terace sequence. Southward the prorrunent 
terraces occur at approximately 100， 300 and 600 to 700 feet elevation. 
These levels continue prominently， but somewhat intermittent1y， southward along 
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the steep coast line to the Santa Maria River， at Oceanside， where a series of 
semi-parallel terrace surfaces occur distinctly at about 100， 200， 300， 400 and 550 to 
600 fet. 
South of the Santa Maria River the morphological characteristics of the coast Hne 
abruptly change. Although the coastal plain widens considerably just north of the 
Santa Maria River， terraces are stil step-Hke cut benches. However， sOl.lth of the 
Santa Maria River the dissected coastal plain becomes very wide and the terrace steps 
are replaced by beach ridges extending southward at the same elevations. The elevated 
coastal plain widens to more than 10 miles width. Wide terraces extend inland at the 
town of San Diego and southward to the Mexican border. 
Conclusions 
Regional reconnaissance of marine terraces on Pacific coastal U nited States pro-
vides evidence for the following conclusions. 
1. The pattern of deformation is similar within tectonic regions separated by 
narrow boundaries from adjacent regions with contrasting structural habit as shown 
by marine terrace morphology. Six m吋orregions include a) Washington and northern 
Oregon state (relative stability)， b)southern Oregon and northern California (increas-
ing mobility southward， rapid coastal erosion)， c)San Andreas fault zone (very 
active tectonic mobility， numerous well formed terraces)， d) Southern Coast Range 
(increasing stability away from the San Andreas fault)， e)Basin and Range (active 
subsidence and upli氏 indistinct tectonic blocks)， f)southern California oatholith 
(relative stability with two contrasting zones of terrace morphologic type). 
2. The patterns of marine terrace deformation are compatib~e with structural habit 
shown by older geologic units and appear to indicate Pleistocene continuation of 
deformation along p代 viouslyestablished trends. 
3. Eustatic changes in level are shown by persistent marine terrace levels 
extending undeformed through regions with contrasting underlying geologic units as 
in northern Oregon and Washington. 
4. Progressive eustatic lowering of sea level is indicated by persistent high marine 
terraces well above possible glacial eustatic maximum rise and by generally increasing 
age of terrace with increasing elevation. However， terraces need not be arranged in 
order of increasing age with increasing elevation. 
5. Marine terraces appear to be more numerous and better preserved in areas of 
active deformation possibly due to the limiting factors in their morphological develop-
ment. 
6. The method of rapid regional reconnaissance of marine terraces with less precise 
determination of terrace levels has been shown to be of value in determining the 
tectonic history of coastal regions when represented on maps and in longitudinal 
profile. The pattern， amount and relative timing of coastal deformation can be 
determined. 
• 
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7. Detailed local studies of marine terraoes gain significance when related to regional 
patterns of terrace deformation. 
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Discussions 
、
Arthur D. HOWARD:ー
The conclusion that higher terraces may be younger than the lower may sometimes be true 
but the example cited was not valid. One can't compare a buried pZatform at low level with 
features carved on the overlying hills. Terraces are surface forms; one must be sure that simi-
lar features are being compared. 
L. PALMER:-
As almost al marine terraces have some cover of sediments， they could al be considered 
“buried platforms". However， itwould not seem practical to ignore comparison of aZl data on 
the positions of past sea-level， regardless of the匂rpeof data. 
The comparison should be as valid as the validity of the data used. 
Robert NASON:ー
Do fault scarps form the back圃sideof any coastal terraces in California? 
L. PALMER:-
Such scarps are well represented at the historic Russian Fort Ross， where the San Andreas 
fault forms the rear scarp of the uppermost terrace of the low coastal plain. 
H.W. WELLMAN:ー
How do you use the word “correlate" ? If“correlate" is used in the geological sense of 
“age correlation"， how can you be sure that the terraces do not correlate across the San Andreas 
fault， does that mean that they are different in age on the two sides of fault. 
L. PALMER:-
1 use the word “correlate" in a morphological sense. Terrace forms do not extend their 
morphological forms across the fault without disruption of level. 
Journal of Geosciences， Osaka City University 
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A Summary of the Marine Quaternary of the Pacific Coast 
。fNorth， and South America‘ 
Horace G. RICHARDS料
Introduction 
The present paper is based upon extensive field work， partly made possible by sev圃
eral grants from the Geography Branch of the U nited States 0伍ceof Naval Research料券
as well as a summary of the literature. Ob"iously in this brief paper， we cannot discuss 
al1 regions in equal detail. Therefore we will concentrate on those areas where personal 
field work has been done， orwhere the fossils have been submitted to the Academy of 
Natural Sciences for study. 1 want to express my sincere thanks to the 0伍ceof Naval 
Research for making these studies possible. 1 am indebted to Dr. Wallace BROECKER 
of the Lamont Geological Observatory for permission to quote some unpublished 
geochronological data. Some of the earlier results of this study were made possible by 
grants from the American Phi1osophical Society and the Geological Society of America 
and are summarized in a paper by the writer (RICHARDS， 1962). 
There are three main factors， aswell as se"eral minor ones， that influence changes in 
Quaternary shorelines. The most ob"ious is eustatic or glacial control of sea le"el. 
1 t has been estimated that at the climax of the last glaciぬon(Wisconsin= Wurm) enough 
water was removed from the sea to have lowered sea le"el at least 100 meters and 
possibly as much as 150 meters. Conversely， during the mi1d interglacial stages， sea level 
was higher than now. Such changes of sea level are world-wide in their effect. If 
this were the only factor influencing shoreline changes， itwould only be necessary to 
correlate ele"ated or submarine beaches at similar levels in "arious parts of the world and 
to date them from the same time inter"a1. Howe"er， this is not possible because of other 
factors. 
The second factor influencing shoreline changes concerns the effect of the weight 
of the ice. It is generaUy belie"ed that portions of North America， northern Europe， 
and other glaciated areas were considerably depressed by the weight of the ice. As the 
glaciers began to melt， water was poured back to the sea， causing the sea to flood the land 
that had been depressed by the ice. Gradually the land reco"ered from the weight of 
唱~ Paper presented at Symposium No. 19，“Sea level changes and crustal movements of the 
Pacific during the Pliocene and Post-Pliocene time"， Eleventh Pacific Science Congress， 
Au思1St23-24， 1966， Tokyo. 
総・ Academy of Natural Sciences Philadelphia， Pennsylvania U.S.A. 
榊・ Current Grant Nonr (G) 00027 (6). 
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the ice， and slowly it rose. The total amount of crustal uplift recorded is equivalent 
to the highest elevation where marine features or fossils can be found， plus an amount 
equal to the rise in sea level since the marine limit was formed. This factor was only of 
relative local significance on the Pacific coast of the Americas， specifically in parts of 
Alaska and British Columbia (Canada). 
A third factor insuencing shoreline changes to be considered is the tectonic move-
ment of the land， independent of any effect of the ice. Such a factor is significant in 
unstable parts of the world. This definitely applies to large parts of the Pacific coast of 
the Americas. 
Other factors have probably insuenced changes in sea level. As has been pointed 
out by numerous writers， suctuations in sea level caused by glacial control may have been 
superimposed on some major cause that has depressed sea level throughout the Pleisto-
cene and probably since early Tertiary time and even earlier. Thus sea level of early 
Pleistocene glacial stages may have been actually higher than today. The cause of this 
general fal1 in sea level is not known. Possibly some deep ocean basins may have formed 
in relatively recent geological time， thus causing a general lowering of sea leve1. 
Attention should also be given to the isostatic effect caused by the weight of water 
brought about by the rise and fal of sea level， quite independent of the weight of the 
ice. This would take place in nonglaciated as well as glaciated areas (HIGGINS， 1967). 
Let us now briesy summarize the data on the Quaternary shorelines from Alaska to 
Chile. 
Alaska 
It is not necessary to say much about the shorelines of Alaska at this time because 
the subject has been thoroughly covered by Dr. HOPl仁INSin this Symposium. The 
most extensive work has been done in the vicinity of N ome where several elevated beaches 
up to about 90 meters are recognized. One of these (“Second Beach" or Pelukian 
transgression) has been correlated with the Sangamon interglacial stage. No evidence 
of warping or depression of the land because of the load of the ice has been noted， 
although tectonic movements are thought to have taken place. (HOPKINS， MACNEIL 
and LEOPOLD， 1960; HOPKINS， MACNEIL， MERKLIN and PETROV， 1965). 
Intra-Wisconsin marine beds have been reported in the highly tectonic region of 
Anchorage (SCHMIDT， 1963)， while post-Wisconsin marine shorelines occur along the 
southwestern coast of Alaska to an elevation of 200 meters， and in some places a cold 
fauna has been reported. 
The relative stability of the coast around Nome and Barrow can probably be 
correlated with the lack of glaciation im. those areas in contrast to the southwestern coast. 
British Columbia 
The Quaternary history of British Columbia (Canada) involves both changes in 
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elevation caused by the weight of the ice and changes in sea level caused by g】acial
control; tectonic movements of the land also have played a part. A study of the fossil 
mollusks from some elevated beaches has recently been made by W AGNER (1959). She 
regards them al1 as late or post-Wisconsin in age and less than 25，000 years old. On 
Vancouver Island， postglacial marine sediments are known up to 120 meters while 
elsewhere they have been reported up to 230 meters (ARMSTRONG and BROWN， 1954). 
Washington and Oregon (U.S.A.) 
Pleistocene wave-cut terraces have been reported along the coast of Washington 
State， but litle recent field work has been done in that area. A litle farther south， in
Oregon， extensive shell beds occur near Cape Blanco. Until recently these have been 
regarded as very late Pleistocene or Holocene in age. However， dates obtained by 
the Thorium-U ranium method on specimens recently col1ected suggest that the shells 
are at least 33，000 years old， and probably older (RICHARDS and THURBER， 1966). They 
cannot be postglacial as suggested by some writers (BALDWIN， 1945). These beds are 
local1y horizontal and local1y tilted suggesting some diastrophism. 
Northern Califor'nia 
Although various Quaternary shorelines have been recognized at several places in 
the San Francisco area， the best known deposits occur in the vicinity of Tomales Bay， 
some 40 miles (67 kilometers) north of San Francisco. The deposits are described as 
the Millerton Formation of unknown Pleistocene age and an extensive fauna has been 
listed by J OHNSON (1962). The outcrops lie immediately east of the San Andreas fault， 
the axis of which extends along the bay. Therefore， itseems most probable that there 
has been displacement. The fossil mollusks look exceedingly fresh and we could not 
help but be a litle surprised when a probable U-Th age of greater than 50，000 years 
was obtained (RICHARDS and THURBER， 1966). 
Southern California 
Considerable work has been done on the Quaternary deposits in the general vicinity 
of Los Angeles. Highly tilted， unconsolidated， fossiliferous deposits are known at Hall 
Canyon， near Ventura north of Los Angeles， and especially near San Pedro， a few miles 
SQuth of Los Angeles. 1n the latter area， three formations have been recognized-the 
Lomita Marl at the base， overlain by the Timms Point Silt and the San Pedro Sand. 
The number of extinct species uggests an Early to Middle Pleistocene age (¥有TOODRING，
BRAMLETTE and KEW， 1946). Very recently BROECKER has dated the Lomita Marl by the 
Thorium-Uranium method as greater than 170，000 years B.P. Since the San Pedro 
area has been subjected to considerable tectonic movement， itis not possible to explain 
the presence of these three formations on eustatic control of sea level alone. 
Late Pleistocene marine deposits are generally horizontal and show litle or no tilting 
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or other structure. Such deposits usually occur at elevations lower than 8 to 10 meters 
and carry molluscan faunas similar to those living on the California coast today. Such 
deposits are well exposed at Goleta， Santa Barbara， San Pedro， Newport and San Diego. 
Exact dates on mol1usks from these localities are not yet available， but the fauna suggests 
the Late Pleistocene 
Pleistocene deposits are known to occur at elevations up to 400 meters south of 
Santa Barbara and in the Palos Verdes Hil1s near Los Angeles. These are thought to 
represent local uplift. Seventeen strandlines have been recognized along the coast 
south of Santa Barbara (UPSON， 1949， 1951) up to 1，000 feet (300 tneters) in elevation， 
while at Palos Verdes twelve marine terraces have been described up to elevations 1，300 
feet (400 meters) (WOODRING， etal.， 1946). These twelve terraces are in order of 
increasing age from lowest to highest. * 
The youngest terrace-the Palos Verdes Sand-has been regarded as Sangamon 
(明TOODRINGet al. 1946) and has recently been dated by BROECKER as 110，000 years B.P. 
土15，000. SheHs from the twelfth (highest) terrace are greater than 300，000 years old. 
BROiECKER has recently made a detailed study of numerous localities in southern 
California， and it is hoped that his full results will soon be available. 
B宍jaCalifornia (Mexico) 
According to DURH釧 andALLISON (1960) who have recently reviewed the geologi-
cal history of Baja California: 
“Orogenic elevation and depression of the coast line has locally obscured the 
e:fects of eustatic sea level change， but long stretches of the Baja California 
Pacific coast appear to have remained static. 
F ossiliferous Pleistocene beaches showing Htt~e or no deformation， can be traced 
for at least 200 miles (330 km.) south of the United States border. Such a beach is 
conspicuous at Punta Descanso midway between Tijuana and Ensenada. This， occurs 
at any elevation of about 8 meters and contains a fauna of existing species indicating a 
late Pleistocene age. A similar iocality occurs at Punta China， near Santo Tomas， south 
of Ensenada. Carbon-i4 dates of about 25，00.0 B.P. (probablya minimum) have been 
obtained from such beaches on the Pacific side of northern Baja California. 
Gulf of California 
The Gulf of California is a graben-like structure separating the peninsula of Baja 
California from the mainland of Mexico. At one time in the Pliocene， or possibly the 
Early Pleistocene， this body of water extended northward into the Imperial Valley in the 
state of California. F ossil corals， and mollusks can be found at Carizzo Creek and 
* L.A. PALMER has pointed out in the present symposium， that because of the oscillation of sea 
level during the Pleistocene， some higher terraces may be younger than those at lower eleva-
tlons. 
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elsewhere on the west side of the Colorado River. Within historic time probably only 
300 years ago， the Salton Sea was much larger than it is today and conspicuous beaches 
can be seen along its western shore. While the fauna consists largely of freshwater 
mol1usks， the presence of one or two brackish forms suggests a possible connection with 
the Gulf of California. 
F ossil shells， probably of Pleistocene or Holocene age occur at several places along 
the shores of the Gulf of California. For example， atPunta Cholla， near Puerto Penasco， 
on the east side of the Gulf， fossil shells occur only slightly above present sea level. 
Since these are of species now living in the Gulf， and since similar deposits do not occur 
north or south of this point， itis suggested that relative recent uplift is responsible for 
this locality. 
Considerably farther south near Santa Rosalia on the west side of the Gulf， terraces 
and shells occur up to 340 meters. However， a はudyof the fossil moHusks recently 
collected suggests that they may be of Pliocene age. ln any case， considerable local 
uplift of the land is indicated for this region. 
時 Somewhatfarther south， a】ongthe shores of Conception Bay， shell beds up to 
seven meters carry a tropical fauna similar to that living in the southern part of the 
Gulf. These have been regarded as Pliocene by some workers and as Pleistocene by 
others'. However， inview of the character of the fauna， a Pleistocene age seems pref園
erable. lncidentally， some of these species are closely related to forms from the east 
coast (Gulf of Mexico) side of Mexico suggesting a possible former seaway across 
Mexico or Central America. No dates are yet available from these Gulf of California 
localities. 
Central America 
Little is known of the marine Pleistocene of the Pacific coast of Central America 
largely because of the volcanic nature of the region. A few Pleistocene marine deposits 
are known from low elevations at Puerto Arnuellas in the Republic of Panama and 
elsewhere in Panama and the Canal Zone (OLSSON， 1940). 
Colombia 
No marine Pleistocene deposits are known from the Pacific coast of Colombia. 
The ancient sea floors， or tablazos， so characteristic of the coast of Ecuador and Peru 
dip toward the north and are apparently below sea level along the Colombian coast. 
Ecuador 
Flat-lying littoral deposits， known as tablazos， overlie Eocene and Cretaceous 
sediments along most of the coast of Ecuador. These deposiぉ aretilted and rise 
toward the south， although in places they appear horizontal. These tablazos are 
especially conspicuous in the Santa Elena Peninsula where they occur up to elevation 
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100 meters. The marine fauna is largely of Panamic a伍nityand contains no extinct 
specles. 
Peru 
Like those of western Ecuador， the tablazos of northern Peru form a very con-
spicuous feature of the coastal zone. Viewed from the sea they resemble terraces but 
actual1y they are elevated sea floors and represent stands of the sea at different times 
during the Pleistocene. They extend inland for many kilometers and are especial1y 
conspicuous between Talara and the Sechura Desert. While they appear level in 
many places， they are actual1y tilted. 
Three conspicuous tablazos can be observed plus one extensive shell ridge which 
represents very recent uplift. This latter deposit， known as the Salinas beds occurs up 
to elevation 4.5 meters and has been dated at about 3)000 B.P. (RICHARDS and BROECKER， 
1963). 
The three main tablazos are as fol1ows: 
Lobitos tablazo 
Talara tablazo 
お1ancoratablazo 
50-110 fet; 15-33 meters 
150-350 fet; 45-106 meters 
200-1，200 fet; 88-370 meters 
Some writers have attemp伐dto explain these tablazos mainly by eustatic control 
of sea level and have correlated them with the three interglacial stages. However， this 
seems unlikely in a tectonic region such as coastal Peru. Furthermore， the moUuscan 
fauna with an almost total lack of extinct species， suggests the Late Pleistocene. The 
only date thus far obtained is greater than 30，000 B.P. from a gastropod from the Lobitos 
tablazo at 23 meters. 
The Lobitos fauna is much richer than those of the older tablazos and contains 
elements suggesting both cold and warm water. 1t has been suggested (B'uSWORTH， 
1922; LEMON and CHURCHER， 1961) that this was caused by a meeting of warm and 
cold faunas near Punta Parinas or Cabo Blanco as is the case today. During the depo-
sition of the earlier tablazos these promontories did not exist， allowing the cold Humboldt 
current to flow close to shore considerably north of Talara instead of being de:flected 
seaward. This could explain the cold nature of the faunas of the Talara and Mancora 
tablazos. 
Chile 
明Te need say very litle about the coast of Chile because that will be covered in a 
paper by Dr. PASKOFF. We need only report that marine terraces do occur at various 
places along the coast of Chile and that these have been a狂ectedby tectonic movernent. 
We have had the opportunity of ，examining fossil mollusks obωned from various 
cores taken from the continental shelf of extreme southern Chile (Tierra del Fuego). 
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The fauna shows a definite cold water or Antarctic affinity. Because the cores were taken 
in water ranging from 9 to 368 meters， itmight be expected that these would indicate 
various water depths， and this is the case. However， the one carbon-14 date thus 
far obtained is 6，000 B.P.， considerably younger than the dates from the Argentine 
Shelf. The greater tectonic movements of the Pacific coast may explain this di:ference 
(RICHARDS， inpress). 
Tierra del Fuego 
Fossiliferous beaches are known from the Argentine side of Tierra del Fuego. 
While no dates are available from these localities， dates obtained farther north in Pat-
agonia of 5，000 B.P. suggest relatively recent uplift of the land. Many shells have 
been obtained from cores taken from the sea floor on the Atlantic side of Tierra del 
Fuego as wel1 as from the shelf of Patagonia. The carbon-14 dates of shells in water 
shallower than 65 fathoms (120 meters) vary between 11，000 and 16，000 B.P. and suggest 
a Wisconsin age. Shel1s at greater depths are beyond the limit of carbon-14 and may 
indicate a shoreline of 111inoian age (RICHARDS and CRAIG， 1963). 
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Discussions 
K. HUZITA:ー
I'm very interested in the elevated marine deposits at Cape Blanco and the Woronzofi.an 
transgression of Dr. HOPKINS， because I've found such a elevated marine clay near Osaka as to 
be correlated with them. Have you any other knowledge about this transgression? 
H.G. RICHARDS:ー
We have no evidence of Holocene high sea levels along the west coast of the U nited States 
(Washington， Oregon and California) or Mexico. The areas where s'Uch shorelimes are known 
(Anchorage， A1aska and Cabo Blanco， Peru) are in tectonic areas. 
L. PALMER:ー
My paleonspastic reconstruction from longitudinal profi.les plus geomorphic and other 
evidences indicates that terraces are generally in order of increasing age with increasing elevation， 
but in detail， inversions of that order occur. Please indicate the evidence you might have for 
“in order" higher older terraces at Palos Verdes Hills (?). 
H.G. RICHARDS:ー
The evidence for the sequence of terraces is based upon U・Thdates by BROECKER and must 
be regarded as “in general". The民 maybe local exceptions where higher terraces are younger 
than lower terraces. 
Y ONG Ahn Paik:一
Do you have any certain evidence of the causes of the changing sea level during the Pleistocene 
in the area of N orth and South America? Is it tectQnic movement? 
H.G. RICHARDS:ー
As stated in the introduction to my paper， Quaternary shoreline changes are caused by (a) 
glacial control (b) isostatic rebound and (c) tectonic movements. We have no evidence for a 
Holocene transgression ahove present level from Washington State to Mexico. Holocene raised 
beaches are known from highly tectonic areas such as near Anchorage， Alaska and the West coast 
of South America. 
H.W. WELLMAN:一
How do you determine if an area is tectonic irrespective of shoreline height? 
H.G. RICHARDS:ー
1 use the term“tectonic area" in a relative sense. 1 do not believe any areas are entirely 
stable. 1 depend upon the structural geologist to designate the more tectonic areas. 
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PI.i"oce白eand: 'Qaaternar，y' Crustal' 'Movements of 
the Basill，~and!-Range Province， U，SA勢
David B. SLEMMONS** 
(With 2 Tables and 8 Figures) 
Abstract-Photogrammetri:c study 0f this regioA. shows that it has been disrupted by 
several thousand major faults， mainly during the past 10 million yea.rs. The displacements 
include Doth the classic Basin圃and-Rangetype of normal faulting and pervasive strike圃slip
types of faulting， like that of the San Andreas and Garlock fault systems of California. 
Historic earthqruakes 'On at least 12 different occasぬnshave been accompanied by surface 
f印刷ngwi~h various， combinations of movement varying between normal faulting and strike圃
slip faluting. This complex nature of surfaee faulting is confirmed by geodetic measure-
ments and by BYE:RL Y fault咽planesolutions of earthquake motions. 
Study of approximately 3.，000 faults shows a sporadic faulting with a ehanging pattern 
of regional seismicity. Comparison of over 5，000 historic earthquakes with several stages 
of pre回historicfau'1ting， as，e:xpressed by varying stages of erosion of fault scarps， proves the 
statistical inadequacy of our brief his，toric record of crustal movements and permits an 
estimate of the mIfumum length required for reliable observations. 
Introduction 
This study started in 1962 to develop new methods of analyzing forces which created 
the Ba総simIn1同 ndι-Rangetopography of we坑e釘rnU nited States (Fig. 1). This province， 
generally regarded as late Cenozoilc in age， cOflsists of closed， arid， basins of alluviated 
graben valley blocks， and llors-t bedrock mountain blocks， resulting mainly from tensio・
nal forces along normal faults. 
Tbe unorthodox theme of this study is that the geography as well as major Neotec-
tonic .structures of this region、.，were produced by combined tensIonal and important 
right四lateralforces along northwest-trending structures， related to the better known 
San Andreas Fault System. 
This research has been assisted by the Air Force 0伍ceof Scientific Research 
Grants， AF帽AFOSR，62-285 and AF・AF'OSR-646-64，as part of the Advanced Research 
Projects Agency's VELA UNIFORl¥任 Program，the G.K. GILBERT Award in Seismic 
Geology， the Kenneth Corporation， and the National Science Foundation， under Grant 
No. GP-5034. 
* Paper presented at Symposium N o. 19，“Sea level changes and crustal movements of the 
Pacific during the Pliocene and Post-Pliocene time"， Eleventh Pacific Science Congress， 
August 23-24， 1966， Tokyo. 
榊 Departmentof Geology， Mackay School of Mines， University of Nevada， Reno， Nevada 
89507， USA. 
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Method of Compilation 
Photogrammetric methods were selected for such a large regional study (about 1/2 
million square kilometers) and were carried out by a smal1 staf. Complete aerial 
photographic coverage (ca. 8，000 aerial photographs at a scale of about 1 mile per inch) 
was available for this region from the Nevada Bureau of Mines and Kennecott Cor圃
poration. The excellent and uniform quality of photography permits recognititon of 
fault scarps of only one to three feet in height. 
Compilation was as follows: All faults were marked on aerial photographs and 
these were transferred to AMS 1/250，000 scale maps using an opaque projection or 
proportional dividers. The process was repeated at least twice to avoid personal errors 
or omissions. Detailed data， read from the photographs and topographic base maps 
included location， latitude， longitude， strike， length， height， type of fault， direction of 
tilting produced， etc.; al data was recorded on IBM punchcards for future analysis. 
General Discussion 
The historic tectonic movements in western United States indicate that faulting， 
shown in Figure 2， may range from slow， more四or-lesscontinuous creep， without 
earthquakes (Hayward; 1961)， tosmall， barely mωureable offsets during low magnitude 
earthquakes (Parkfield; 1966 b，c.)， tomovement by combined creep and earthquake 
faulting， tolarge and abrupt displacements produced solely during earthquakes (1906). 
Within the Basin四and回RangeProvince， no creep has yet been detected， and historic 
surface faulting nearly always follows older， pre-historic scarps， and thus rejuvenates 
older structural and geomorphic features. The ancestral scarps vary widely in length， 
height， and sharpness of offset， with al degrees of transition between， (a吟)f台resh-appear
ihn時g，barely pre-historic offsets， through (b) ancient， deeply dissected and weathered 
scarps， to(c) compound scarps displaying evidence of two or more periods of activity. 
This study emphasizes active faults producing displacements in alluvium. The 
alluvium covers more than 40 percent of the region， and provides a reasonably homo-
geneous lighologic unit that is generally deposited across major faults. 
The faults are defined on the basis of geomorphic form or history and the geomorphic 
features are considered to be a measure of geologic age. Assumptions include the 
following: (1) Dissection can be recognized by such features as upstream terraces， and 
gUllies or ravines notched into the escarpment， (2) Erosion is in relatively homogeneous 
material alluvium， (3) Climate is uniform and general1y varies from less than 5 inches 
of precipitation to a maximum of about 10 inches precipitation and， therefore， degree 
of dissection is proportional to geologic age， and (4) Rate of erosion is slow due to 
climate， which has varied with time from arid to periglacial， and isolation from the 
normal oceanic base level of erosion， thus permitting fault scarps to be preserved up to 
a few hundred thousand years. 
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Table 1 Historic Surface Faulting in Western North America 
Number ?
????????
Year Faults 
1 (7.0土0.5) 1836 Hayward fault zone 
2 (7.0土0.5) 1838 San Andreas fault zone 
3 (8.0土0.5) 1857 San Andreas fault zone 
4 (7.0土0.5) 1868 Hayward fault zone 
5 (7.0土0.5) 1869 01inghouse fault zone， Nev. 
6 (8.3士0.5) 1872 Owens Valley faults 
7 (6.8土0.5) 1875 Wash fault， near Clio， Calif. 
8 (7.0土0.4) 1887 Sonora，乱1exico
9 (6.6土0.4) 1899 San J acinto fault 
10 (6.3土0.4) 1901 San Andreas fault zone， near Parkfield 
11 1903 Gold King fault， Nev. 
12 8.3土 1906 San Andreas fault zone 
13 7.6士0.2 1915 Pleasant Val1ey faults， Nev. 
14 6.5土0.2 1922 San Andreas fault zone， near Parkfield 
15 7.3土0.2 1932 Cedar Mountain area faults， Nev. 
16 6.3土0.2 1934a Excelsior Mountain fauh， Nev. 
17 6.9土0.3 1934b Kosmo fault， Utah 
18 6.0土0.3 1934c Parkfield， San Andreas fault zone (6-06-34) 
19 6.9土0.2 1934d Colorado delta earthquake (12-31-34) 
20 7.1土0.2 1940 Imperial fault， California and B吋aCaliforni 
21 6.4土0.2 1947 Manix fault 
22 5.6土0.2 1950 Fort Sage Mountain fault 、
23 5.6土0.2 1951 Superstition Hills fault 
2~ 7.6土0.2 1952 White W olf fault zone 
25 6.8土0.2 1954a Rainbow Mountain fault， Nev. 
26 6.8土0.2 1954b Rainbow Mountain fault， Nev. • 
27 7.3土0.2 1954c Fairview Peak fault zone， N ev. 
28 6.9士0.2 1954d Dixie Valley fault zone， N ev. 
29 6.8土0.2 1956 San Miguel fault， Baja California 
30 7.1土0.2 1959 Hebgen Lake fault area， Mont. 
31 5.6士0.2 1961 Vineyard， San Andreas fault zone 
32 3.4土0.2 1966a Imperial fault 
33 5.5土0.2 1966b Parkfield， San Andreas fault zone 
34 5.3土0.2 1966c Parkfield， San Andreas fault zone 
Table 2 CQrrelation between seismological， geodetic， and geological measurements for the 
Fairview Peak earthquake of Decemher 16，1954 
Types of BYERLY Faultplane Geodetic Geological Solution Measurement Measurement Observation (RoMNEY， 1957) (WHITTEN， 1957) (SLEMMONS， 1957) 
Fault strike N 110W N220W N 。OW
Fault dip 620 E 600 E 
Plunge 240 S (33。土100 S) 34。土20S 
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The several types of faults that are recognized for this study include: 
(1) Type A: Faults with known historic surface 0鉦'sets. These are initially fresh， 
may have steep sides and are uneroded. 
(2) Type B: Pre-historic faults with fresh scarps in alluvium. Many of these are 
barely pre-historic and some may be less than 100 years old， but without observation 
or reporting. These rarely offset Pleistocene glacial or pluvial deposits. 
(3) Type C: Faults in fresh-appearing， constructional alluvial deposits， but showing 
some dissection generally. These predate the youngest glacial or pluvial deposits， and 
are considered to be mainly older than Tioga glaciation (late Wisconsin) or late Wis圃
consin pluvial stages. There are generally from 10，000 to about 100，000 years old. 
(4) Type D: Faults in older， deeply dissected aUuvium， with lighter shades of al-
luvium， due to deeper and more intense weathering. This stage of faulting is generally 
pre-Wisconsin glacial， or approximately post-8angamon and may be up to a few hund-
red thousand years in age. 
Discussion of Results by Fault Type 
Type A: Of 33 historic earthquakes in the conterminous United 8tates which produced 
surface faulting， 13are in the Basin-and-Range Province (Fig. 2)， and were accompanied 
by earthquakes with RICHl'ER magnitudes from 5.6 to 7 3/4 (Table 1). These active 
faults are mainly elongated parallel to the main N -8 structural grain of the region. 
Most are at or near the western and eastern boundaries of the province， i.e.， the Sierra 
Nevada and Rocky Mountain regions， oralong a zone which forms a‘Y' with the 8ierra 
Nevada zone extending northward mainly along the 1180 meridian. 
The faults generally are near bedrock-alluvium boundaries (65%)， less commonly 
are in alluvium (30%) and are rarely in bedrock (5%). 
The pattern suggests that faulting has tended to be concentrated along the western 
boundary of the province， and also along the 1180 meridian (Ventura-Winnemucca 
Zone)， which fo~lows c~osely the eastern border of the Sierra N evada batholith. Many 
of the faults are of northeasterly trend， ingroupings of north-south elongation. This 
en echelon pattern， and observations of widespread right-lateral strike-slip displacements 
during historic surface faulting indicate widespread horizontal forces， that are con圃
firmed by BYERLY fault plane solutions and geodetic data (Table 2). Two transverse 
structures， during the 1934 and 1869 earthquakes have a sympathetic left-lateral en 
echelon pattern. The 1180 zone obliquely crosses the Walker Lane (a fault zone which 
extends from Pyramid Lake to Walker Lake， toMina， toLas Vegas area， Nevada)， but 
is bent into an open 8-shape as it crosses the Walker Lane. The faulting stops south of 
a Battle Mountain-Ruby MountairトDollyVarden圃Tintictransverse zone (Fig. 3， line 1) 
and has breaks in continuity in a transverse zone just south of the 80u Hills (north of 
Dixie Val1ey) (Fig. 3， line 2) and near Excelsior Mountain (Fig. 3， line 3). 
Correlation with earthquake strain release shows that about two-thirds of earth圃
quake energy released in this region was released with surface faulting. Approximately 
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two-third of al earthquake surface faulting in this province， can in turn be detected on 
good aerial photogra勾叩phs
Type B: 'These f:白au叫ltωsa紅remor代ewidespread and evenly distributed than Type A， for a 
much 】ongerperiod of geologic time is represented. They tend to develop in north圃
south zones. These zones commonly have cbevron or en echelon patterns suggesting 
both right田lateraldisplacement and dip四slip，displacements along N-S mountain and 
vaUey blocks. The intensity of faulting diminishes northward toward the Columbia 
Plateau. It also weakens in density and changes in pattern near three possible aUign圃
ments (Fig. 4， lines 1， 2， and 3)・
Type C: 'Type C faults (Fig. 5) show a similar pattern to Type B， but are more evenly 
d~stributed， with the same transverse zones shown on tne previous two figures. 
~ype D': Type D faults have the most even distribution， are generally in 1ighter 
shades of aUuvium， with deeper weathering and rnore fuUy developed soil profiles. De-
vetopment of gaHies and terraces along streams are much more extensive than. for Type 
B. The pattern suggests that widespread lateral components of fau.lting have persisted 
through the late Quaternary. The geologic age varies up tωOοI a few hundred thousand 
y戸ea紅rs(包generaI1yposはt圃S臼an碍gamon
Fτr可hegeneral cumu叫la幻ti討vediおst仕Ir.iゐb;可u凶t此iぬon0ぱf'Tτ司ypeωsA， B， and C (Fig. 6) is similar to 
that of Type D. This pattern shows the most general distribution and it may take 
periods of this deviation to obtain a ，good geologic samp，le to fault activity. 
Direotion of Tilting of Fault Blocks 
The clirection of tilt produced by the young.est types of faulting is general1y con-
sおtentover large areas that are elongated parallel to the structural grain of the region. 
Note that regional tendencies of faulting often extend transversely through several 
mountains and valleys. Approximately 80 percent of the blocks have cumulative tilts 
to the east and 30 percentωthe west (Fig. 7). Boundaries between areas of different 
direction of tilt genera11y are: (1) the Walker Lane， (2) the Battle MountairトRuby
Mountain-Dolly Varden-Dugway-Tintic Transverse Zone， (3) the Sou Hills唱 Eureka
(Nevada)占lyTransverse Zone， and (4) the Walker Lake田町ocheTransverse Zone. 
Structural Subprovinces 
The pattern， direction of dip， and position of A， B， C， and D types of faults define 
the following Basin圃anιRangesubprovinces: 
(1) The Sierra Nevada四Cascade-ModocBoundary Zone: Late Quaternary faulting 
abruptly diminishes in intensity west of the province. The weak chevron patterns could 
suggest right-lateral force couples with NW -SE trend. 
(2) CoZumbia-Snake River Plateau Boundary Zone: The northern boundary is Ir-
regular， with embayments. Faults are sp釘se，and les continuous than in the central 
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Solid circles denote 
part of the Basin-and-Range Jegion. The en echelon 
couples along N-S zones and left-lateral along E-W zones. 
(3) The Wasatch Mountatn Boundary Zone: The eastern boundary of the province is 
sharp and well defined along a N四Sboundary with litle or no strike四slipdisplacements. 
(4) Colorado Plateau Boundary Zone: This zone extends southwestward from the 
Wasatch Mountains and gradually curves into an E-W trend near Las Vegas， Nevada. 
The zone is marked by en echelon faults which decrease in magnitude as they enter the 
right四lateralsuggests 
Direction of tilt produced by faulting of Types A， B， C， and D. 
westward tilts， and half circles denote eastward tilts. 
pattern 
Fig.7 
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Colorado Plateau， and gradually increase in left-lateral faulting tendencies as the zone 
becomes more E-W in trend and aligns with the prominent left-lateral Garlock Fault in 
California. Many of the valleys in this zone are down-warps and the strong late Ter-
tiary and Quaternary deformation developed some thrust-faults. 
(5) The Walker Lane: This zone， approximately 450 miles in length， isparallel to 
the 8ierra Nevada and the 8an Andreas; Mesozoic to Tertiary faulting in the zone 
developed right田lateraldisplacements of over 8 to 20 miles. The zone is 10-20 miles in 
width and separated NW-8E topographic trends to the west from N-8 to NNE-S8E 
trends to the east. Within the zone there is a marked tendency toward NE-SW trends. 
(6) The 1180 Meridian Zone: This zone is marked by very young and prominent 
faults. The zone is at or near the boundary between granitic rocks of the Sierra Nevada 
batholith， and metamorphic rocks. This zone is also marked by prominent mercury 
and antimony mineralization. 
(7) Battle Mou仰ntωαi仇n圃Ruωb砂~ Mountaαi仇'n-Dω0[，砂 V均arden-Du昭~Zωo叫Jaのy圃 Ti仇ntμ枕iた'c 1'-.ηraωn似Z
This zone includes al fault types， and is characterized by changes in the topographic 
grain of the region， alignment of copper porphyry and base metal ore deposits and， in
part， by aeromagnetic anomalies. The fault pattern revea1s left四lateralen echelon 
patterns in the E圃W valleys and right-lateral along the N -8 oriented valleys. 
(8) Sou Hills-Eureka (Nevada)-EかTransverseZone: This zone has decreased fault 
displacements， changes in topographic grain， alignment of granitic intrusions， prophyry 
copper and base metal ore depostion and， inpart， by aeromagnetic anomalies. 
(9) PossibZe WaZker Lake-Pioche (Cedar C:勾 orIronto仰?)Zone: This zone is weak1y 
defined and is marked by a break in the main fault pattern， mineralization in the Pioche 
area and， possibly， the iron deposits of Iron County， Utah. 
Relation， between Fault Orientation and "Type of Strike-Slip 
Movement 
Evidence of horizontal components of displacement， are displayed by Cenozoic 
Bedrock unit 0狂'sets，historic observations along active faults， development of en echeZon 
fault patterns， and drainage offsets. These types of evidence， which plotted on a 
regional basis (Fig. 8)， clearly show that the right lateral strike-slip movements that 
characterize the northwest trending faults of California， persist into much of the Basin-
and-Range Province. Nearly al of the northwest to north-south trending faults that 
provide evidence of horizontal components， have right-lateral displacements， and 
nearly al of the north-south to northeast-southwest trending faults have left四latera1
displacements. This tendency diminishes， or becomes les consistent at the northern 
and eastern borders of the province. 
Conclusions 
1. The historic faulting and earthquake activity are nonrepresentative in terms of 
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time， i.e.， they s'eem tO' be an ephemeral and lO'calized feature O'f the geologically recent 
history of this prO'vince， and future earthquakes and faulting may shift from the present 
zones to O'thers that now appear dO'rmant. This histO'ric fault pattern suggests， however， 
that for shO'rt intervals of time there may be some tendency for localized activity along 
belts that are parallel to the main N-S tectonic grain and these may traverse such 
diagonal structural elements as the Waker Lane. 
2. Lateral faulting is widespread in this reg，ion with right-lateral couples O'n nO'rth-
south faults and left圃lateralO'n east哩westfaults. The preponderance of some 3，000 
faults mapped are nO'rth-south， but about 10 percent are east田west. An increasing 
proportion of transverse faults are found near the Las Vegas area (Garlock ?). 
3. Lateral movements， apparently in response to the same right田lateralfO'rces that 
affect the nearby margins of the cO'ntinent， are not confined to the Walker Lane， althO'ugh 
they may be mO're intense there， but are pervasive thrO'ughout Nevada in the N-S 
trending zones. 
4. Left-lateral displacements appear， atleast in part， asconjugates of the right-lateral 
displacements of the northerly trending structures， for they are prevalent along easterly 
trending structures， not only in the prominent zO'nes in southern Nevada but alsO' in 
central and northern N evada. 
5. The increase in impO'rtance of left-lateral zones in sO'uthern Nevada and the decrease 
in normal faulting may indicate an extension O'f the GarlO'ck zone acrO's southern Nevada. 
This transverse zone， extending to the ColO'rado Plateau， could be used tO' structurally 
define the southern and sO'utheastern edges of the Basin-and-Range Province. 
6. A surprising result O'f this study was the discovery O'f three majO'r transverse zO'nes 
within the province， which apparently nO't O'nly influence the pattern O'f faulting， but also 
affect the regiO'nal patterns of directiO'n of ti1ting prO'duced by faulting. These zones are 
also marked by lO'w topO'graphy and may be cO'ntrol1ed by O'lder bedrO'ck structures. 
7. When recent tilts (Fig. 7) are cO'mpared with mO're highly tilted ti1ts in the CenO'zoic 
volcanic rO'cks there is an excellent correlatiO'n in the direction of tilt. This further 
suggests that the geO'lO'gic fO'rces indicated by active faults are similar tO' those which 
have been important in this region for longer periods of geologic time (at least J-11 
mjy). 
8. AnO'ther and more speculative cO'nclusion is that the apparent transfer O'f Iateral 
forces fO'r a distance of at least 500 miles inland， across the Coast Ranges of California， 
the Great Valley， the Sierra Nevada， and much， ifnot al， O'f the Basin四and-Range
PrO'vince， suggests that the origin O'f the Basin -anιRange Province， may be much mO're 
intirnately related tO' California tectonism than has， been previO'usly thO'ught， and probably 
due to deep seated sub-crustal fO'rces rather than lateral transfer within the crust. 
9. The structural trends defined by such fault maps may assist in finding metallogenic 
prO'vinces. The 1180 Meridian zO'ne and the zO'ne O'f Mercury and Antimony depO'sits in 
Nevada appear tO' cO'incide; the cO'incidence O'f the three transverse zO'nes and m司O'r
pO'rphyry cO'pper O'r base metal mineralizatiO'n zO'nes appears tO' prO'vide anO'ther example. 
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10. When the distribution of fault types A， B， C， and D are compared with the pat-
terns of seismicity of the Basin -anιRange Province (RYALL， SLEMMONS and GEDNEY， 
1966: Seismicity， tectonism， and surface faulting in the western U nited States during 
historic time. Bull. Seism. Soc. America， v.56， 1105-1135)) it becomes obvious that 
our brief historic earthquake record is a statistically very inadequate sample of tectonic 
actlvlty. 
Discussions 
Robert NASON:一
Do you think that the tectonic relations in the Basin-and圃RangeProvince are related to the 
East Pacific Rise? 
D.B. SLEMMONS:ー
The data which 1 have presented does not provide significant data for or against the theory 
that the East Pacific Rise extends inland into the Basin帽and-RangeProvince. 
v. KHAIN:一
Is there some relation between the line of seismic activity you indicated in N evada and the 
older limit between Cordi11eran eu-and mio・geosyncline? 
D.B. SLEMMONS:一
The highly active seismic zone for historic time， aligned mainly along the Type A fault 
zone， does fal1 near the so圃calledManhattan geanticline， but also follows other major structural 
elements， for example， the boundary between the Sierra Nevada batholith and the metamorphic 
rocks to the east. 1 t ispossible that the similar positions are coincidence. 
A. TOKUYAMA:-
Please explain the method of calculation and the meaning of“tectonic flux.時 (1am 
interested in the fact that there are patterns of conjugate system in San Andreas fault， because 
we have found the conjugate system of faults and flexures in the Phi1ippine fault zone). 
D.B. SLEMMONS:ー
The method of calculation and meaning of the term “tectonic flux"， isbased on a corre圃
lation between energy ~eleased by tectonic earthquakes and RICH1‘ER magnitude as derived from 
seismograms. The formula used for this determination is that of RICHTER (1958): lOg10 J =11.4 
+ 1.5 M， where J isthe energy of an earthquake in ergs and M is RICH1官RMagnitude; this in 
turn has been summed for each geologic 15四minutequadrangle， per unit area and time， and this 
in term plot総din terms of J1/2， the strain released by earthquakes. Final versions of the maps 
presented are given for western United States in Figure 1， for 1932-1961; Figure 2， for prior 
to 1932， and Figure 3 for the entire historic period， inRYALL， SLEMMONS and GEDNEY (1966). 
1 am interested in the fact that you also have found similar conjugate patterns in the faulting 
of the Philippine Island area. Additional data to that which 1 have presented is now available 
in the above mentioned paper by RYALL et al. 
• The term “tectonic flux" is not referred to in this paper. However， Dr. SLEMMONS， in his 
lecture， exhibited the “Map of Tectonic Flux for the Westem United States for the Entire 
Historic Period" by RYALL， SLEMMONS and GEDNEY (1966)， which was inserted in the preprint 
of his lecture distributed to the participants of the symposium. (Editor) 
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Erosion in the Head of La Jolla Submarine Canyon* 
Robert F. DILL** 
Abstract-A root with a radioactive carbon age of 8，250土500years B.P. was found exposed 
at a depth of 75 feet in sediment cut by the head of La 1011a Submarine Canyon， California. 
The associated fauna and plant material contained in the sediment encasing the root are similar 
to those presently found in nearshore lagoons along the California coast and are presumed to 
have been deposited near sea level. The headwall of the canyon is now 580 feet shoreward 
of the dated site， suggesting a minimum rate of headward erosion of 1.0 inches per year 
during the Holocene rise in sea level. Repetitive， precisely located sounding profiles indicate 
that submarine erosion (in channels) has been as much as two feet over the past ten ye釘 s.
The 80 feet high canyon headwa11 incised in a 50 feet submarine terrace indicates that there 
has been considerable downward as we11 as headward erosion. Exposures of steeply dipping 
Cretaceous bedrock， beginning at a depth of 190 feet in the canyon bottom and seaward of 
the lagoonal deposits， suggest that the entire outer portion of the original fl.at-lying lagoonal 
deposits and underlying subaerially deposited alluvium have been eroded by submarine 
processes and transported into deep water. At least 3.3 x 107 cubic feet of lagoonal sedi・
ment must have been removed over the past 8，000 years to expose the dated root and 1.5 x 108 
cubic feet of sediment removed， to account for the present shape of the canyon head and 
the exposure of Cretaceous bedrock in the canyon bottom. 
An additional date of 4，230土100years B.P. was measured from a nearshore outcrop 
containing a lagoonal peat sample 6.5 feet below present mean sea level. Further， the 
lagoonal section is continuous from its exposure in the canyon， ata depth of 80 feet， tothe 
present shoreline. This relationship indicates that following a rapid rise between 8，000 and 
4，200 years B.P.， sea level has been relatively constant without major regressions. 
The position of sea level 75 feet below its present stand， 8，000 years B.P.， corresponds 
with the world-wide level given by SHEPARD in 1964 and indicates that very litt1e recent 
tectonic uplift has a狂ectedthe La 1011a region. Three benches in the bedrock axis of the 
canyon occur at the same depth in channels cutting (1) the offshore reefs of northern 1 amaica， 
West Indies， and (2) the submarine canyons of Baja California， Mexico. Nips associated 
with the benches cut in the limestone reefs of 1 amaica， indicate that ancient stil1 stands of 
sea level can be correlated at present depths of about 50 feet， 135 feet， and 190 feet over the 
large distance that separates the Caribbean from the eastern Pacific. 
• Paper presented at Symposium N o. 19，“Sea level changes and crustal movements of the 
Pacific during the Pliocene and Post-Pliocene time"， Eleventh Pacific Science Congress， 
August 23-24， 1966， Tokyo. 
•• Marine Environment Division， U.S. Navy Electronics Laboratory， San Diego， California. 
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Recent State of I"nvestlgations， on Qua-ternary Sea Levels 
al~ollg the Cb1ilean'， Coast 'between 'Lat. 300 and 330 S.* 
Roland P ASKOFF榊
(With 2 Figures) 
Resume L' aateur montre I'existence， dans les secteurs relativement stables de la cote du 
Chili semi圃aride，de cinq terrasses mari:mes etag，的sentre 130 m et le littoral actuel， ettaillees 
pendant le Quaternaire aux depens de dるpotslaisses par la transgression du Pliocene su圃
perieur (formation de Coquimbo). Elles reprるsententl' effet morphologique de cycles marins 
(mouvements negatifs et positifs de l' ocean) qui sont expHques par le glacio-eustatisme. 
U ne equivalence avec la chronologie mediterraneenne classique est proposee a titre d'hy-
pothるsede travail. 
Resumen~El autor subraya la existencia， en los sectores relativamente estables de la costa 
chilena en sus latitudes serni-aridas， de cinco te.rrazas marinas escalonadas entre 130 m yel 
litoral actual， y labradas durante el Cuaternario en los depositos dejados por la transgresion 
del Plioceno superior (form.acion de Coquimbo). Representan el efecto morfologico de ciclos 
marinos (movimientos negativos y positi:vos del oc匂no)que se explican por el glaciか eusta-
tismo. Una equivaleacia con la cronologla medi.terranea clasica se presenta como hipotesis 
de trabajo. 
One of the remarkable features of the Chilean coast is its series of step四likemarine 
terraces， often covered hy fossiliferous deposits. DARWIN (1846) was the first to mention 
them， and attributed their formation to a spasmodic uplifting of the continent， separated 
by pauses in the movement. Later on， BRむGGEN(1929) assumed that sinking periods 
alternated with uplifting movements， but that the result， in general， was a lifting of the 
contlnent. 
From a study now in progress of the ancient sea levels of the Chilean coast between 
Lat. 30'0 and 330 S， preliminary results can be announoed. ln the midst of sectors 
strongly affected by neo-tectonic movements (raised and toppled terraces， fractures 
displacing the more recent levels)， some portions seem to have been more stable during 
the Pleistocene period. This is special1y true as regards the vicinity of the Bay of 
Coquimbo (300 Lat 8)， the surroundings of the Bay of Tongoy (300 15' Lat. S) and the 
coast between the Bay of Pichidangui (320 7' Lat. S) and that of La Ligua (320 23' Lat. 
S) (Fig. 1). 
* Paper presented at Symposium N(). 19， "8ea level changes and crustal movements of the 
Pacifi.c during the Pliocene and Post-Pliocene time"， Eleventh Pacific Science Congress， 
August 23-24， 1966， Tokyo. 
制 Universityof Chile， Santiago; Casilla 94， Correo Las Condes， Santiago， Chile. 
The author is grateful to 1λ主cilaRECART and Barbara SAVAGE for their kindness in revising 
the English versIon of this paper. 
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Map of central-northern Chile showing locations mentioned in the text. 
1. Pliocene deposits (Coquimbo formation). 
Fig.1 
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between Laム30b-and 330 S 
A number of compared and ooncordant observations made in these places al10ws 
us to outline the fluctuations of the Pacific Ocean shoreline since the Pliocene. This 
paper .oompletes and updates the sketch we had prepared for the VII International 
Congress of the INQUA (PASKOFF in FUENZALIDA et al.， 1965). 
The Pliocene Transgression 
An advance of the ocean， starting from the Middle Pliocene， isshown by a very 
fossiliferous， important sedimentary series， which was preserved behind coasta】horsts.
DARWIN (1846) described it around the Bay of Coquimbo， with the name of Coquimbo 
Forn刈 ion. Later on， MORICKE and STEINMANN (1896) established that it belonged 
to the Piiooene period. It also appears near the Bay of Tongoy. The strata consist of 
neritic and sub-littoral deposits: yeUowish， greenish or whitish fine and medium sands， 
sometimes .cemented， with some gravel beds and conglomerates. 0'0 the whole， except 
in some special instances， the beds do not show important deformations; only minor 
fnlexures and slight undulations can be noted. The fauna was studied near the Bay of 
Tongoy by HERM (HERM， PAS'KOFF and STIEFEL， 1966); about 55% of its species and 
sub-species have since disappeared from the :South Pacific coast， the majority of these 
now being extinct; 15% stiH. live on the same littoral， but in warmer waters抗 lower
latitudes; finally， of the 30% that can yet be found on the present beach， there are 
differences in size and relative frequency. According to HERM (op. cit.) the fol1owing 
fossils would be characteristic: Ocuルzaremondi PHIL.; Turritella cingulatiformis恥1OR.; 
Fusus remondi PHIL.; Monoceros blainvillei D'ORB.; M. pyrulatus PHIL.; M. tenuis 
PHIL.; M. mirabilis MOR.; Chlamys simpsoni (PHIL.); Chl. vidali (PHIL.); Pinna sp.; 
Magellania macrostoma (PHIL.). 
Transgression seems to have reached its highest level during the Upper Pliocene 
period， ata height of approximately + 200 m measured from the present shoreline. 
The Regre.ssion at the End of the Plioce.ne 
A regression movement which lowered the littoral to an unknown height， started at 
the end of the Pliocene period or beginning of the Quaternary period. As a result of 
this recession， continental materials :flowed， and caused disconformities on the Pliocene 
marine series (STlEFEL仇 HERM，PASKOFF and STIEFEL， 1966). 
The following section， observed from bottom to top in the Quebrada Salina (30025' 
Lat. S)， 2.5 km to the NW ofits intersection with the Panamerican Highway， isspecially 
lnstructlve: 
a -Grey ffiM'ine sands， from the Pliocene， containing wha1e bones and showing well-rounded 
pebble layers; these are visible thrQugh a thickness of 12 ffi. 
b -Unconformity: continental pink sands， with angular grains， badly stratified， mixed with 
raw-edged pebbles; thickness: 14 m. 
c -Finally， fiuvial pebble deposits， most probably due to a change in the course of the Limari 
River; thickness 6 ffi. 
Height at the ωP of the section: 140 m approximately. 
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Quaternary Marine Cycles 
During the Quaternary a series of advances and retreats of the ocean are recognized; 
but the final result is a regression to the present level (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2 8chematic cross section through the Pleistocene marine terraces of Coquimbo Bay 
(300 Lat. 8). 
The Upper Terrace Its formation is explained by a transgression which raised 
the shoreline to十120i'"'.，l130m. It is often veneered by characteristic deposits: beach 
pebbles， fossiliferous sands， indurated shell beds. It is a typical feature of the semi-arid 
Chilean coast. 
In the surroundings of La SerenaJ a cut in the La Serena田 Ovalleroad， atthe lower 
edge of this upper terrace， provides data on its genesis; the detailed section from bottom 
to top IS: 
a -80ft yellowish sandstones， with fosil prints， belonging to the marine epis()de of the Mid-
dle to Upper Pliocene， can be seen here through 3 m. 
b -Heterometric pebbles with many fresh shells， Pliocene limestone cobbles; transgression 
deposit discordant to the precedent formation; thickness: 1 m. 
c -Light岨coloredfine sands， thin gravel bed without organic debris; thickness: 2.20 m. 
d -Pebbles and recent shells; thickness: 0.20 m. 
e -8ands， with whole and broken shells; thickness: 2.20 m. 
d) and e) are regression deposits. 
f -Calcareous evaporation crust; thickness: 0，.20 ffi. 
g -H ydroeolian pink sands; thickness: 0.50 m. 
Height of the top of the section: 90 m. 
This upper terrace， then， appears to be linked to a marine cycle characterized by a 
transgression episode and a regression episode. The fauna of the deposits， examined 
by HERM (op. cit.) near Tongoy， consists of species belonging to relatively cold waters. 
They represent a different association than that of the Pliocene， being already very near 
that existing today. Cardium grande PHIL.， Cyclθcardia cf. velutina SMITH， Acant幼hi仇7ηza
CFmSSi必lμαbrt仰1m(仏LA釧M肌.ふ A.calcar (MARTYN)， Chorus giganteus (LESS.) and Buccinum grayi 
KIEN are characteristic of this upper terrace， which we place in the Early Quaternary 
period. 
The High Terrace-An ancient shoreline at + 75"，-，80 m is apparent around La 
Serena， where a well-defined level appears at this height. A cut， made for the new 
building of the University， shows， from bottom to top: 
、
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a -Pliocene marine sand， grey and yellowish， with well-rounded pebble beds， visible through 
4o.m. 
b -Erosion unconforrnity with well-flattened and well-rounded marine blocks; thickness: 2 m. 
c -ContineFltal deposit pebbles; thickness : 3 m. 
Height at the top of the section: 78 m. 
This high terrace corresponds to an abrasion level cut into the Pliocene series. 
The cut described above shows a regressive beach deposit， but data found elsewhere 
lead us to believe that a positive and negative movement of the ocean is responsible for 
the formatron of the high terrace， which we can stil place in the Lower Quaternary 
period. This high terrace has not been found anywhere except around the Bay of 
Coquimbo. 
The First Middle Terrace The first middle terrace is a distinctive feature of 
the landscape， as it is usually well四formedand well四preserved. In some places it is 
covered by beach shingles， or indurated sheU beds. 'There are often ancient reefs on 
thiS' terrace. The clif which limits it towards the interior must have been formed when 
the ocean stood at 35"，-，40 m above present sea-leve1. The following section， from 
bottom to top， isgiven aおsan e叙xampμle
Place: Bay of T、ongoy一1km to the SE of Puerto Aldea. 
a一Plioceneyellow s"aads. 
b -Indurated sbell bed in disconformity with the yellow sands (transgression deposit); 
Thickness: 0.75 m. 
c -Beach deposits in disconformity with the indurated sheU beds (regression deposit); thick-
ness: 0.75 ffi. 
d -Outwash deposits" due to a wet， rainy climate (pluvial episode); thickness: 5 m. 
e -Calcareous crust; thickness: 1 m. 
f -Hydroeolian sands; thickness: 0..50. Ul. 
Height of the section: 40 ffi. 
HERM (op. cit.) has found in these marine cycle deposits a fauna similar to that 
now existing along the littoral， with the exception of the Ostrea ferrarisi PHIL. But 
relative frequency of the species is not the same as now: the large number of Chlamys 
purpurata (LAM.)， rare today， isa fair example. This marine cycle may belong to the 
Middle Quaternary. 
The Second Middle Terrace ~ A new progression of the ocean explains the 
formation of a new terrace separated from the former by a clif; the foot of this clif 
is at十15"，-，20ffi. 
The correlative deposits of the marine cycle responsible for the formation of this 
fourth terrace appear in a section near the Panamerican Highway at the Estero Culebron 
site (Coquimbo Bay); they are， from bottom to top: 
a .Pliocene yellowish sandstones) with lithophage holes at the top， visible here for 2 m ap-
proximately. 
b -Indurated shel1 bed， containing pebbles and boulders (one bigget than 1 m)， which re・
presents a transgression deposit; thickness: 0.70 ffi. 
c -Fine light司coloredsands; thickness : 1 m. 
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d -Compact and hard indurated shel bed， regression deposit; thickness: 0.50 m. 
e -Pink hydroeolian sands with kjoekenmoeding; thickness: 1 m. 
Height at the top of the section: 12 m. 
The fauna does not show any difference with that living today. The marine cycle 
is dated at the U pper Quaternary period; it left topographic evidences only around 
Coquimbo Bay， but there are also stratigraphic traces near Los Vilos (310 55' Lat. S). 
The Lower Terrace-The lower terrace starts at the present shoreline and 
extends to a height of 5'"'-'7 m where it ends at the foot of an ancient clif about 10m 
high. The latter is always very remarkable as it is clearly defined and fresh， no matter 
what may be the material in which it was cut. This clif is observed almost without 
exception along the littoral surveyed， being present even when late deformations are 
recognizable. The terrace belongs to an abrasion platform which is sometimes covered 
by a thin accumulation of sands， silts， or turbary deposits. 
It is generally accepted that this lower terrace is evidence of a regression during the 
Holocene. However， we believe that it is necessary to separate on the one hand the 
abrasion platform and the clif， on the other hand， the loose deposits which sometimes 
appear at the surface. If the latter seem evidently recent， in our opinion， the :first 
must be attributed to a long transgression， and no doubt， toa stillstand of the ocean for 
a considerable length of time. The slowness of marine erosion makes it unlikely that 
such a high cli鉦couldhave been formed in a few thousand years， especially when hard 
rocks outcrop. It therefore seems reasonable to place this abrasion platform and its 
clif in the U pper Pleistocene period. 
Around 4)000 B.C. the shoreline must have been found at about 5 m above 
its present position， for otherwise the presence of thick kjoekenmoeding at close 
intervals cannot be explained. They appear at the top of this clif， which is sometimes 
found a few hundred metres away from the present beach. These deposits are formed 
almost exclusively by remains of sea mollusks which were left by prilhitive human 
groups whose main activity was fishing. It is logical to think that seafood was eaten on 
the shoreline. Furthermore， no similar deposits are found on the lower terrace itself. 
It appears probable that the ocean stabilized for a time at +2 m. The existence of 
beach ridges and non-functional marine notches seems to be linked to a stage in the 
recession down to the present leve1. Biochemical alteration spots on th.ese forms suggest 
that they are beyond the reach of present storm waves. 
Interpretation of this Shoreline Sequence 
This outline of ocean sho代 levelsfound in the stable .sectors of the Chilean coast 
between 300 and 330 Lat. S may lead us to consider a general recession beginning at 
the end of the Pliocene period. It also shows that this was a spasmodic movement which 
is really the result of marine cycles， that is of a number of pulsations， sometimes nega-
tive (regression)， sometimes positive (transgression). We believe that these fluctuations 
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between Lat. 300 and 330 S 
are due to glacio-eustatism of the Pleistocene period， and not， asis usually believed in 
the case of the Chilean coast， torising and falling movements of the continent. It is 
interesting to note that the transgression which follows the end-of-the-Pliocene regres-
sion， shows a renewal of the fauna， which is characterized from then on by species belong園
ing to colder w幻ers(appearance of the Humboldt stream?) 
This succession of marine cycles at“reasonable" heights very strongly calls for 
comparison with the now classic chronology established for Occidental Europe. It 
is not our purpose to establish correlations over such long distances from results which 
are only preliminary， but we believe that it is interesting to state the following tentative 
outline: 
U pper terrace: 
High terrace: 
First middle terrace: 
Second middle terrace: 
Lower terrace: 
Loose deposits on the Lower terrace: 
Calabrian 
Sicilian 
Paleotyrrhenian 
Eutyrrhenian 
N eotyrrhenian 
Flandrian， with perhaps a Calaisian level (4，_5 m) 
corresponding to the Climatic Optimum， and a 
Dunkirkian (1.5，_2m) that may date back to the 
beginning of the Christian Era. 
Conclusions 
These evidences of glacio・eustatismeffects added to a slow uplift of the continent 
or to the opening of new oceanic trenches to explain the lowering of sea level seem 
to us to be quite important because in Chile， up to now， only the tectonic movements.-
epeirogenetic uplift， rising and warping horsts， faults and flexures-were given as 
explanation of the “raised beaches". W e believe it is indispensable to take glacio-eusta-
tism into consideration， even where the effects of neo-tectonic movements are evident， 
because during the U pper Quaternary period， save some local exceptions， changes in 
the volume of the ‘oceans were larger and above al faster than the deformations of the 
earth's crust. The existence of the lower terrace which is found in identical a1timetric 
conditions over long stretches of coast is a good example. (R. P ASKOFF， J uly 1966.) 
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I -Post G-I'aci'al' Sea-11evel Maxima a Function of Sal inity 1* 
l-Pleistocene， Sea-Ievel Evidence from Cook Islands* 
J.C. SCHOFIELD榊
(With 1 Table and 3 Figures) 
Changes in Sea-level due to Changes in Salinity 
It has long been known that minor diurnal and seasonal changes in sea level are 
mainly due to steric departures which have been defined as fluctuations in density (or 
its reciprocal-specific volume) of sea water controlled by changes in salinity and tem-
perature (FAIRBRIDGE， 1961). The simple view that a column of sea water should balance 
al other columns of sea water is not strictly correct， since the gravitational effect of the 
continents on the shape of the surface of the sea must be considered， and changes in the 
rotation rate of the earth due to shift of rnass when ice caps melt could also be important. 
Although the final investigations rnust take these effects into account they are not coル
sidered further in this paper as its purpose is to show， with the available lirnited amount 
of inforrnation， that changes in salinity and hence changes in density could have been 
irnportant in causing the post-glacial sea to rise to greater heights in sorne parts of the 
world than in others 
Due to colder ternperatures of the polar waters， densities within present day oceans 
tend to decrease towards the equator. Because of these differences in density a colurnn 
of polar water will “balance" a slightly higher colurnn of equatorial water. Thus frorn 
densities given for the western Atlantic where changes in density tend to disappear at 
about 3，000 rn， (DEFANT， 1961: Fig. 88)， itcan be determined that sea level isapproxi-
mately 3 to 4 ft‘higher' at latitude 0-300N than the level at latitude 600N. 8imilarly， 
from average densities for latitudes within the Pacific (MUROMTSEV， 1963)， sea level be圃
tween latitudes 0-1008 isapproximately 6 ft‘higher' than that between latitudes 60-7008 
and sea level between latitudes 10-200N is approxirnately 2 ft‘higher' than the level 
north of latitude 500N. As these are the differences in level due to present day disequi-
librium in the ocean densities there could have been differences several times as large 
during the post圃glacialperiod of rapid rnelting which increased the ocean volume by 
2.5 per cent. 
挙 Paperpresented at Symposium No. 19， "Sea level changes and crustal movements of the 
Pacific during the Pliocene and Post-Pliocene time"， Eleventh Pacifc Science Congres， 
Au.gust 23-24， 1966， Tokyo. 
料 NewZealand Geological Survey， Dep紅白nentof Scientific and lndustrial Research， Papa-
toetoe， N ew Zealand. 
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Most of the post...glacial melting took place north of latitude 500N or south of 
latitude 6008 and the effects on density of adding fresh cold water in these regions would 
have been through changes in salinity and temperature. The changes in density as the 
result of changes in salinity (Fig. 1) must have been greater than those as a result of 
changes in temperature (see caption to Fig. 2)， and providing there was a lag in the 
complete mixing of ice-melt in sea-water， the levels in the higher latitudes must have been 
initially higher than those in the equatorial regions. Time taken for “complete mixing" 
depends mainly on rates of addition of fresh water and oceanic currents and could be 
several thousands of years if we accept the isotopic ages given to some ocean waters 
(BRODIE et al. 1958; BROECKER， etal. 1960; GARNER， 1958). No attempt has been made 
to assess how complete or incomplete the mixing of fresh water with sea water may have 
been during the period of post-glacial ice melting. Instead various degrees of mixing 
have been assumed in terms of percentages of fresh water present in the higher lati-
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Effects of changes in salinity on density (after KNUDSEN， 1959). The 
salinities for all1atitudes and depths in the Pacific Ocean (MUROMTSEV， 
1963) range from 32.92%0 to 35.66%0' Addition of between 2.5 to 10% 
fresh water would decrease the salinity of 32.92%0 by between 0.8 and 
3.2%0. These changes of salinity wouldμreduce density (a) by between 
0.6 and 2.6 gJl i.e. reduce actual density by between 0.0006 and 
O.0026:g/m1. 
Fig. 1 
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Effects of temperature (tOC) on density (σ) after KNuDSEN (1959) where 
σ=1，000 (true density minus 1). Curves 1， 2， and 3 are based on 
the following densities (and salinities) of 1..028 (34.85%0)， 1.0201324* 
(25.06%0) and 1.0101324* (12.63%0) and show that temperature changes 
have similar effects on di妊erentdensities. The e鉦ectof temperaれlre
change on density due to addition of ice-cold water must have been 
slight because present day average densities in the Pacific Ocean for al1 
latitudes and depths range between 1.02373釦 d1.02782 (MUROMTSEV， 
1963) and the average mean temperatures down to depths of 3，000 m 
range from 0.650C in latitudes south of 7008 up to 6.480C at a maxi-
mum in latitude 20-3008 (MUROMTSEV， 1963). The effect of tempera喧
ture on introducing 2.5 to 10% ice圃coldwater to water of temperature 
3.50C would be to increase the density between 0.000007 and 0.00003 
gfm1. 
Curve 1 
25 
Curve 2 
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Fig.2 
The approximate effects of adding between 2.5 and 20 percent ice-cold fresh 
water to sea water of an average density 1.027 are shown in Fig. 3， the range for these 
percentages being 6.5 to 53 ft of additional level in the higher latitudes when compared 
with a‘stable' 10，000 ft column of sea water at average density 1.027 in. the equatorial 
Obviously， for reasons given above， Fig. 3 can on1y be approximate and also 
The selection of densities with these last 4 decimal places (1324) has been 
for ease of calculating effects of temperatl.江echanges using the formula 
given in KNuDSEN'S (1959) tables . 
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Graph showing increase in height of a column of water in which the 
density has been lowered below the original density of 1.027 by addi-
tion of between 0 to 20% fresh water of OOC and salinity 0.0， relative 
to a column of water retaining a density of 1.027. 
there must have been some concomitant change in the ‘stable' equatorial column， but 
these changes can only have been minor so that the changes shown in Fig. 3 are almost 
certainly of the right order. An equally important conclusion is that any changes in 
the equat0rial regions are Hkely tO' be later than those in the 4igher latitudes. This is 
important for two reasons. Firstly， let us assume that during the period of rapid ice-
melting which ended about 6，000 years ago， the percentage of fresh water in the higher 
latitudes was 5 percent and the percentage in the requatorial region was Bi1. During 
such a period the level in the higher latitudes would have been 13 ft above that in the 
equatorial regions (Fig. 3). Let us also assume that the volumes of the two regions were 
equal; then， aspresent圃daydistribution in salinity was approached， sea level would have 
fallen 6.5 ft in the higher latitudes and risen by the same amount in the equatorial regions. 
Secondly， itcould have given rise to the two schools of thought， one that considers that 
sea level has been several metres higher than the present level in post-glacial times， 
Fig.3 
、
Cook Islaads 
and the other that denies this. 
Sea圃levelEvidence fr・omthe Pleistocene 
Although raised marine platforms and reefs are known at lower levels， Table 1 is
restricted to evidence for Pleistocene sea levels of about 15 ft and above at Niue Island， 
and at islands of the southern Cook Group that lie scattered between latitudes 19 and 
220 south and longitudes 157 and 1700 west. The levels on Niue (Table 1) are well 
documented from untilted， raised marine platforms that were buiIt on andfor cut in 
l-Post Glacial Sea-level Maxima a Function 01 Salinity ? 
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19 
coral rock (SCHOFIELD， 1959)， but比ispossible that the 180 ft level may have resulted 
through solution from the 235 ft reef. The sequence of coastal terraces in raised 
coral rock at the island of Mangaia (Table 1)， 800 miles from Niue， isalmost identical， 
except that there is some slight evidence that the 180 ft level could be due to a separate 
stillstand at that height and not due to solution， further fieldwork being required to 
establish its relation to the 230 ft reef level. It is interesting to note that the coastal 
terraces at 40-50 and 110-125 ft are much better preserved at Mangaia than they are at 
Niue， whereas the 75 ft terrace， sowell presented at Niue， appears to be non-existent 
at Mangaia. N evertheless clear evidence for an oceanic standstil1 at 75ft is found at 
Mangaia in the form of a magnificent row of almost coalescing caves with floors 75 ft 
above sea level， that are exposed in the west coast limestone clifs rising steeply from 
the 40-50 terrace up to the 110 and 180 ft terraces. 
Table 1 Marine Platform levels of Pleistocene Age (in feet) 
Niue Aitutaki Raratonga Atiu Ma叫te h任angaia
215-235 215-70 230 
180 ?180 180 
110-130 ?110 一 100 110-125 
75 60-70 75 70 70 75 
40-45 45 40 40 40-50 
?20 20 15 ?30 15 
The evidence from the island of Raratonga (Table 1) is limited to poorly preserved 
marine platforms cut in nepheline basalt at Blackrock. Unlike Niue and Mangaia， 
Raratonga is not known to have any raised coral reefs above a 10ft reef and it would 
require detailed mapping of this steeply eroded volcanic island to discover the con帽
tinuation of the 20， 40 and 75 ft levels and the possible presence of higher surface rem-
nants. 
Evidence from the island of Atiu (MARSHALL， 1930) consists of a raised barrier reef 
that rises from 15 ft at its outer edge to 70 ft inland. A now dry ditch separates the 
barrier reef from the inner volcanic core where terrace remnants are found at 40 and 
70 ft. The central plateau on this volcanic core rises from 215-230 ft at its margin to 
270 ft at its centre. A similar barrier reef that surrounds the island of Mauke rises 
from approximately 30 ft at its outer edge to 70 ft inland the inner volcanic core is 
bevel1ed at 100 ft (GRANGE & Fox， 1953;釦 dMr. R.F. HAY pers. commふ Brief
observations at the island of Aitutaki indicate terraces at 45 ft， 60-70 ft， and possibly at 
110 and 180 ft. 
The information from Aitutaki， Atiu， Mauke and Raratonσa is seldom in conflict b 
with that from those better known at Niue and Mangaia. Hence either there has been 
epeirogenetic movements over an 800 mile wide belt or there has been a real drop in 
sea level from at least 235 ft above the present. Continental sexture， asone type of 
、120 ]. C. SCHOFIELD 
epierogenetic movement， cannot be invoked to explain the raised nature of the marine 
platforms that surround these tiny Pacific islands found in a true oceanic environment 
east of the Marshall or andesite line. Thus in the absence of a suitable alternative 
epeirogenetic explanation this information from Niue and the Cook Islands strongly 
suggests real shifts in sea level from at least 230 ft above the present. 
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Prob.lem. of Quaternary Earth Movements in New Zealand* 
M.T. TE PUNGA** 
Abstract-The basal beds of a Quaternary， fossiliferous， marine sequence， 7，300 feet in 
thickness， have been uplifted (and gently tilted) to a height of 2，345 feet above present sea 
level at the inland margin of the Wanganui basin. Greatest uplift of the highest N orth 
Island axial ranges probably amounted to about 4，000 feet; east of these Mesozoic ranges， 
up1ift of Quaternary sediments has been less than on the west. In the Taupo Volcanic 
Zone 5，000 feet of Quaternary lacustrine volcanic beds and ignimbrites were deposited in 
an area of tectonic subsidence. 
In the South Island， glacial beds associωed with lignitic clays， between marine strata 
and overlying conglomerates， have al been deformed locally to dip almost vertically; these 
early Quaternary beds are overlain by 5，000 feet of terrestrial conglomerates now forming 
broad folds with local steep fianks. Quaternary uplift of about 10，000 feet may have occur-
red in the恥1:t. Cook area. 
These earth movements are related to the Kaikoura Orogeny which reached its climax 
in the mid-Quaternary; prominent strike-slip faulting is associated with this orogeny as well 
as block faulting. 
Opinions differ concerning the stability of N orth Auckland throughout the Quaternary. 
Geologists who consider the concept of high， interglacial sea levels valid maintain that 
coastal benches and deposits are related to rises of sea level amounting to a maximum of 
about 550 feet ahove present sea leve1. Others conclude that North Auckland has been 
upheaved tectonically， and that a 75 feet interglacial surface is the highest that represents a sea 
level control1ed by remanent ice. 
Evidence of Quaternary sea levels lower than at present is difficult to interpret. Data 
from seamounts has been considered tentatively as indicating a level of about -3，000 
feet. Some observations suggest levels of -400 feet， and less. 
Calculated rates of earth movement are dependent on the length of the Quaternary 
which has been estimated at several， perhaps as many as five mil1ion years. Measurements 
of tectonic vertical uplift and subsidence in rnany areas are dependent on norトglacial，eustatic 
changes of sea level of unknown amounts. 
• Paper presented at Symposium No. 19，“Sea level changes and crustal movements of the 
Pacific during the Pliocene and Post-Pliocene time"， Eleventh Pacmc Science Congress， 
August 23-24， 1966， Tokyo. 
•• Geological Survey， Lower Hutt， New Zealand. 
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Tilted Marine Beach R:idges at Cape Turakirae， N.Z.* 
H. W. WELLMAN榊
(With 4 Figures) 
Abstract-The axis of the Rimutaka Range reaches the coast of Cook Strait 1 km east of 
Cape Turakirae. The range is a growing anticline with an east flank that is steeply dipping 
and faulted and a west flank that dips gently for 14 km to the Wellington Fault and the steep 
limb of the Wellington Anticline. 
Elevated marine beach ridges are exceptionally well preserved for 5 km east of the 
Rimutaka Axis and are tilted westwards. There are six ridges only: A， B， C， D， E and F. 
A is that of the last 100 years and is poorly developed; B was growing until elevated during 
the 1855 Earthquake; C is the largest and is the oldest containing pumice erupted in A.D. 
200; D is the next largest; and F， the highest and oldest， isconsidered to have formed 
immediately after the post-glacial rise in sea level， and to be about 6，500 years old. 
Ridge F is 25 m above mean sea level at 4 km north-east of Turakirae Head， 23.5 m 
at the head itself， and 13 m at 4 km north-west of the head. From the right angle in the 
coast at the head the direction of tilting is determined as being 2700 and at right angles to 
the crest of the Rimutaka Range as defined by summit heights， and the tilting of the ridges 
marks the latest growth of the range. The average rate of tilting of the gentle flank of the 
anticline is 0.030 per 1，000 years， and the rate of uplift at the anticlinalは is4 m per 1，000 
years. 
Because of the complete absence of ridges intermediate between A， B， C， D， E and F， 
and because of the known sudden uplift during the 1855 Earthquake， the growth of each 
ridge is thought to have been terminated by a sudden uplift to the future position of the 
next youngest beach ridge. The following uplift sequence is inferred from the size and 
elevation of the ridges at the anticlinal axis: 
F 3 m (5.6) E 6 m (4.9) D 9 m (3.1) C 6.5 m (0.6) B 2.5 m (0.1) A， successive uplifts 
being given in metres and time of uplifts in thousands of years ago. Within the sequence 
the amount of each uplift is closely proportional to the length of time from the previous 
to the fol1owing uplift， and the next uplift of the Rimutaka Axis is expected to take place 
about 500 years hence. 
The co江田10nintersection of ridges B， C， D， E and F (but not A and B) on a line 
between the Rimutaka and Wel1ington axes indicates a long continued balanced uplift of 
both fold axes. Movement during the 1855 Earthquake was unbalanced and took place 
on the Rimutaka Axis only， ridges A and B intersecting west of the Wellington Axis. Bal-
ance would be restored by movement of the Wel1ington Axis only before the anomalous ridge 
A becomes wel1 developed and elevated by the next up1ift of the Rimutaka A幻s.
Regional Setting (Fig. 1) 
The tilted marine beach ridges of Turakirae Head lie 17 km S.E. of Wel1ington 
• Paper presented at Symposium N o. 19，“Sea level changes and crustal movements of the 
Pacific during the Pliocene and Post-Pliocene time"， Eleventh Paci.fic Science Congress， 
August 23-24， 1966， Tokyo. 
•• Geology Department， Victoria University of Wellington， New Zealand. 
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Sketch map of S.W. corner of North Island of New Zealand showing relation of tilted 
beach ridges to the main active faults and the growing anticlines. The position of the 
intersection of the beach ridges is known appro:rimately onty. 
City in the Sλ"fV. corner of the North Island oE New Zealand. The region is crossed by 
two active m司orfaults the Wellington and the Wairarapa. Both are dextral and 
both are upthrown to the N.羽T. The region is also crossed by two growing anticlines， 
an ill-defined one marked by the crest of the Wellington Peninsula， and a better defined 
one marked by the crest of the Rimutaka Range. The beach ridges lie on the west 
side of the Rimutaka Anticline， and bei:ng Holocene in age indicate continuing growth 
of the Rimutaka Anticline. The growth of the anticlines is closely related to the fault-
ing but the exact relation between anticlinal growth and faulting has not been established. 
Nature of Beach lUdges 
Fig.l 
The ridges at Turakirae Head are by far the best example of tilted beach ridges in 
• 
• 
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New Zealand. There are six beach ridges， A， B， C， D， Eand F. A being that of the 
present day and F the highest and oldest. Each old beach ridge is a distinct bank of 
gravel that slopes inland as well as seaward. The upper ridge is largely covered by 
screes from the mountains but the four lower can be traced continuously for 5 km， 
and have not been seriously disturbed since they were formed. The beach ridge of the 
present day is poorly developed and cannot be traced continuously. The ridges rest on 
a platform that is cut across steeply dipping “greywacke" of Triassic age， and which is 
littered by boulders up to 2 m high. The boulders are older than the beach ridges and 
represent the most resistant part of the greywacke that was eroded when the platform 
Tilted Marine Beach Ridges at Cate Turakirae， N.Z. 
was cut. 
The bOtiJ.lders， and the seaweed that grows on them， absorb much of the ener幻Tof 
the waves that sweep towards the exposed coast， and the beach ridge of the present day 
is forming at the remarkably low level of about 1 m above M.H入札1.M. The tidal range 
small and about 1.1 m. The conditions are thus ideal for recording progressive IS 
u plift and tilting of the land. 
AGO OF YEARS 下HOUSANDS
3 
Diagram showing heights of past sea levels relative to present day sea level for localities 
with uplift rates ranging from 0 to + 7 mm per year relative to the N etherlands. 
Diagram is based on data from the Netherlands， New Zealand， and other localities for 
which more than three sea level heights are known for the last 10，000 years. The 
diagram shows that submergence was fol1owed in regions with uplift rates of more than 
about 2ロunper year (relative to the Netherlands) by emergence. The total emergence， 
given by the emergence height of the Highest Holocene Shoreline (H.H.S.) is used to 
date仕leoldest beach ridge. It should be noted that the diagram is not applicable to 
localities undergoing isostatic or other non-uniform uplift， and that the uplift rate of 
most parts of the world is about + 1.3 mm per year relative to the Netherlands. 
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Survey Methods 
The height of the beach ridges was determined by level1ing along the crest of each 
beach ridge with an automatic level， levels being taken at points about 100 m apart. Ir-
regularities， largely due to the number and size of the boulders， were smoothed out by 
averaging over each 500 m length， the mean difference between each observation and 
the average being about 0.3 m. Towards the mouths of the Orongorongo and Wainui・
omata rivers the boulders are buried beneath the flood of gravels from the rivers， the 
waves are not absorbed， and the ridges were formed 1 m to 2 m higher than where 
sheltered by the boulders. 
The most “useful" part of the coast for determining uplift and tilting is thus the 
part that has a uniform covering of boulders， and which extends for about 2 km on each 
side of Turakirae Head. 
I>irection of Tilt of Terraces 
In order to show the tilting of the ridges conveniently， itis essential that a cross 
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Fig. 3 Cross section plotted on an east-west plane showing heights of the six beach ridges at 
Turakirae Head. Heights are given in metres above approximate M.H.W.M. The 
verticallines are the north-south grid lines， the numbered lines being 1，000 yards apart. 
The mouth of the Orongorongo River is at 453， Turakirae Head at 468， and the axis of 
the Rimutaka Range at about 495. Beach ridges defi.ned by closely spaced levels are 
shown by solid lines， those les well defi.ned by dashed lines. The dots are average 
values for the best defi.ned parts of the ridges， and the dotted lines give the best indica圃
tion of upli:ft and tilting. By extending the dotted lines it wiU be seen that ridges B， 
C， D and E intersect near grid line 400， whereas ridges A and B intersect much further 
to the west. 
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section rather than a plan be used. The only satisfactory section is that in the direction 
of the maximum tilt. The maximum tilt direction was determined from ridges D and 
E at the right angle formed by Turakirae Head itself. Directions 2650土10and 2660土10
determined independently from the ridges D and E are in good agreement and su伍cient-
ly close to 2700 to allow an east-west surface to be used for the projection plane for the 
cross section (Fig. 3). It is assumed that the direction of maximum tilt is the same over 
the remainder of the cross section. 
Height of Ridges 
The ridges are shown in cross section in Fig. 3. By extending the ridge lines it 
will be seen that (within the limits of error due to variation in exposure to waves) the 
five eZevated ridges intersect on a line that lies about 12 km west of Turakirae Head 
and is not far from the line defining the eastern side of the harbour of Wellington. 
This line of intersection is 20 km to the east of the line at which beach ridges A and B 
intersect and which is reasonably well defined by the known uplift which took place 
during the earthquake of 1855. The reason for the difference in the position of the lines 
of intersection is discussed later. 
Age of Ridges 
The absence of material for radio-carbon dating makes it impossible to determine 
the age of the older beach ridges directly. At Turakirae Head ridge C contains 
pumice that was erupted in A.D. 200， and at Putangirua Stream 30km east of Tl刀法irae
Head wood from one of the higher of a similar series of beach ridges gave a radio-
carbon age of about 4，000 years. It is thus reasonably certain that the oldest of the 
ridges at Cape Turakirae is more than 4，000 years old. Indirect methods have to be 
used to get a better age. It is assumed that at any time in the past sea level was at 
the same height at al places in the world. It is further assumed that during the 
last 10，000 years the average rate of uplift or submergence has been uniform every国
where outside the regions of isostatic uplift. It is impossible to be sure that any 
particular region is stable， but relative height changes can be determined provided that 
the height of sea level is known at corresponding times. In Fig. 2 the height of sea 
level relative to present sea level is shown for the last 10，000 years for regions that 
are rising at rates ranging from 0 to 7 mm per year relative to the Netherlands. 
The curves are based on the sea levels determined for various times in the past at 
the Netherlands， New Zealand， Mississippi Hinge Line， and a few other places where 
at least three past sea levels are known. Provided that the emergence height of the 
highest Holocene Shoreline (H.H.S.) is known the curves give the average rate of uplift 
relative to the Netherlands， and the approximate age of the H.H.S. and indicate that the 
highest beach ridge at Turakirae Head is about 6.5 thousand years old. 
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Interpretation 
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In spite of conditions being ideal for their formation and preservation， there is 
no trace of any shorelines between the six well defined ridges. It is inferred that the 
ridges represent periods of still-stand， and the spaces between the ridges periods of 
rapid uplift. The last uplift took place during the 1855 Earthquake and' was sudden， 
and it is inferred that the other uplifts took place during earlier earthquakes and were 
sudden also. 
The oldest beach ridge is estimated to have formed about 6，500 years ago， and the 
youngest is known to have started to grow after the 1855 Earthquake. The time of 
uplift of the other ridges is estimated from their cross sectIonal area on the assumption 
that the rate of gravel accumulation was constant at any one part of the coast. As the 
amount of uplift is known it is possible to construct a diagram (Fig. 4)， showing the 
relation between the amount of each uplift and the duration of the still-stand period 
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Diagram showing stages in ridge formation and uplift near axis 
of tRimutaka Range. Duration of beach formation is based on 
relative cross sectional area of ridges and is given as 10 arbitrary 
units for C， the largest ridge. It will be seen that the points 
midway along the times representing ridge formation and stil-
stand lie on a straight line that indicates the average rate of uplift 
and that the amount of each uplift has been proportional to the 
total time from the previous to the following uplift. The time 
of the next uplift is forecast by the dotted ljnes in the top right 
hand corner. 
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before and after the uplift. It will be seen that the mid puints of each “stil四stand"
line lie on a straight line which defines the average rate of uplift at the crest of the 
Rimutaka Anticline (the part of the coast chosen for illustration). This relation in-
dicates that the amount of any one uplift is proportional to the total time from the 
previous to the fol1owing uplift. Such a relation makes it possible to estimate the 
time (but not the total amount) of the next uplift， and may have general application. 
It is estimated that the next uplift will take place in 500 years time and will be at least 
1.5 m. 
The differences between the position of the line of intersection of ridges A and B and 
that of ridges B， C， D， E and F， requires explanation. 
If folding took place on al growing anticlines during each earthquake then the 
uplift at al places during each earthquake could be proportional to total previous uplift. 
Actual uplift is less uniform， and folding during particular earthquakes is restricted to 
a limited number of anticlines. During the 1855 Earthquake there was folding of the 
Rimutaka Anticline but no folding of the Wellington Anticline. The balance indicated 
by the common intersection of ridges B， C， D， E and F has been temporarily upset 
but would be rectified if folding took place on the Wellington Anticline alone before 
the beach ridge of the present day “A" became fully developed. 
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Description of Quaternary Shoreliiles with. Special Reference 
to the: Tecton，ic Fac危or*
Edmund D. GILL** 
Many descriptions of Quaternary marine shorelines ha"e failed to be con"incing， 
not because the information provided was erroneous but because it was inadequate. 
“One swallow does not make a summer"， and one piece of evidence is a weak argument 
on which to establish the existence of a past shoreline. Ten factors are listed as ex由
amples of the varied types of evidence that can be provided to substantiate and date a 
Quaternary marine shoreline. The more factors that can be cited for a given shoreline， 
the better its substantiation and description. 
1. Stratigraphic factor. Superposition is valuable evidence of sequence and of 
relative age， such as of a marine bed on a non-marine， or a Postglacial stratum on a 
Last Interglacial one. Most geologic histories depend on the classic Law of Superpo-
sltlon. 
2. Geomorphic factor. Corrasion by a rejuvenated ri"er fol1owing lowering of sea 
level provides sound geomorphic evidence of changed relationships between land and 
sea. Emerged shore platforms， abandoned cli狂sand sea caves， emerged wave-cut 
notch or visor， fluviatile terraces graded to different sea levels， drowned river systems， 
and a descending series of beach ridges are other examples of the geomorphic factor. 
3. Hypsometric factor. This is concerned with change in elevation， with respect to 
present sea level， ofvarious terrestrial or submarine features. Examples of its appli-
cation are intertidal features (shore platform， beach rock， top of coral reef) now emerged 
or submerged， the degree of emergence of a normally submerged structure (coquina， 
wave-base ripple marks)， and degree of submergence of a normally emerged feature 
(soil， trees in growth position， surficially weathered deposits， nodules involving the 
carbonate cycle). 
4. Paleontologic factor. Changes in some aspect of the faunal assemblage from a 
gi"en facies because of e"olution， migration， change of distribution， or extinction are 
rneans of differentiating the faunas of different periods and of dating them. The chang-
ing climates of the Quaternary brought about many changes in faunal distribution and 
• Paper presented at Symposium No. 19，“Sea level changes and crustal movements of the 
Pacific during the Pliocene and Post-Pliocene time"， Eleventh Pacific Science Congress， 
August 23-24， 1966， Tokyo. 
•• National Museum of Victoria， RusseU Street， M:elbourne， Australia. 
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provided new opportunities for faunal migration. For exampIe， the pelecypod Pecten 
first came to Australia (so far as IJs now known) during thc early Pleistocene， whereas the 
pelecypod Anadara is not known from this eontinent earlier than the Last Interglacia1. 
Port Philip， Victoria， isat presemt the westerly limit of Anadara in Bass Strait. Now 
this species exists here only below low water level (normaHy it i:s intertidal) in com-
paratively Slmall numbers， but durin.g t白heLa俗stIn凶lte釘f'宮、glacialand during the Postglacial 
Thermal Maximutn i託twaおSpreSent im l直11vast nutnbers; c∞onversel片
i託twaおsabsent from Port Philip. The gastropod Ninelμtorquata has hecome extinct in 
Vic1uoria since the Last Interglacial. 
5. Bio田faciesfactor. Change ぱ biologiたcf:白aCdieωs'a抗ta g♂iven locωalit抗ytnay alsωo be ah 
indicator 0ぱfchanged seωa-即levelre1a抗tionsh:ips. Thus a抗t)[)、e口on山ikmInEg♂ton民1し， Western Victoria， 
a sh，、e[1bed of LasはtInt伐erglacialage iおsof op~en-ocean sandy-beach f:白aCdLeωs，whぽ easthe 
mid田 HolooenesheH eed is of stiUwater marIIl1e facires， becalJ1se of barrier-bar formatI!o仏
6. 'Sedimentary faci'es factor. Changes in sedimentary facies also reflect changes 
in landlsea relationships. The shel】bedof Last lnterglacial age at D'enningtoh passes 
into a calcarenite beach， which grades IslO a calcarenite dune， whereas the Postglacial 
slhell bed IJs ln muddy sand amd gradωioto marsh Ihuds. Th，e two periods of ，deposition 
involve quite different sedimentary patterns. 
7. Isotopic factor. Certain materials in the sedirnents can b:e isotlopically analyzed 
for dating by several rnethods. Thus “iIonium dating，" has snown that a" sheIl bed 
which can be traced for 20 miles， from Port Fairy through D'ennington to WarrnambooJ， 
a;nd which was presumed on geologic ，grounds to be @f Last InterglaciaI age， isindeed 
of that age. L，ikewise， radiocarbon dating has given the age of a Postg'Lacial shel】bed.
8. lChemical factor. VariQilJs kinds of chemical change OCCUf in conp伐 tioowith 
shoreline processes， and tle pattern⑪f these changωcan be as charaeteFistic as the 
sedimentary pattefn. Also， the sam~ chemical chang，e can differ in ，d@gree as a function 
of time. 'Thu凶E路s，in the cωa】lca紅↓lren凶iteenv吋if刊on.men凶ta幻tDenr.正白mldtmfn1lL軒on and W厚arrnamho∞O叶1，t白he
modern coastal dunes are mobi江le久，with only occas，iぬon.a
The dune of Last lnter培glacialage，血entionedalDove， bow'ev1er， has a thick crust of two 
to three feet (1 m) of seeondary pedoge1lic ，earbonate， covering sands that are mobite 
or only very sligbtly cemen1Ieoi， 80 that with hand pressure they begin to run. The 
dunes of Penultimate lnterglacial age， on the o1ther hand， aJre changed to eolianite and 
catl be sawn into blocks :for building stone.， Therefote the simiIar .calcarenite dune 
deposits of the successively older 'QuateFllary shorelines show increasing amounts of 
secondary carbonate depositioJil and cementatiolil (G ILL， 1967). Ther~ are soil pipes in 
dune sands of Last Interglacial and older age but not in the modern sahds. Likewlse， 
exteilsive ca¥T'es occur im eolianite of Penulttimate Interglacial age， b，ut not in Iater for .
matl0JilS‘ 
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9. Pedologic factor. Soils (weathering profiles) can be useful both in mapping 
shorelines and in dating them. For the same parent material， on the same order of 
slope and under the same climatic conditions， soil formation is a function of time. 
Conversely， different materials of the same age under the same climate may develop 
different soils. Thus， in the Warrnambool圃Denningtonareas， postglacial soils are 
mostly simple loams， although under maximal conditions a rudimentary weathering 
profile may form. The youngest submature terra rossa soil is on calcarenite dunes 
of Last Interglacial age， whereas the strongly developed terra rossas are of Penultimate 
Interglacial age， although how long it took them to form before they were buried is not 
yet known. Only incipiently weathered loams have formed on basaltic ash of postglacial 
age， but submature soils with pedalferric nodules (buckshot gravel) have formed on 
similar ash of Late Glacial age. The kind of weathering profile also can indicate the 
kind of underlying bedrock; for example， terra rossa soils always occur on limestone， 
whereas buckshot soils never occur on limestone. 
10. Tectonic factor. The lithosphere is mobile， so tectonic movement occurs 
everywhere， inwidely varying amounts. For the study of Quaternary shorelines， any 
significant amounts of tectonic deformation of the shorelines， during or after the period 
of time when the shoreline formed， should always be determined. It is good procedure 
to consider the tectonic provinces of the area concerned， and both the vector and rate 
of tectonic movement ，vithin each province. The tectonic factor is evaluated by tracing 
a past shoreline across a series of provinces， tosee how it is affected by passing from 
horst to graben areas， orfrom a relatively stable area to a warped area. This procedure 
assists in sorting out the tectonic from eustatic movements. 
Australia is a comparatively stable continent， but it is noticeable that as the geology 
of the country is mapped in greater detail， more evidence of Quaternary tectonic move-
ment is discovered. The scale of movement is small compared with New Guinea or 
New Zealand， but even slight warps become significant when continued over long 
distances. Pliocene shorelines are obviously warped， asthe same shoreline will occur 
from below present sealevel to a few hundred feet above it. 
HOSSFELD (1950) and SPRIGG (1952) have demonstrated Pleistocene tectonic move圃
ments in South Australia， while BOUTAKOFF (1963) has documented movements in 
Victoria. Clear evidence of Holocene movements are unusual in Australia. Professor 
N.W.G~ MACINTOSH and the writer investigated the provenance of the Talgai Cranium 
from the Darling Downs in Queensland， and during this work studied the terraces of 
Dalrymple Creek， a tributary on the right bank of the Condamine River. It ，vas noted 
that formations of late Pleistocene and Holocene age (as determined by radiocarbon dates) 
dipped at an extremely lu¥v angle along Dalrymple Creek downstream so that over 
some miles they ultirnately disappeared belo¥v creek level. At the confluence of Daト
rymple Creek and the Condamine River there Is a large ponded area where some ten 
miles of the river is poorly defined， this contrasting with the sections of the river up-
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stream and downstream. On the left bank of the Condamine River in this area Palaeo・
zoic rocks outcrop on the high ground， while on the right bank Mesozoic rocks so 
outcrop. 1t would thus appear that Holocene movement is occurring on an old fault 
system. 
1n， Victoria， a study has been made of the mid-Holocene shoreline relative to 
tectonic movement. The coast of Victoria extends for some 500 miles from the South 
Australian' border to the New South Wales border in an overall easterly direction. 
Three sunklands and three horsts are traversed by the coast， viz. the Mt. Gambier 
Sunkland， the Otway Horst， the Port Philip Sunkland， the South Gippsland Horst， the 
Gippsland Basin， and the East Gippsland Horst (in order from west to east). In th'e 
estuaries， behind sand barriers， and in similar protected environments marine shell 
beds of stillwater facies are preserved. They are commonly well stratified. Such 
deposits are laid down below low water level and S'O it is significant if they occur above 
that level. Because they have been deposited in a stillwater environment they do not 
owe their elevation to storm waves， and they have not suffered dissection because they 
passed through the wave zone during emergence. Such shell beds are ideal for tracing 
changes in the relationship between land and sea. 
Thus shell beds of stillwater marine facies， shown to be of mid圃Holoceneage by 
radiocarbon dating， have been traced across the six tectonic provinces encountered on 
the coast of Victoria， and al show an emergence of the order of six fet. Due to vari-
ations in tidal range， and such differences it is not possible to be precise， but within 
the limits of present rneasurements， ithas n.ot been possi.ble to define any Holocene 
tectonic movements in Victoria since 6，000 years ago. No doubt movements have 
occurred， but they cannot be large or the shoreline would have been obviously displaced. 
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